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Orbit experiments continue

teract with atmospheric gases,
which is important in understanding the auroral phenomena.
"The crew fires the beams up
the magnetic field lines, and those
beams bounce off the opposite
hemisphere and come back to the
shuttle along the field lines," he
said. "That will give us an idea of
the shape and length of the
magnetic field."
The firings might be seen by
people on Earth as a brief, bright
flash in a clear night sky, but
because the firings are not on a set
schedule, sightings would be improbable.
Chappell said the results could
lead to a better understanding of
how atmospheric energy disturbs
shortwave radio communications
and influences the weather on
Earth.
The astronauts planned several
tests of the device over many
parts of the globe during the remainder of the flight.
In an earlier calibration test of
the device on Wednesday,
astronaut Owen Garriott described the lights as "single, bright
flashes. They form a semihemispherical glow in a bluish color."
Garriott, Byron Lichtenberg
and pilot Brewster Shaw form the
Blue Team in the flight's two-shift
round-the-clock operation.
Parker, Merbold and commander
John Young make up the Red
Team. Merbold is the first European to fly on a U.S. space mission.
The accelerators used in the
light experiment were developed

by Tatsuzo Obayashi, a University
of Tokyo researcher. It is one of
scores of international experiments from 14 nations carried
on this first flight of the Europeanbuilt Spacelab, a billion-dollar
facility.
During this third day of the
planned nine-day journey, the
astronauts continued experiments
started earlier in biomedical
research, metals processing and
Earth observations.
They also focused a powerful
German-made metric camera on
the Earth, gathering images that
scientists hope will map portions
of the planet never before properly charted.
The camera, with 1,100 frames,
is taking pictures of the surface
with a resolution of 32 feet, much
clearer than photos obtained by
Earth observation satellites. Gar'oft and Lichtenberg took the
first pictures Wednesday as Columbia, passed over Western
Europe.
Scierlt4sts on the ground heaped
praise o the performance of the
astronauts nd their instruments.
"They're aily off to a great
start, a re ly superb performance,"
Karl Knott of
West Germany,
ion scientist
for the European S''ce Agency.
"Spacelab is pri ing to be
outstanding in wed
manned
space flight with scien.•," said
Chappell, the U.S. mi.ssio scientist.
Columbia is to return Spa
b
and the six astronauts to Earth
Wednesday, landing at Edwa
Air Force Base, Calif.

HELPING UNDERPRIVILEGED CHILDREN — Members of the
Calloway County High School Future Business Leaders of America
are sponsoring a Christmas project, Adopt An Angel, that will benefit
underprivileged children in the city and county. The ages and sexes
of the children have been placed on ornaments decorating a
Christmas tree in Wal-Mart. Persons wanting to participate are asked to pick an angel off the tree, buy a gift suitable for that child and
return it to the service desk at Wal-Mart. The presents then will be
presented to the children. Adopt An Angel will run through Dec.9.

'Foolhardy'to reduce U.S. arsenal

General calls.rebuildin arms 'vital task'

William Westmoreland

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Saying it would be "foolhardy"
for the United States to unilaterally reduce its nuclear arsenal,
retired Gen. William C.
Westmoreland said Wednesday
night the U.S. must strengthen its
military and economic resources
to deter the Soviet Union's global
ambitions.
"It would be foolhardy to
believe the Soviets will ever agree
to any arms limitation agreement
until we rebuild our defenses,"
Westmoreland told a large audience at Lovett Auditorium. Such
rebuilding is a vital task, for the
U.S.S.R. has in recent years exceeded U.S. arms investment by
80 percent, Westmoreland said.
The former U.S. Armed Forces
Chief of Staff, who was commander of U.S. forces in Vietnam,
also said the latter conflict's only
similarity to the situation in Central America was that Marxist
forces were involved. And, despite
the Vietnam defeat, the U.S. was
the ultimate victor in Southeast
Asia, he asserted.
"Southeast Asia was 12,000
miles away," as opposed to the
proximity of Central America,
Westmoreland pointed out. "Indochina didn't have great
strategic significance for us.

Southeast Asia did....We won the
war in Southeast Asia because
Southeast Asia is not now communist."
Westmoreland hailed President
Reagan's invasion of Grenada as
a "bold stroke," the kind of action
necessary to maintain freedom of
U.S. shipping in the area and to
thwart the Soviets' desire for
world hegemony.
The reality of that Soviet goal
was a major theme in
Westmoreland's address, which
was part of the Student Government Association's University
Center Board Lecture Series. So
was U.S. military preparedness;
Westmoreland invoked George
Washington's assertion that "to
prepare for war is the only effective way of preserving peace."
Westmoreland portrayed the
U.S. and U.S.S.R. as competing on
all fronts, not just military, but
added the Soviet Union is the only
serious military threat to the U.S.
The two countries constitute
"markedly different systems,"
and the Soviets' shooting down of
a Korean airliner "alerted us to
the character of the communist
government in Moscow," he said.
Westmoreland, now an author,
lecturer and corporate consultant,
stressed the magnitude of the
Soviet military, which "gets the

best of eve
" in Soviet
society. The So ,i'ets, he warned,
are approaching a position of
superiority from which they could
dictate terms to the U.S. as John
F. Kennedy did to therri in the 1962
Cuban missile crisis.
The deployment of U.S. Pershing II and Cruise missiles in
Western Europe is necessary to
counter the Soviets' deployment of
SS-20 missiles aimed at Europe,
Westmoreland emphasized. The
U.S. must also reduce the
vulnerability of its "retaliatory"
nuclear weapons, so that the
Soviets cannot destroy most of
them in a surprise first strike, he
said. Rejecting unilateral disarmament or a nuclear freeze,
Westmoreland said the U.S. must
strengthen its nuclear forces to
stengthen its position in, arms
limitation talks, with the goal of
an "equitable stand-off at the
lowest level of nuclear weapons
we can achieve."
Westmoreland accused the
U.S.S.R. of employing propaganda to maintain its nuclear
superiority, saying it has "been a
party to the unrest" and protests
in West Germany and England
over deployment of the U.S.
missiles in Europe. Such propaganda helped squelch deployment of the neutron bomb, he

charged, and aids an effort to "intimidate" the NATO countries into the kind of submission Finland
gives the U.S.S.R.
The former 101st Airborne Division Commander at Fort Campbell also urged a U.S. build-up of
conventional forces, which "remains the essential adjunct to conventional diplomacy." The
Soviets wield a strong merchant
marine and massive fishing fleet
suitable for military use, plus a
growing Navy, he said. U.S.
liabilities include its attenuated
air and sea lines of support to
allies, and its overextended Navy.
The U.S. enjoys a great advantage in its non-military scientific and technological advances,
but the Soviets "have successfully
bought or stolen much of our advanced technology."
On the negative side of the
Soviet balance sheet,
Westmoreland emphasized the
questionable reliability of the
Soviets' east European satellite
states. He quoted a Polish
citizen's remark: "If war broke
out in Europe, the Poles would
fight the Germans for business
and the Russians for pleasure."
The Soviet economy is also a
strategic liability, as the diversion
of resources into military develop(Continued on Page 2)

Gemayel,Shultz look at removal of troops from Lebanon
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Lebanese President Amin
Gemayel met for 90 minutes with
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz today to explore new ideas
for trying to get foreign troops out
of his country. Lebanon's foreign
minister said afterwards there
are "signs of hope."
Gemayel, who arrived Wednesday night on his third visit to
Washington in 14 months, planned
to meet with President Reagan at
the White House later in the day.
sezurrty was tight for
Gemayel's visit, as it-was for the
vilit ot sintqf'Prime MinistAr Yitzhak Shamir earlier in the week.
Police vehicles cordoned off all
State Department entrances.
Gemayel declined comment

separate side letter — signed by
But U.S. officials say the reality
munities."
following his meeting with Shultz.
"Despite the present difficult of the situation in Lebanon belies the United States and Israel, but
But Lebanese Foreign Minister
situation in my country, I am here Gemayel's expressions of op- not Lebanon. The agreement
Elie Salem said there were "sigm
itself, which Lebanon signed, does
with a strong sense of hope rather timism. Fighting around Beirut on
of hope" that the troop withdrawal
not name Syria. Lebanese ofthe
worst
it
has
Wednesday
was
of
resolve,
of
uncertainty,
than
deadlock could be broken,
ficials have in the past insisted
although he wouldn't say what rather than hesitation, of ac- been in months, despite a
complishment, rather than iner- ceasefire, and there are no indica- that Israel should leave
they were.
regardless of Syria's actions. It
tions Syria is any more willing to
tia," Gemayel said.
Shamir left Washington
isn't known whether Gemayel will
it
has
withdraw
its
forces
than
He called for an early agreeWednesday for New York City
that position in his talks here.
take
previously.
The
Syrians
conbeen
withdrawal
of
all
ment
for
a
that
three-day
visit
following a
counof-the
produced a strengthening of U.S.- foreign forces from his country trol up to 60 percent
Some U.S. officials expectehim
Israeli military ties and a joint and "the implementation of the • try.
to push for modifications in the
here,
meetings
past
their
In
May 17 accords," referring to the
resolve to prevent Syria .from exagreement in his talks here, but
tending its control over all of Lebanese.-Israeli troop both Shamir and Reagan reaf- say he is unlikely to be acthe
commitment
to
firmed
their
withdrawal agreement.
Lebanon.
corrimodated. Shamir said in a
Acting at the direction of the May 17 agreement, which pro- speech to the National Press Club
In a brief arrival statement,
Geneva aegoinnors, Gemayei is •1,4,6",, Sala a.. Las as,"
Gemayei sala ne came with "a
Wednesday that Israel will "will
on a mission to explore new withdrawal. They interpret the * not change a word of it......
sense of confidenee" that the
.xinent
as providing. that the
-teneva tatIts on Leditnese na- • possibilities for getting Syrian, .
CS. officilipli back lapel on the
Israeli and Palestinian troops to Israelis don't have to leave until
tional reconciliation will be sucagreement, naiMing rts a good
leave Lebanon. The Geneva talks the Syrians agree to also pull out.
cessful in helping "build a new
The Israeli-Syrian link, one and should be implemented as
are in recess during Gemayel's
Lebanon responsive to the aspirais contained in a is.
however,
mission
comall
its
tions and the needs of

mihreempmmammumaimmeadareommemoomaamoommim
,

`01.11110.0.
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Final go-ahead
for AT&T
breakup given

Spacelab's crew creates
artificial northern lights
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Spacelab's astronauts
created an artificial aurora today,
generating a brilliant display of
lights by firing bursts of gases and
electron beams into the darkness
of space to learn more about the
atmospheric veil that envelops the
Earth.
"Beautiful," exclaimed
astronaut Robert Parker as he
watched a series of blue flashes
bounce thousands of miles along
Earth's magnetic lines. "Fantastic," exclaimed scientists on
the ground watching a live television picture of one of the tests
transmitted from the orbiting
shuttle Columbia.
Parker and Ulf Merbold, working in the Spacelab science station
in Columbia's cargo bay, triggered beams of electrons and
ionized argon gas from accelerators outside the lab, zipping
them into a highly-charged field of
plasma at an altitude of 155 miles.
Other shuttle instruments
measured the affect of the experiment on the atmosphere,especially on the formation of the manmade aurora borealis — the northern lights generated when enormous amounts of energy from the
sun saturate Earth's protective
curtain of magnetic fields and
pour through magnetic openings
above the North Pole.
Mission scientist Rick Chappell,
observing at a control center at
the Johnson Space Center here,
explained: "The experiment is
probing how particle beams in-

K. I YdenNvo

254 Per Copy

By NORMAN BLACK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Communications Commission gave the final go-ahead
today to the breakup of American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., but
not before ruling that the Bell
System's stockholders must pick
up the tab for certain expenses.
The commission approved, 4-0,
the transfer of various licenses
between AT&T and its 22 Bell
System companies, clearing the
last regulatory impediment to the
long-scheduled breakup of AT&T
on Jan. 1.
AT&T is breaking the Bell
System apart to comply with a
government antitrust settlement,
and a federal judge already has
approved AT&T's plan of
reorganization.
Nonetheless, the commission
made clear last January that it intended to conduct its own review
of the way AT&T was dividing its
assets, stating it had an independent responsibility to make sure
the breakup did not harm the
"public interest?"
This morning, the FCC said its
nine-month review left it convinced that AT&T was moving forward properly on equipment
transfers, but that the agency did
not believe all breakup expenses
should be passed on to ratepayers.
The commission disallowed
about $108 million in administrative expenses, ruling that
Bell System stockholders and not
consumers should bear that expense.
The agency also questioned
another $279 million in expenses
for rearranging local and longdistance networks to accomplish
the breakup. It said it would seek
more information from AT&T
before ruling on that expense.
The antitrust settlement requires AT&T to give up ownership
of local Bell companies but allows
it to keep its-long-distance operations, its Western Electric Co.
manufacturing unit and the Bell
Laboratories. The local Bell companies, meantime, will be divided
among seven new regional firms
and will continue to provide local
service and retain Yellow Page
directories.
(Continued on Page 2)

sunny, cold
Mostly sunny and cold. Highs
in the low 40s. West winds 5 to
lOmph. Tonight clouds increasing and not as cold. Lows in the
low to mid 30s. Winds becoming
south 5 to lOmph. Friday cloudy
with a 60 percent chance for
developing showers. Warmer
with highs in the low to mid 50s.
South winds 15 to 20mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
355.0
Kentucky Lake
355.0

today's index
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Classifieds
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•
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Crosswords
8
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3
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Horoscope
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Murray Today
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3
Perspective
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Sports
Christmas Shopping
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tim Money Lodger & Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to colt 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. sad 6 p.m., Monday tfortargh Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sat*
days.

WOODSTOCK SA ONLY
24 SHOPPING DAYS
1TIL C.HRISTMAS.
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Paducah Symphony Orchestra
to present Christmas concert

'Hanging of
the Greens'
set for Sunday
The traditional Hanging of the
Greens ceremony and an open
reception will herald the beginning of the Christmas season at
Murray State University on Sunday, Dec. 4.
Dr. Kala M. Stroup, university
president, and her husband Joe
have invited people from the campus and the community to join in
the Christmas celebration to begin
at 4:30 p.m. in the Curris Center.
Dave Kratzer, center director,
urged those who attend to be in
place by 4:15 p.m. for the program, which will include
greetings and lighting of the 32foot Christmas tree and atrium by
Stroup, a concert by the Murray
State Choir, audience participation singing and a reading by
retired music faculty member
Larrie Clark which will combine
the traditional Christmas story
with the choral texts.
Santa Claus will be an honored
guest at the reception hosted by
the Stroup family in the ballroom
immediately following the program.
Members of the Murray State
Choir will use bells and candles in
a "procession of sound and light"
as they march to their places on
the balcony of the upper level.
Stephen J. Rosolack of the music
faculty will direct the choir, which
will be accompanied by Warren
Kennett, Madisonville junior.
Also featured on the musical
program will be the Brass Choir,
soloists Jennifer Beck, Calvert City sophomore, and Kay Gardner
Bates, assistant professor of
music, and Ronnie Oliver, Philpot
senior, as student conductor.
The audience will also join the
choir in several traditional
Christmas songs.

The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra will usher in the
Christmas season with a special
concert at 8:15 p.m. Saturday at
Symphony Hall, 1000 Jetton Blvd.,
Paducah.
The concert will be highlighted
by a performance of J.S. Bach's
Christmas cantata, "Magnificat,"
and the orcestra will be joined in
this work by the popular Symphony Chorus and five soloists.
Among the members of the 50voice choir are Dan McDaniels

Hubbard to speak
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard will
be speaking to an environmental
health class at Murray State
University on Tuesday, Dec. 6, at
11 a.m., at the Curris Center.
In addition to the environmental
health class, other MSU students
and the general public are invited
to attend.
Hubbard's remarks will center
upon legislation and health issues.
Hubbard was invited to speak
by Dr. Dianne O'Brien, assistant
profess& of the Department of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation on the Murray campus.

Westmoreland...

TRIMMING THE TREE — Members of the Curris Center staff
utilize three-deck scaffolding to string lights on the Christmas tree
which will serve as the centerpiece for the annual Hanging of the
Greens ceremony at 4:30 p.m. Sunday. The 32-foot cedar from the
Land Between The Lakes was donated by the Tennessee Valley
Authority. Everyone has been invited by the Stroup family to join in
the celebration which signals the beginning of the holiday season on
the campus.
MSU photo by Barry Johnson

U.S., Soviet negotiators met today
GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) —
U.S. and Soviet negotiators met
today at the Soviet compound to
continue their 17-month effort to
reduce long-range nuclear
weapons — the only remaining
forum for superpower talks on
nuclear arms.
The meeting between Soviet
Ambassador Viktor P. Karpov
and chief U.S. negotiator Edward

and Karen Atkins, both of Murray.
The soloists will be Heather
Mclure McCormick, soprano,
from Henderson; Laura Mobley
Thompson, mezzo-soprano, and
Karen Gardner Bates, both of
Murray; Walter Pool, tenor, a
native of Eddyville; and William
Lathon, bass, of Louisville.
An expanded brass section with
eight short pieces by Giovanni
Gabrieli. Gabrieli was an early
Baroque composer who laid the
fondations of the modern orchestra. These pieces are gems
which contain warm, rich sounds
and textures and are typical of the
joyous brass music associated
with Christmas.
In a slightly different vein, the
string sections of the orchestra
will play the "Christmas Conceto"
by Arcangelo Corelli. The piece,
which depicts the Nativity, is
scored, beside strings for two solo
violins, solo cello, and pipe organ.
This will mark the first time a
pipe organ has been used in a
Paducah Symphony concert.
Tickets for the concert are $7.50
for adults and $5.50 for students,
and may be reserved by calling
(502) 444-0065. A limited number
of tickets will also be on sale at the
door.

But he added, "There is no progress up to now and as I have
stated many times, the position of
the American side is not for agreement."
Moscow also has Oontinued to
Speculation has diminished that
the stating'ofew U.S.
—
criticize
break
off
the sov.iet.s. might also
medium-range missiles in
the the Strategic Arms Reduction
Talks, known as START. After a. Western Europe, saying deployment alters the East-West
three-hour session Tuesday, Karstrategic "balance."
pov said the talks will go on.
L. Ftowny was the second since the
Soviet Union walked out of
parallel medium-range missiles
talks Nov. 23.

(Continued from Page 1)
ment and the lack of work incen- several questions after his 40tive has led to goods shortages and minute talk. The only one to elicit
economic inefficiency. The applause was one audience
U.S.S.R.'s economic community member's query, "Do you think
suffers from a $130 billion foreign
we should have to put up with
exchange debt, he said.
Cuba indefinitely?"
At the same time, the United
Westmoreland replied the U.S.
States' $200 billion budget deficit will probably have to "tolerate"
has for the first time become a Cuban premier Fidel Castro until
-political liability," and the U.S. his demise, but that there were opwork force has itself lagged in portunities in the past to overmotivation, he said. throw his regime. With tactical air
Westmoreland briefly explained a support, the Bay of Pigs invasion
proposal he has supported to re- in 1961 might have succeeded, he
juvenate the U.S. economy, which said. And in the missile crisis,"we
is now a House bill with 20 co- could have physically seized those
sponsors. Corporate taxes would
missiles rather than forcing them
not go to the IRS but would be out by using our clout."
diverted to a special trust fund,
The lecture series had originally
from which citizens would receive scheduled an address by Soviet
tax-exempt cash gifts.
journalist Vladimir Pozner, but it
U.S. economic problems must was canceled after the Korean
not be allowed to interfere with
airliner incident. The official
the current increase in funding for
reason was that Pozner's mother
the military, Westmoreland cau- had a heart attack, according to
tioned. Saying the magnitude of the Student Government Associathat funding is "out of focus in the tion. SGA has scheduled another
public mind," Westmoreland
Lecture on the Soviets' perceptions
maintained that Reagan is asking
of the U.S., to be given Feb. 20 by
for far less a portion of the budget Dr. Robert Legvold, senior direcfor defense than did Kennedy.
tor of Soviet studies for the CounWestmoreland entertained
cil on Foreign Relations.

South Central Bell
announces new
service numbers
South Central Bell has new
phone numbers for Murray area
customers to call for information
about bills or changes in phone
service.
Starting Dec. 5, home
customers wanting to lease or purchase a phone, or ask about phone
repair and billing should call 1800-5554111.
New numbers for business
customers will also be introduced
on Dec. 5. The new numbers are:
• To order service — (502) 6859200.
• To lease or purchase a
single-line phone, or ask about
phone repair and billing — 1-800423-8010
• To get PBX and data sets
repaired — 1-800-242-2121.
• To get Key and Horizon sets
repaired — 1-800-526-2000.
"These new phone numbers are
just another step toward Jan. 1,
when South Central Bell will
break away from AT&T," said
Marvin Orgill, district manager
for Bell.
Customers should note the new
numbers on page four of the directory's Customer Guide, Orgill
said, or save their December Bell
Notes bill insert, which will also
have the new numbers.
All calls are toll-free, he added,
and customers dialing the old
number will hear a recording giving the new number.

FCC...
(Continued from Page 1)
The FCC's review centered
primarily on the division of assets
that are used for interstate longdistance communications, particularly the telephone lines and
microwave radio links that form
much of the backbone of AT&T's
network. Each of the microwave
links, for example, must be licensed by the commission.
Those assets are being divided
between AT&T and the Bell companies primarily because of a provision in the settlement that
specifies AT&T will operate most
of the existing long-distance network. Thus if a Bell company is
now licensed to operate a
microwave link within a state, but
that link is used to handle interstate calls, the license for the
link must be transferred from the
Bell company to AT&T.
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Accepting punishment
for civil disobedience
The willing, even eager, acceptance of punishment has been essential to civil disobedience since
the term was invented by Henry David Thoreau in
the middle of the last century.
This point is often overlooked by today's protestors, such as the young men refusing to register
for the draft and the anti-war demonstrators who
block traffic at military bases and defense plants.
Some of them seek to escape any penalty.
The author Thoreau was a thoroughgoing
dissenter. He had little truck with majority rule,
dismissing democratic principles with the statement that "There is but little virtue in the action of
masses of men."
But he did not seek out attention and arrest, as
some demonstrators do today;by,
violating one law
to protest another. Instead, he quietly refused to
pay his poll tax. For several years the local constable and tax collector ignored the violation. Finally, in 1846, Thoreau was -as mad as the devil," according to the jailer, upon being released after
spending only one night in jail. "Henry, if you will
not go of our own accord, I shall put you out, for you
cannot stay here any longer," said Sam Staples, the
Concord constable, tax collector and jailer. Then
Thoreau reluctantly went off to pick blackberries.
Gandhi never resisted arrest or imprisonment.
He often spoke of "the only safe and honorable
course for a self-respecting man" — -that is, submit without protest to the penalty of disobedience."
When charged with sedition in 1922, he told the
court, "I am here...to invite, and cheerfully submit
to, the highest penalty that can be inflicted upon me
for what in law is a deliberate crime and what appears to me to be the highest duty of a citizen." He
asked the court for "the severest penalty."
Martin Luther King was arrested for
demonstrating, leading marches and prayer vigils,
for organizing a boycott and once for disobeying an
officer who ordered him to move on when he was
standing in the hallway of the Montgomery courthouse. Notably, in each case he was disobeying
what he considered to be unjust laws or an unjust
and discriminatory enforcement of a just law. He
never violated traffic laws, for example, simply in
order to get himself arrested. But, when arrested,
he refused the privilege of bail and refused to pay
fines in order to avoid being jailed, explaining on
one occasion: "The time has come when I should no
longer accept bail. If! commit a crime in the name
of civil rights, I will go to jail and serve the time."
When those who practice the honorable tradition
of civil disobedience go to court, they may seek to
publici'Le their cause and explain their thinking.
They have, within limits, the right to do so. But, if
they are to follow in the footsteps of Thoreau, Gandhi and King, they should accept criminal penalties
for their disobedience cheerfully and without complaint.

•

Something old
is what's new
It's said that if you live long enough you'll see the
styles of your youth return. Even so, many oldtimers are surprised at some current revivals.
Take knickers. They are back, those loose-fitting
knee-length trousers boys wore between short pants
and long trousers.
Every kid on the block was desperate to get out of
short pants and into knickers. It was part of growing up. Then they were anxious to get out of the
knickers and into long trousers, the symbol of
manhood.
In the 1920's some grown men, mostly golfers,
wore knickers, but no one knows exactly why.
Maybe because Bobby Jones, top golfer of his day,
wore them. So did English country squires.
On a recent buying trip to Europe, Marco Zoilo, a
Brooks Brothers clothier, saw some men in
knickers and decided, "It could be fun to resurrect
them." Whether from nostalgia or something else,
the newly arrived knickers are selling. The store's
ads show a sporty looking type wearing a cap, cardigan, knickers and argyle socks. That's vintage F.
Scott Fitzgerald.
Then there are love ballads. They're back too.
The record industry is in a state of shock. Linda
Ronstadt, the popular rock and roller, defied
musical trends and cut a record album as different
from Top 40 fare as caviar is from corn dogs.
Ronstadt recorded "What's New?" "I've Got a
Crush on You" and other old love songs. Her album
is among the top 10 sellers.
"It's already a gold record and we expect it to go
platinum before Christmas; it's our best selling
record of the year," says the happy producer.
So, what's new? What's old is what's new.
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Tex Todd has seen a lot of medical changes
in her 30 years as a MCCH surgical nurse
Anna (Tex) Todd has seen a lot of
medical and health care changes
take place in Murray in the 30 years
of continuous service she has given
Murray's hospitals. Old buildings have been replaced
with spacious, new, modern
facilities. Highly scientific and
sophisticated equipment has been
and continues to be installed, and a
parade of faces — administrators,
directors, doctors, nurses and support personnel — have crossed the
scene since she reported to work as a
scrub nurse in the operating and
delivery rooms of the old Murray
Hospital Association.
That's the way the local hospital
was known then, following a merger
of the Mason Memorial Hospital and
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic
downtown.
"It's a different world today!" she
mused, lighting one of her everpresent cigarettes while taking a
break the other day in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
cafeteria.
• • •
A native of Kuttawa in nearby
Lyon County and where her father,
the late J.I. Moore, operated a
popular restaurant, "jot-'em down
store" and gas station, Tex feels that
World War II and America's involvement in it influenced her, more than
anything else, to become a nurse.
"Everybody was doing
something," she said, "and I wanted
to do something, too, to help."
Although the war ended before she
completed her first year of training,
she went on to graduate from St.
Joseph Hospital's School of Nursing
on Louisville on Jan. 8, 1948.
That's where she got her nickname
of "Tex," she laughed, but how she
got it "is too long a story to tell!"
And, that was the extent of her ex-

planation. Although she has been
known affectionately by it to her
friends, family and professional
associates through the years.
Following graduation from St.
Joseph, she worked there at the
Louisville hospital for a year before
going to St. Louis to do graduate
work at Barnes Hospital, one of the
nation's forenykst hospital groups.
• • •
She was in St. Louis only a few
months before she decided that she
would rather be closer to her West
Kentucky home. It was the late
Preston Ordway, for many years
business manager at Murray State
University, who got her to come to
Murray.
Preston had learned from his
cousin, Connie McClain, wife of the
late Dr. Clay McClain at Benton, that
Tex was looking for a job in West
Kentucky. He went to Kutthwa, talked with her and convinced her to join
the staff at what then was the Murray
Hospital Association.
Her first day at work was that
August day in 1949. There was only
one operating room and one delivery
room, both on the second floor of the
old hospital, located at the time on
Popular Street and razed only a few
years ago. She became the scrub
nurse for both.
Tex recalls the hospital's medical
staff at the time being made up of
Drs. Ora Mason, Rob Mason, Hal,
Sr., and Hugh Houston, A.D. Butterworth, L.D. Hale, Bob Hahs, Coleman McDevitt, J. Lacy Hopson and
Jim Hart,Sr.
Dr. Hahs was the father-in-law of
Dr. Dick Stout, a member of the present medical staff, while Dr. Hugh
Houston and Dr. Jim Hart, Sr., are
the only two of the group still practicing at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

• • •
Harry Miller was the first of eight
hospital administrators with whom
she has worked, and Mrs. Whit(Dee)
Imes was the director of nursing
when she started, the first of six.
The other administrators include
Howard Rogers, E.J. Walkup, Karl
Warming, Bernard Harvey, Robert
G. Wilson, J. Field Montgomery, Jr.,
and the present administrator,
Stuart Poston, who has been at the
hospital for the past 10 years.
Other than Mrs. Imes, directors of
nursing have included Amy Nichols,
Lucille Ross, Elaine Harvey, Nadine
Turner and the present director,
Mrs. Bonna Pierce.
• • •
Although she left the hospital for
"seven or eight months" in 1951 to
help open the Caldwell County
Hospital at Princeton, she returned
to Murray and has worked as the
supervisor in the operating rooms
since 1953, assisting through
thousands of surgical procedures.
Dr. Conrad Jones, she recalls joined the staff in January of 1950, and
Dr. C.C. Lowry in June of 1952. She
has assisted both hundreds of times.
Tex also recalls many sad experiences in her job, many of which
involved frantic efforts to save the
lives of some of the area's most
popular young people whose bodies
had been smashed in tragic auto accidents.
"It is sad enough to lose them,"she
said, -but even more so when they
are so young and full of life."
One of her most traumatic experiences took place the evening in
1957 when Murray Police Chief Novel
McReynolds was fatally shot in a gun
battle with a man on the south side of
the court square.
"We worked all night trying to save
his life," she said, adding proudly

that people from all walks of life in
Murray lined the hospital corridors
as volunteer blood donors. "They
turned out in droves trying to be of
help," she said.
Today, Tex supervises more than
20 hospital employees assigned to the
surgical suites, seeing that nurses
qualified to help the doctors in their
specialties are on duty, over-seeing
the sterilization and constant inventory of instruments and sponges and
assisting with the purchase of new
equipment as well as seeing that
equipment on hand is in top working
condition.
Although at first, she and Miss
Amy Nichols took turns being on call
at night after their regular hours,she
and Mrs. Jim (Carolyn) Rice shared
this responsibility for many years.
Today, it is handled by other nurses
in the department on regularly,
assigned hours.
Mrs. Rice not only is her assistant
supervisor today but one of her
closest friends. The two of them have
worked together for more than 27
years.
• • •
Tex and her husband, Dewey, who
drowned in a 1976 boating accident
while fishing near Patterson's Landing on Kentucky Lake, had four
children, all born right where she
worked.
Sammy, 30, is a supervisor in the
molding unit at Fisher Price. Tine,
27, is Mrs. Steve Sexton and lives on
Route 8. Mina, 21, was a star basketball player at Calloway County High
School and Murray State University
before going to work, also at Fisher
Price. She plans to return to school in
January. The youngest, Mimi, 19,
also works at Fisher Price.
Tex makes her home in the North
Hills subdivision just north of town
and off the old Paducah Road.
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Jobless figures

gayer

NEW YORK (API — The employment figures for November are
scheduled to be released in
Washington on Friday and, as usual,
the star of the show will be the jobless
-WOW/
rate, which fell to 8.8 percent in Oc_
tober.
Almost everyone focuses on it, including the commissioner of labor
statistics, Janet Norwood, every
economist in business and academe,
and anyone who makes any claim at
all to informed opinions.
In Merrill Lynch's opinion, for example, the November rate might rebound to 8.9 percent, although it
holds to a longer-range view that a
decline to an 8 percent rate is likely
by this time next year.
The National Federation of In"SORRY, FOLKS, THAT TRAIN DON'T STOP-HERE.!" '219
.
3
Ser""
.‘4.
"
dependent Business disagrees with
that short-term assessment,
forecasting a continued decline for
November and the likelihood of a
rate below 8 percent for December.
Everyone, it seems, has an opinion
Mrs. Troy Ahart, a girl to Mr. and
Ten years ago
The Rev. Vester Moreland is
on the star of the show, a tendency
Mrs. James Cooper, a girl to Mr. and
Almost 1,000 students at Robertson
pastor of the Salem Baptist Mission,
that detracts from the informative
Elementary and Murray Middle
Mrs. Franklin Jones and a boy to Mr.
located across from Old Salem
performance by the rest of the cast,
Schools were given hearing screenand Mrs. Robert Spann.
Cemetery.
such as the level of employment or
A.B. Crass spoke about "Interior
ing tests by Division of Speech and
Births reported include a girl to
the jobs created or the makeup of the
Decoration" at a meeting of the Zeta
Hearing at Murray State University
Mr. and Mrs. Steve McCuiston on
labor force.
Department of the Murray Woman's
in cooperation with the Theta DepartNov. 28.
Rose McElhattan of the Federal
ment of the Murray Woman's Club.
Club. He was introduced by Mrs.
Woodrow Rickman, Don Curd, Dan
Reserve Bank of San Francisco ofA.W.Simmons, Jr.
Shipley, Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billfers an example of how focusing on
Frank Krautheim, Delmar Brewer
ington, Billy Mitchell, Ed Carter and
the jobless rate can hide significant
and Max Beale had high individual
Joe Carter have returned home after
information.
three games with handicapped in
a pheasant hunting trip in South
In June, she points out, 1.2 million
Kentucky Lake Bowling League.
Dakota.
people found jobs, "an unThe Murray High School Tigers
Thirty years ago
precedented monthly increase and a
beat the Calloway County High
Members
of the Junior Red Cross
remarkable improvement." But who
School Lakers 66 to 58 in a basketball
of Murray High School presented a
noticed? The jobless rate itself fell
game at Murray State University
To The Editor:
variety show and skit for the patients
almost imperceptibly, to 10 percent
Sports Arena. Ray Lane was high
The Murray Education Association
of the U.S. Army Hospital at Fort
from 10.1 in May.
scorer for Murray and James Wells
would like to express its thanks to the
Campbell.
The level of employment lost billfor Calloway.
following businesses which helped to
Recent births reported at the Muring to the jobless rate, and something
publicize the observance of
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
of the sort occurred again in July. In
American Education Week: Bank of
Twenty years ago
Mrs. Wilson Franklin and a boy to
that month the employment gain was
Murray, The Big Dipper, Holland
The Murray City Council purchasMr. and Mrs. Paul Hackworth.
only half as much, but the jobless
Drugs, The Home Place, Judy and
ed a new truck for the Murray
Pvt. Dale Charlton spent a 10-day
rate stole the show by plunging to 9.5
Shere's, Pagliai's Pizza, *Jerry's
Sanitation System at its regular
furlough with his parents, Mr. and
percent.
Restaurant, Seven Seas, Scott's • meeting. Taylor Motors had the low
Mrs. B.B. Charlton, before reporting
Though the emphasis on the jobless
Drug, and Twin Lakes Office Probid for the truck purchase.
to New Jersey for overseas duty.
.,rate confused the picture, there is no
Six firms were robbed the night of
ducts. A special thank you goes to the
The annual Christmas Bazaar of
mystery. In June, the rate barely
Ledger & Times for their coverage of
Nov. 30. They were Hendon's Service
Christian Women's Fellowship of
changed because of a big rise in the
educational events, not only during
Station, Jim Adams IGA, Outland
First Christiaii Church will be Dec. 4
labor fUrce. In July, the force reEducation Week, but each
Bakery, Enix Interiors, -Murray — at the c;.ura, according to Mrf! "imatneu aunos-ruilynangea.
week of the schooL year. We apBeauty Salon and Murray Home and
Ralph H. *dais, president.
For ral.its big re,putation, that is,
preciate the interest and support of
Au:4.
fir. and Mrs. Tom Covington ot
the jobless rite is Merely a ratio of
each of the above businesses.
Recent births reported at the MurBrownsville, Tenn., have been the retwo figures that Often are far more
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
'Sincerely,
cent guests of their parents, Mrs.
important: the total number of jobs
Mrs. Osley McClure,a girl to Mr. and
Lee Pinkston
Covington and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
and the total number of people lookMurray Education Association
Mrs. Eddy Duncan, a girl to Mr. and
Farris.
ing for them.
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*Sweaters
*Blouses
*Shirts
*Blazers
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*Coordinated
Sportswear
*Handbags
*Walking Shorts

*Suits
*Socks
*Jeans

CHERRY BRANCH WILL BE
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5
TIL CHRISTMAS

FREE GIFT
WRAPPING
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ESTEE LAUDER'S
Creative Colors
Makeup Box
A 60:00 Value.
Yours for 1250 with any Estee
Lauder fragrance purchase.
Be creative, and create a whole new
world of vibrant looks for yourself —
with Estee Lauder's Creative Colors
Makeup Box. Its a dazzling collection of
exciting colors and up-to-the-minute
beauty makers put together to help you
design your face — beautifully.
Here's what you'll find in The
Creative Colors Makeup Box:
Two Longline Lip Polishers to
give your lips a marvelous sheen,
Four Pressed Eyelid Shadows in
four fashion-right colors.
A Polished Performance
Lipstick for a dazzling mouth.
A Tender Blusher Compact
and brush.
Luscious Creme
Mascara for long,
luxurious lashes.
Automatic Creme
Concealer.
A Beauty MifT0f and
two eyeshadow
applicators.
Be creative with
Creative Colors
Makeup box. Yours, for
12.50 with any Estee
Lauder fragrance
purchase

.

Come to our Estee
Lauder counter for
yours while supplies
last. One to a
customer. All products
made in U.S.A. Prices
subject to change
without notice.
Quantities limited,

Here, some creative options for holiday-time giving:

YOUTH-DEW
Collector's Treasures
Includes 1.5 oz. Eau de Parfum
Spray. 3 oz. Dusting Powder,
16.00

Eau de .
Star Crystal Parfum Spray
The perfect
Fragrance
stocking
Candle
Small. 13.50 stuffer. 1.5 oz.
10.00
Large, 25.00

Holiday Guest Set
Includes .44 oz. Eau de
Parfum Spray, 2 oz. Body
Satinee, .14 oz. Bath Oil.
13.50

,
OM

z

i44
ESTEE

CINNABAR

Classics
Includes 1 5 oz
Super Cologne
Spray. 3 oz
Perfumed Body
Powder
20 00

Presence Makers

Holiday Spice Set

Includes .5 oz.
Super Cologne
Spray, 1.85 oz.
Moisturizing Body,
Lotion
15.00

Includes .5 oz.
Fragrance Spray,
2.25 oz. Perfumed
Body Creme. 14.50

Classics
Includes 1.75 oz
Fragrance Spray.
4 oz. Dusting
Powder.
25.00

8

Newborns, dismissals listed at local hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Nov. 26, was 85 adults and
four in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Morris,
mother, Jeri, 1602
Sycamore St.
Baby Girl Washburn,
parents, Judy and Darrell, Rt. 9, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Bonita Kay
Holland and baby girl,
Rt. 3, Benton; Ms. Sarah
R. Younglove and baby
boy, 406 South Eighth St.;
Miss Laura Ann Baker,
New Concord;
D.P. Stubblefield, 302

Pine St.; Mrs. Debra B.
Smith and baby boy, Rt.
5; Mrs. Evelyn H, Ferrara, Rt. 7; Mrs. Arah N.
Harmon,Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Laura M. Beatty,
1613 West Main St.;
Claude E. Vaughn, 905
Pogue Ave.; Edward 0.
Chadwick, 205 South 12th
St.; Mrs. Betty L. Bynum
(expired) E-12 Fox
Meadows.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Sunday, Nov.
27, was 96 adults and five
in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Haymes,
parents, Krista and

Hospital fdr Monday,
Nov. 28, was 111 adults
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Cole, mother,
Clara, Hazel;
Macha Twins, boy and
girl, parents, Linda and
Roger, Rt. 1.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Andrea G. Elder
and baby boy, Rt. 4,
Mayfield; Phillip E.
Howard, Box 924, Murray; Aaron E. Dearmitt,
Richmond Hall, MSU;
Jimmie Dale Thomason,.
Rt. 5;
Mrs. Sue K. Britt, Rt. 1,
Census at Murray- Farmington; Scott N.
Calloway County
Continued on page 5

Jason, 1531 London Dr.;
Baby Girl Arant,
parents, Becky and Marty, Rt. 1, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
James M. Billington,
1305 South 16th St.; Mrs.
E. Jew* Jackson, 251
Riviera Cts.; Ryan P.
Pugh, Box 1142, Paris,
Tenn.; Paul Thomas
Lyles Rt. 2;
Mrs. Darlene M.
Cooper and baby girl,
1523 Oxford Dr.; Wesley
C. Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Bertha H. Hines, Rt.
1, Hazel; Mrs. Ruby 0.
Harris,723 Nash Dr.

DATEBOOK
Pap clinic Monday
A free Pap Smear Clinic will be Monday, Dec. 5,
starting at 9 a.m. at the Calloway County Health
Center. Each year Kentucky Physicians report as
many as 1,000 new cases of cervical cancer. Potentially 100 per cent of these cancers can be cured if
detected early.
The pap test is a simple and painless procedure
for the detection of cervical cancer. If all women
had the pap test there would be no deaths from
cancer of the uterine cervix. The test takes just a
few minutes and can be performed at a physician's
office or at your local health department. Persons
should call the center,753-3381, for an appointment.

Lewis Jay, Jr. born
Lewis Jay and Susan Marie Hunt announce the
birth of their son, Lewis .Tay, Jr., weighing six
pounds eight ounces, born Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 9:15
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Milton W.
Tyrvell of Glen Ellyn, Ill. Paternal grandparents
are Mrs Sue Parr of Westville, Ind., and Les Hunt of
Salt Lick.

Camera club will meet
The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club has
changed its meeting on Monday, Dec. 5, to the
Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray State
University. The meeting was changed so the group
could see the slide presentation of Brad Reynolds,
photo-journalist of Owensboro, of his bicycle trip of
theperimeter of the Unied States with stops in Mexico and Canada.

Prayer coffee Tuesday
The Murray Christian Women's Club will have a
prayer coffee on Tuesday, Dec. 6, from 9:30 to 11
a.m. at the home of Mrs. Billie Ray, 1614 Ryan Ave.
A nursery by reservation only will be available at
First Baptist Church by calling Rebecca Cunningham,753-0350.
The club's prayer advisor, Gracie Erwin, will
lead a short devotion and then prayer requests will
be shared with ladies praying aloud or silently as
they wish. Our monthly prayer coffees are not
limited to ladies who have been to Chritian
Women's Club, but are open to all ladies who would
like to join us in praying for our country, our community and our common concerns," said Lois
Green,club spokesman.

'Crises Intervention'theme
workshop planned for nurses
"Crises Intervention"
is the title of a one-day
continuing education
workshop for nurses to be
offered at Kenlake State
Resort Park on Thursday, Dec. 8, by the
Department of Nursing at
Murray State University.

City plans open houses
"Know Your City" will be theme of the open
houses to be on Sunday, Dec. 1, from 2 to 5 p.m. at
200-201 Andrus Dr., the site of Murray Natural Gas
System, Murray Water and Sewer System, Murray
Sanitation Department and Murray Street Department.
Door prizes and refreshments will be featured.
This will be hosted by Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis,
Murray City Council and Department Heads.

Matthew Eric Kelleher.born
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Kelleher, 903 Vine St., are the
parents of a son, Matthew Eric, weighing seven
pounds nine ounces, measuring 21 inches, born Friday, Nov. 18, at 8:43 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Treva
Reagan, is on. leave from H.T. Marketing, Murray.
The father is employed at Kenlake Foods.
Paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Mansker of Murray. Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Dalles Reagan of Bloomfield, Mo.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Holt, Sr., Rt. 1, Dexter. A great-great-grandmother
is Mrs. Maud McKinney of Granite City, Ill.

Bazaar at village
The Christmas Bazaar at Lakeland Wesley
Village will be on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 2 and
3, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. This is the third annual
event at the retirement community off the shores of
Kentucky Lake's Jonathan Creek near Aurora. All
proceeds from the bazaar go to the LWV Residents'
Association, according to Mrs. Tillie Brooks, resident manager, and Robert Werle, LWV executive
director.

Calvary plans bazaar
"Countty Christmas" will be held at Calvary
Temple, U.S. 641 South, on Saturday, Dec. 3, from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. This will feature handmade craft
bazaar, country store and attic treasures, according to a church spokesman who invites the
public to attend.

Bowling meeting Sunday
The Murray Women's Bowling Association will
met Sunday, Dec. 4, at 2 p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Steakhouse. Plans for the associational city tournament will be discussed and all members are urged
to attend, a spokesman said.

Robert Buie III born
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Buie, Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Robert III, weighing seven pounds
14 ounces, born Wednesday, Nov. 16, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Ada French. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John French of Ohio and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Buie of Paris Landing.

Scheduled from 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m., the
workshop is designed to
benefit nurses as they
deal with persons experiencing life crises and
are called upon to intervene in a therapeutic
manner.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Dr. Thomas Holcomb, Masons will meet Saturday, Dec. 3, at 7:30 p.m. at
a professor in the Divi- the lodge hall. Stanley Scott, master of the lodge, insion of Guidance and vites all Master Masons to attend.
Counseling at Murray
State, will conduct the
workshop. He has
Dr. Greg Ear.vood, pastor of the First Baptist
presented numerous
workshops in stress Church, and Mrs. Earwood will have open house on
management, burnout, Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 3 and 4, from 2 to 4:30
self-image and counsel- p.m. at their home. The Saturday event will be for
persons with last names beginning with A to L, and
ing strategies.
Objectives of the the Sunday event will be for persons with last
workshop are for nurses names beginning with M to Z. The Earwoods said it
is inconvenient for members to come at their time,
who attend to be able to:
may feel free to visit at the other times.
•
they
Understand
types
of
central center 753-3314
crises and how they
develop; understand the
goals of crisis intervenThe Kentucky Home Economics Association Stution; identify and assess dent Member Section of Murray State University
7.15. 5565
people at risk in crisis; recently attended a fall workshop at the University
use a balanced approach of Kentucky. "Families in the 80's" was the theme
in helping people in of the workshop which focused on the dual career
crises; and understand household, divorce and stress management.
3-D!
how life events can
The Murray State Chapter received an award for
develop into crises.
the longest distance traveled and won third place in
7 15, 9115
A fee of $25 covers a display contest. The local chaper has three state
materials,
breaks and officers this year. Officers are Tammyjitisk, first
All Right
lunch. Nurses may earn vice chairman; Lisa Snyder, secorfd vice chairMoves(R)
credit for five continuing man; Jill Downen, treasurer. Other members who
education contact hours attended the workshop were Gina Shipley, Teresa
Eat& Taalte0715,11111
by completing the course. Suiter, Kathy Wright, Myra Cowt11, and instructor,
EDUCATING RITA 'rico
Anyone interested in - Mary Conover.
Tomorioe
Starts
workshop should
the
St..
register no later than
Natalie Wood
"BRAINSTORM"(Po - Tuesday, Dec: 6, by senMP, addrez.7,
fiIng "
- Amertion's Little Miss and Mr. Pageants,
telephone number, where WLII Aitie a Christmas pageant on Satdrday, Dec. 3,
LATE SHOW FRI-SAT.
employed and check for at the Jaycee Civic Center, Paducah. The pageant
11:40 PM•Adm. $3"
ADULT
$25 made payable to Mur- :will begin at 5:30 p.m. Age divisions wilLrange from
ENTERTAINMENT
ray State University, 0 to 17 for girls and 0 to 10 fpr boys. For more in•113 or over only*
Murray, Ky. 42071,"4 formation contact Christine Cox at 1-9641865 or 1telephone
(502) 762-6661.
606-528-0525.
chostriool et. 713-3314

Lodge plans meeting

Open houses planned

Members attend meeting

CHERI 3

WHITE LINEN
Perfume,

oz 37 50

Parfum Spray, 1 75 oz 23 50
Perfumed Body Powder, 4.25 oz
20 00

PRIVATE COLLECTION

13

10

AMITYVILLE

Perfume, 1/4 oz 40.00
Silken Body Lotion, 6 oz. 18.50

ti

1
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Murray Country Club plans open house and other events
The traditional
Christmas Open House at
the Murray Country Club
will be observed Sunday,
Dec. 4, from 4 to 7 p.m.
The hosts and hostesses

will be the club's 1983 officers and board of directors members. Each
member is being permitted to invite one in-town
or one out-of-town couple

Murray Woman's Club
plans Sunday program

HOME TOUR — The Athena Delphian Club of Paris, Tenn., will sponsor a tour
of homes on Sunday, Dec. 4, from Ito 5 p.m. Homes included are the A.L. Abernathy Home, pictured above, 202 College St., where refreshments will be served,
the Don Dennison Home, Green Hills Estate, and the J.W. Robinson Home,611
Jackson St. Tickets may be purchased at any of the tour homes for $3.50 or may
be bought ahead of time for $3from club members.

Community events listed
Thursday, Dec. 1
Second night of Annual
TV Auction by MSU
Chapter of Alpha Epsilon
Rho will start at 8 p.m. on
MSU TV-11.
Rev. Harold Davis will
present drama, "A Light
In the Window," at 7:30
p.m. at Calvary Temple,
Highway 641 South.

Friday, Dec. 2
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Christmas Bazaar will
be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at Lakeland Wesley
Village near Aurora.

Saturday,Dec.3
Eleventh annual
Rotary Club Christmas
Freshman Boys and Parade will start at 10:30
Freshman Girls Basket- a.m. All organization inball Teams of Murray vited to participate and
High School will play entries call 759-1020 or
Benton at 6:30 p.m. at 753-1206 for information.
Murray High gym.
Murray Rotary Club
Buffet-style Country
Murray Civitan Club is Ham
Breakfast will begin
scheduled to meet at 7 at 6
a.m. at Pagliai's
Homeplac
e
p.m. at
Restaurant and continue
Restaurant.
until the start of the
parade.
Make Today Count is
scheduled to meet at 7
Country Christmas
p.m. at First Christian Bazaar
will be from 9.
Church.
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Calvary
"Lottie D.," a dramatic Temple, Highway 641
musical, will be South.
presented by Youth
Second day of
Ministry of Memorial
Christmas
Bazaar by
Baptist Church at 7 p.m.
Lakeland Wesley Village
at the church.
near Aurora will be from
"A Christmas Medley" 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
will be presented at 7 and
Temple Hill Lodge No.
8 p.m. at Golden Pond
276
Free and Accepted
Visitor Center, Land BetMasons
will meet at 7:30
ween the Lakes. Admission is $1 for adults and 50 p.m. at lodge hall.
cents for children under
Third night of "A
18.
Christmas Medley" will
be presented at 7 and 8
MSU Chess Club will
p.m. at Golden Pond
meet at 7 p.m. in Ohio
Visitor Center, Land BetRoom, Curris Center,
ween the Lakes.
Murray State University.
The public is invited to
Winter dance, sponparticipate.
sored by Murray High
Murray Women of the School Student Council,
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. will be from 8:30 p.m. to
midnight at the school.
at lodge hall.
Murray High School
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Spanish
Club Banquet
is
Phi
of Beta Sigma
scheduled to meet at 7:30 will be at 2 p.m.
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Christmas Banquet for
Preceptor Omicron Ministers and Wives will
Chapter of Beta Sigma be at 6:30 p.m. at
Phi is scheduled to meet Jonathan Creek Baptist
at 7:30 p.m. at Commerce Assembly.
Centre.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Friday, Dec. 2
and Alanon will meet at 8
Hazel and Douglas p.m. in western portion of
Centers will be open from Livestock and Exposition
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Center.
tivities by senior citizens.
Square and round dancSecond night of "A ing will be from 7:30 to 11
Christmas Medley" will p.m. at Lynn Grove
be presented at 7 and 8 Roller Rink.
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center, Land BetDexter-Hardin United
ween the Lakes.
Methodist Church
Women will have a
Members of Murray Christmas party at
Woman's Club will be at Western Sizzlin
downtown branches of Steakhouse.
Peoples Bank and Bank
of Murray from 9 a.m. to
Open house for First
9 p.m. to sell cookbooks.
Baptist Church members
with last names, A to L,
A student-directed one- will be from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
act play, "Visitor from at the home of Dr. mkt
Forest Hills," will be Mrs. Greg Earwood.
presented at 7 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson
Sunday, Dec.4

Sunday,Dec. 4
Open house for First
Baptist Church members
with last names, M to 2,
will be from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Greg Earwood.

The Murray Woman's Club will hear a special
musical Christmas program on Sunday, Dec. 4, at 3
p.m. at the club house. The Music Department of
the club is in charge of the program, "Syncopated
Christmas."
Soloists will include Eddie Mae Outland, Kathy
Mowery, Margaret Boone, Ann Doran and Bobbi
Weatherly. Maxine Clark will provide accompaniment and Mrs. Boone will direct the Music Department Chorus.
Also featured will be a group of Sixth Graders
from the Murray Middle School including Heath
Ryan, Leigh Baker, Ryan Malone, Kaci Bolls and
Heather Grogan.
Chuck Simons will be the accompanying percussionist for the children.
Oneida Boyd, general president, urges the
members and the public to hear this special program for the second general club meeting of the
1983-84 club year.
The club house has been decorated for the holiday
season by members of the Home and Creative Arts
Departments of the club. The Alpha Department
will be chairman of the hostesses' committee.

for the annual event to be
held in the ballroom of
the clubhouse on College
Farm Road.
Prior to the festivities
the board will convene at
3 p.m. for its December
meting. The principal
matter of business will be
the election of the 1984 officers.
Mike Baker, 1509
Canterbury Dr., is the
outgoing president; Dr.
John R. Querterrnous,
Lynn Grove Highway, is
the vice president; while
Marilyn Adkins has been
serving as the secretary.
Other members of the
1983 board are Sue
Costello, Gary
Haverstock, Howard
Steely, Tom Emerson,
Henry Fulton and Alfred
Lindsey.
Three new directors
will be joining the board
in January — Dr. Burton
Young, Ben Hogancamp

and Mary Bogard —
replacing Baker,
Haverstock and Mrs.
Adkins whose three-year
terms expire Dec. 31.
Luncheon
Next Wednesday, Dec.
7, the ladies' monthly
bridge and Christmas
luncheon will be held.
Euldene Robinson is
the bridge chairman with
play to begin at 9:30 a.m.
Martha Sue Ryan and
Sue Costello are the luncheon chairmen.
Serving with them on
the arrangements committee are the following:
Libby Hart, Lynn Stout,
Terry Quertermous,
Wilda Purdom, Evelyn
Jones, Nancy Fandrich,
Billie Carroll, Jerlene
Sullivan,
Geneva McCage,
Rowena Cullom, Kay
Ray, Betty Jo Purdom,
Deanna Parker, Lynn
Houston, Dot Emerson,
Shirley Boone and Eddie

Mae Outland.
Party
On Saturday, Dec. 10,
there will be a Christmas
party at the club for
youngsters four through
six years of age.
Ellie Christopher will
be chairman of the arrangements committee
which also includes Jean
Hurt and Judy Payne.
Stag Night
The men's monthly
stag night activity is
scheduled for Thursday
eyeing, Dec. 15.
Phil Bryan and Homer
Branch will be in charge
of arrangements.
Santa event
The club's holiday activities will wind up with
a "Breakfast with Santa"
activity for the little ones
of preschool through the
third grade ages.
Sheila Grogan and
Carol Boaz will be in
charge of the arrangements.

Traditional Hanging of
the Green ceremony will
begin at 4:30 p.m. in Curris Center, Murray State
University.
Open house will be at
the Oaks Country Club
from 3 to 6 p.m.
Open house will be at
the Murray Country Club
from 4 to 7 p.m.
Dramatic musical,
-Lottie D.," will be
presented at 7 p.m. at
AT CONVENTION — Judy Henninger, left, and
Memorial Baptist
Church.
Lynn Fromm, members of the Delta Epsilon
Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau, attended the national
Open houses by the City convention in Boston, Mass., who presented a
of Murray will be from 2 report of the convention at the recent local chapter
to 5 p.m. at 200-201 An- meeting.
drus Dr.
Murray Women's Bowling Association will meet
at 2 p.m. at Western
Murray Woman's Club
will 'have its annual
Christmas program at 3
p.m. at the club house.
The public is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Palmer will be honored at
a reception in celebration
of 60th wedding anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Community Room of
Peoples Bank. The family
requests that guests not
bring gifts.

Newborns...
Continued from page 4
Callis, Rt. 4, Martin,
Tenn.; Charles Udell
Smith, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Mrs. Janice F Holmes,.
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs.
Grace Jeffrey, Calvert
City Convalescent,
Calvert City.

Open \ights Until 8:30
Until Christmas
For Your Shoppiriq Cori\wriit,rict:

Best selling
records listed
for the week

Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week based on Cashbox
Magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:
1."Holding Her and
Loving You," Earl
Thomas Conley
2."A Little Good
News," Anne Murray
3."Tennessee
Whiskey," George Jones
4."Tell Me a Lie,"
Janie Fricke
5."Your Love Shines
Through," Mickey Gilley
6.“Baby I Lied,"
Deborah Allen
7."One of a Kind Pair of
Fools," Barbara Mandrell
8."Dixie Dreaming,"
Atlanta
9."The Man in the Mirror," Jim Glaser
10."Heartache
Tonight," Conway Twitty

Famous Name

SLEEPWEAR
Pajamas, Go% ns. Sleepwear. Robes
Sensational Pre.Christmos savings or top quality branded
sleepwear This is o great gift idea for many of the ladies
on your Christmas Gift list and the Gift Wrapping is Free
Regular

OPEN NIGHTS
UNTIL 8:30

15 00 to 37 00 values

13

r OPEN SUNDAYS
k-.)F

00
:
00-5
1:

•

Pier I Imports
Extended Holiday Hours

Famous Name

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.'
Sat.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun.
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

COORDINATES

Bel Air Center-Murray

Jackets. Blouses. Pants. Skirts. Sweaters
Coordinated Sportswear offer your wardrobe the strength of
matching fabrics ond stylings without locking it into monotonous
sameness, becouse the pieces are also great for mining & matching

.6

Regular 2000 to 104 00 Values

GRAND
OPENING at
BRASSUNLIMITED!

OPEN NIGHTS
UNTIL 8:30

1/3
OFF

OPEN SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00

Drawing each hour for a
piece of brass.
We are pleased to an
nounce that Sheri Emmert, bride-elect of
Russell Murphy, has
selected her pottery,
crystal and accessories
from our complete bridal
registry
Sheri and
Russell will be married
Dec 30

Come out and do your
Christmas shopping.
At Kirksey turn left at the store On

Hwy. 2,99, go west, 2nd house on the
left from the Baptist Church.

A

121

Famous Name

Pants Skirts
'iazzie; Smart Parts. Counsfr l'arts
Ideal for your own closet or for great
914044111.11%....4v1--.....,:•--fle pants and skirts
ore ;us? what'you have been lookmg for
Itleguror 241:10f0 3700 Values

The --Skoliettst
763-4541

Call 489-2101 or 489-2324

Bv•Pan

at

4.. 11114

4
04
f

OPIN SUNDAYS
OPEN NIGHTS"!
1:00-5:00
`\ UNTIL 8:30 1/
OFF•
\NiNi
jk
.
I

.
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Calendars
for new year
include many

COOKBOOK SALE — Vicky Holton, finance chairman for the Murray
Woman's Club, looks at one of the three cookbooks now on sale by the club at the
downtown branches of the Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank. Club representatives will be at each of the banks from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, selling the cookbooks prior to Christmas. The three books are Kentucky
Hospitality, A 200-Year Tradition,for 97.95, published by Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs; and two published by the Murray Woman's Club — Favorite
Recipes 1967, $5.95, and Murray Woman's Club Cookbook,$4. These would make
perfect gifts for Christmas or as a hostess, wedding or for any occasion, Mrs.
Holton said.

KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) — The most popular
calendars in 1984 will
most likely be 17-month
calendars and not the
traditional 12-month
timetables Julius Caesar
envisioned, predicts a
major calendar maker
here.
"Americans seem
more determined than
ever to organize their
lives. The easiest way for
many, especially those
with children, is to begin
the calendar year in
September when it's
back-to-school time,"
says Tom Nocita, calendar product manager for
Hallmark Cards.
In addition to the growing popularity of the 17month calendar, Nocita
says, a 10 percent increase in the number of
calendars being purchased as gifts is likely.
"Consumers have
discovered that calendars, because of the wide
selection of designs
available, make an excellent, modestly priced
gift that is almost certain
to be used," he explains.
The average household
has five calendars. They
are most often located in
the kitchen, followed by
the office and then the
bedroom, according to
Hallmark research.
Capt. Tony Nelson
(Larry Hagman) and the
spirit he rescued from a
bottle, Jeannie (Barbara
Eden-), were married in
the Dec. 2, 1969, TV
episode of "I Dream of
Jeannie"

CHOOSE ANY STYLE OF CHIC
ekto
i
fi
I
JEANS AT ONE LOW PRICE!

Rebate
Reg. Price .. 32.00
OUR Price
Less Mfg.
Rebate
Your Cost
with Mfg.
mail-in Rebate

17.99
7. 5.00

12.99

Its an easy $51 So come in for details and your $5 rebate
form and send it to his along with the size ticket and
sales receipt from the store. his will send you $5.
That's a deal you can't afford to pass us.

Choose your favorite style of Chic
jeans from our large selection. This
includes stripes, baggy's, footstompers, and basics. Junior and
misses sizes. 1000/0 cotton denim.

,;4•r-d4

WITH FLAG — Mrs. John J. Livesay stands
beside the Kentucky flag at the 90th general convention of the United Daughters of the Confederacy at
Oklahoma City,Okla.

KENTUCKY DELEGATES — State delegates at
the general convention of the United Daughters of
Confederacy at Oklahoma City were, from left,
Mrs. Maureen Warner, Lexington, Mrs. John J.
Livesay, Murray, Mrs. Amma Nell Hall, Lexington,
and Mrs. Glen Hodges, Murray.

GENERAL CONVENTION — Talking at the
general UDC convention at Oklahoma City are,
from left, Mrs. Joe J. Howell, Georgia UDC Division president, Mrs. Horace T. Jacobs, South
Carolina UDC Division president, and Mrs. Glen
Hodges of Murray.

AT CONVENTION — Mrs. John J. Livesay, Murray, center, talks with Mrs. Stuart M. Charles,
president of UDC of District of Columbia, and Mrs.
John R. Cowley, Maryland District, at the general
UDC convention.

Murrayans attend UDC convention
Mrs. John J. Liversay,
Division President of the
Kentucky United
Daughters of the Confederacy and a member
of the local J.N. Williams
Chapter, attended the
90th general convention
of the UDC.
The convention opened
Nov. 5 at the Skirvan
Plaza Hotel, Oklahoma
City, Okla.
On Sunday, Nov. 6,
Mrs. Livesay participated in a memorial
service held in St. Paul's
Episcopal Cathedral.
This event honored Confederate Veterans,
Veterans of all Wars,
Division Presidents and
Daughters of the Confederacy.
Mrs. Livesay gave a
special memorial tribute
to Mrs. Josephine M.
Turner, a Kentuckian

who had held the position
of Registrar General.
A memorial wreath
was taken from the Sanctuary and placed at the
Confederate Monument
in Fairlawn Cemetery in
Oklahoma City where the
bodies of 20 Confederate
soldiers are interred.
The Historial Evening
was Monday, Nov. 7.
This included the impressive awarding of
Crosses of Military Service to Veterans of World
War I, World War II,
Korean Conflict and Vietnam Conflict.
The address was by
noted historian and
author, Col. Harold B.
Simpson, Ph.D. of
Hillsboro, Texas. Music
was by the 95th Infantry
Band.
Tuesday evening, Nov.
8, was Division Presi-

GRANNY'S1
Ain't Serving Breakfast
No More And She
Ain't Keeping Late Hours,
But...
She Is Serving
The Best Lunch
And Dinner
Specials In Town
At Very Reasonable
Prices — Come
Taste The Difference
Quality Cookin'
Makes.
Give Me A Call
At

753-3149
And
See What's For
Supper.
Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N. Murray
753-7991

309 N. 16th St.
Murray,Ky.

Direct Volume Buying Saves You Money $$
Children's Designer Fashions

*Extra Lsr.ya. Selection cli?rest Quality

dent's Evening and began
with the President's banquet.
The highlight was the
colorful processional in
which each Division
President, in formal
dress, made the presentation of her state flag.
Each president gave a
report of the year's activities and accomplishments of her
division.
Many new chapters
have been formed and old
ones reactivated. Over
1,500 new members were
reported.
During the business
session reports from
committee chairmen
were made and awards

THE ACES®
"One of the worst stings
of defeat is the sympathy
that goes with it." -- Robert
Chambers Edwards.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•AQ.110
•Q J 9 5
•J 10 7
•A J
WEST

We Always,Have

LATEST FASHIONS
Cake
fashions
Jerrys
Restaurant
us
12th

St

12-1-A

EAST

A grand slam is not con- •9 5 4 3
•K 8 7 2
'3
sidered a good bet if tuccess •62
•6 5 3
rests upon winnihg a * Q 4 2
•Q 9 7 4 2
finesse. If either of two +8653
SOUTH
finesses can produce a
•6
winner, it's often a different
•A K 10 8 7 4
situation. Here's how
41 A K 9 8
today's South earned con•K 10
gratulations instead of having to live with sympathy.
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer•
South had reason to think
North. The bidding
his grand slam might have
South West
North East
been a laydown. Give North
1 NT
Pass
311,
Pass
the diamond queen instead 411
Pass
4 NT
Pass
7V
Pass
Pass
of the spade queen and 5(1,
Pass
South would have been Pass
right. As it was, South had
Opening lead: Heart deuce
some work to do.
South won the trump lead,
drew the other trump and
Bid with The Aces
cashed a top diamond.
Where should he go from South holds: 12-I-B
here?
*K 8 7 2
If he crosses to dummy to
3
take a diamond finesse, he
•6 5 3
gets only one shot and the
•Q 9 7 4 2
slam goes down one. There
finessalternative
of
the
t is
ing normally in spades, but North South
a finesse to dummy's 10 2 NT
would not help. Even if that
finesse were to win the
trick. South gets only one ANSWER:,Three clubs. Use
diamond discard on the the Staym'an convention to
check on a spade fit. If one
spade ace.
Today's hero combined is found, a spade game
his chances in two suits. should be safer than three
First, he played both high no-trump.
diamonds in hopes of drop- Send bridge questions to The Ana.
ping a doubleton queen. P0 Box 11163, Dallas. Tens 78225,
When that failed, he tried a with self-addressed, stamped envelope
spade finesse that offered a for reply
chance for success. He led a
spade to dummy's ace,
NIAGARA FALLS
returned the queen and East
was stuck whether he covIn 1945, a section of
ered or not. South discarded
Prospect Point overlookhis two diamonds on
ing the United States siae
dummy's spades and South
of Niagara Falls fell into
earned his vulnerable grand
the Niagara gorge.
slam.

•Over 70 Name Brands

PATTY-CAKE FASHIONS
‘wro

were given.
Kentucky received
three awards — for best
radio and television
coverage, for best report
of patriotic activities and
tor a chapter (Princeton
chapter) awarding the
most Military Service
Crosses.
The convention adjourned on Wednesday,
Nov. 10.
Other members from
the Kentucky Division attending the cOnvehtigi
were Mrs. Amma Nll
Hall, -past President
General, and Mrs.
Maureen Warner, past
Division President, both
of Lexington, and Mrs.
Glen Hodges of the local
chapter.
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Toys forssotelthis yettr said to be a lot safer
WASHINGTON(0,?) —
Toys for sale in American
stores this holiday season
are a lot safer than a
decade ago, the Consumer Product Safety
Commission said — but
close parent attention to
playthings is still
necessary.
The commissioners,
launching their annual
pre-Christmas toy safety
campaign, urged parents
to read the labels and the
age recommendations on
toy packages.
Meeting with reporters
before fanning out to
speaking engagements
across the nation, commission members congratulated the toy industry on the improvements it has made
in the last 10 years.
But at the same time,
parents, uncles, aunts,
grandparents, and others
buying toys for
Christmas were advised

to pay close attention to agency if they find such not safe, this commission
will do something about
their purchases.
an item.
Nearly all of the about
"If there is a toy that is it," stbe said.
150,000 toys on the U.S.
market have age recommendations on the labels,
GENEVA, N.Y. (AP) language well before they
and those labels are im—
Young children who comprehend the plot,"
portant for the safety of
beg
their parents to read according to Charles
children, said commisstories
aloud are at- Temple.
sion Vice Chairman
Although children don't
tracted more by the
Terence M.Scanlon.
cadence of the voice than grasp the plot until the
Small parts on toys by the story line, a pro- age of 2 or 3, the simple
designed for older lessor at Hobart and act of reading aloud can
children can strangle tod- William Smith Colleges create a "fantastic
dlers, who tend to put says.
association" that can
these things in their
"Kids come into tune start a lifelong love of
mouths,Scanlon said.
with the music of the books, Temple says.
And he also urged
avoiding toys with sharp
edges or points, or long
The Piave fie- thy C.u.44orn Fare
cords which can be
dangerous.

Parents should read to children

MERLE noRrnAn.

Open Sundays til Christmas

While the commission
tries to monitor the
market closely, occasionally a hazardous product is sold, and commission Chairman Nancy
Harvey Steorts urged
parents to contact the

lid Ail Glow

ellaill14
e7,19yC
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Bring Your Christmas
Orders In And Register
For A Framed
Print To Be Given Away
Dec. 22 at 2:00 p.m.

ovevertripstrizelinwrav

I

MERRY CHRISTMAS

71.14526

With
CHRISTIE BRINKLEY

"Nearly New"

ARIELLE DOMBASLE

BEING SINGLE ISN'T SAD ANYMORE — at least not for the four blonde, talented and beautiful ladies
above. According to Bazaar's October issue, they relish their independence and love their men, but work
comes first. Farrah Fawcett says she needs Ryan O'Neal's love and understanding, though she's shown she
can make it on her own. But work takes a toll on her personal life: "My career is number one, so our private
moments are very few." Christie Brinkley rates spontaneity first among singledom's advantages: "You can
do things on a whim, not make plans." But then she sounds like any other single woman in the world when
talking about men: "It's just a question of finding the right one." Up-and-coming superstar Merete Van
Kamp, to be seen in NBC's miniseries "Princess Daisy," has a live-in relationship with horse breeder Edward Nahem, but when the question of marriage looms, she points out that acting is her consuming passion
and that she's comfortable as is." And for Allele Dombasle, whose starring role in "Pauline At The Beach"
will graduate her to leading-lady stardom,career and accomplishment are the top priorities, although she undoubtedly enjoys a rather active single life.

Top selling records listed for week
Cartney & Jackson
3."Islands in the
Stream," Rogers & Parton
d."Uptovm Girl," Billy
Joel
1."All Night Loris,"
5."Cu.m on Feel the
Lionel Richie
Noize," Quiet Riot
2."Say Say Say," Mc6."Love Is a Bat-

Best-selling top records
of the week of Nov. 27
based on Cashbox
Magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows:

tlefield," Pat Benatar
7."Total Eclipse of the
Heart," Bonnie Tyler
8."One Thing Leads to
Another," The Fix:
9."Say It Isn't So," Hall
& Oates
10."Heart and Soul."
Huey Lewis and the News

(Your purchase % PRICE
with a copy of this ad)

Participants Need
Not Be Present
To Win.

4

Encore Clothing Shop

4

204 E. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
0 AM-4 PMClosed Wed.Owner Phyllis Miller.
OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 17, 1983

100 S.13th
753-5819

okt.O.ilbj

re trarsvotraira wawa*, .

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAV
to%
IV%
to%

-

BYRON'S

)
Rt
,
506N 12th Murray Ky

Safe-T Discount Pharmacy

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Olympic Plaza

A,

733 2380

11.1-tIATIliTeirnrir.rn
Across from the
Murray Ledger 8 Times

111111111nEDIMIIIMIIMMI

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You
ry%

This Christmas
make Dad
comfortable with
Sansabelt slacks.

Halston
Women's Designer
Fragrances
Spray
Cologne

to%

high potency multivitamin
with minerals

tot

099

1 fl. oz.

Ph%
to%

McKesson

WPM RESISTANT
•
•
•
am
•tre

AF

Natural
Vegetable Laxative

'klieg/too

Dad works hard to
make you comfortable. So this
Christmas, why
not return the
compliment
with supercomfortable
Sansabelt
slacks? No
other slacks
can give him
this kind of
comfort and
support. Because
only Sansabelt
has the patented
triple-stretch waistband that moves
when he moves.
What's more,
shopping for Dad is
easy because we've
pot a great selection
Of fabrics, patterns
and colors.

ft%
to%
rib%
to%

nati11-.11
‘ogetithic
laxative

SQUIBB
GLYCERIN
SUPPOSITORIES

• Regular Flavor
• Orange Flavor

ellimPlgaim

aups.agile
boo Comilliall°

Sp.,.99

.
17

111 OZ 1-11710 /
_

ft%
to%
kb
Pi%
to%
Anything In The Store
For The Week Of
12-2 through 12-8

/NI
to%

Tempra Drops

qC
rip%

MYOFLEX "

to%

$ 1 77
to%
kh

to%

Convenient 2-oz. tube

GIVE US
...WE'LL GIVE
YOUR FILM... YOU A DEAL!

Christmas Cards

)10LIDAY FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

rv%

Quality Processing

Discriminating 35parn
users choose

110, 126 & Disc Rolls

MARK 35

Developed end Printed

GRAHAM
JACKSON

to%
rIp%
to%
kb

IMMATOWN slionist;CENTER

,
4 sisr.* 4a$46401

‘Single
or
Boxed .

12 Exp. $1.99

I

•

15 bp

$2.99

21 Exp

$3.69

21Ezp

411 C41 44.144.4

$4.39

36 Eip

$4.89

,
- C•On ^VW acconvon.

taeloo.44:44, Ala

12 Exp. $2.39

6144

Explrast4rse.26
911111 OM Oil MO OM
•1191
•

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SA tit'
'•-

nc.
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7 Don't snoop around in your kids' rooms, reading
diaries or personal letters.(How would you like them to do
that to you?)
8. If your children have messy rooms, don't tidy them
up—let them do it, and if they don't, they will have to live
in them—not you.
9. Don't say "yes" to something one day and "no" the
next. It's embarrassing for us to tell our friends that Mom
has changed her mind.
10. Tell your children that you love them. They need to
hear those words.
TERRI ON LONG ISLAND

Vatican urges control of permissiveness De fL)
VATICAN CITY (AP)
— The Vatican today
issued a major statement
on sex which calls sexual
relations outside marriage a "grave disorder"
and urges court control of
mass media to curb "permissiveness and pornography."
The Holy See also
repeated its stand that
parents remain primarily
responsible for sex
education and praised
virginity for rendering
the heart more free to
love God."
The teachings are contained in a document called "Educational
Guidance in Human
Love." It is the product of
a study initiated by Pope
John Paul H and conducted by the Sacred Con-

gregation for Catholic
Education.
The 36-page manual is
designed for use as an
outline for sex education
and guidance for the
world's more than 790
million Roman Catholics.
Among its other points,
the document said:
• Masturbation is a
"deviation."
• Homosexuality
must be faced "in all objectivity," and urged
understanding for what it
called a "disorder."

genital" personal
gratification without
love.
"Sexual relations outside the context of marriage constitute a grave
disorder," it said, saying
they were against God's
plans for men and
women.
The Vatican was particularly insistent about
the role of government in
guarding "public morality."
it is the task of the
state to safeguard its
citizens against injustices
and moral disorders,"
the congregation said.

• There is an
"urgent" necessity to
teach the young about the
church's ban on artificial
Its document said such
birth control.
problems include "the
The manual condemn- abuse of minors and
ed reducing sexual inter- every form of sexual
course to "merely violence, degrading

dress, permissiveness
and pornography."
The Vatican praised
sex in marriage, but also
focused strongly on the
what it sees as the merits
of virginity.
"Virginity is a vocation
to love: it renders the
heart more free to love
God," the congregation
said.
Comparing virginity to
sexually active married
couples, the statement
added: "Virginity for the
sake of the kingdom of
heaven better expresses
the gift of Christ to the
father on behalf of us."
The document was
released in official
translations into five
languages, including
English.

By Abigail Van Buren

Listen Up, Mom; Here's
Your Chance to Be Great
generation was asked to

DEAR ABBY: The younger
submit 10 tips on how to be a good kid, right? Well, I'm a
15-year-old girl who put together 10 tips on how to be a
great mom. Here they are:
1. Don't yell at your kids in front of everyone. (Wait
until you get home.)
2. Don't compare your kids to other siblings. ("Joe never
did that at your age" and "Karen always got As in
math.")
3. If your teen-agers are at a party, roller rink or the
movies, and the curfew is 11 p.m., don't run in screaming
at 11:05 to tell them they're late.
4. Don't take things away for the wrong reason
Example: If your eon didn't mow the lawn, don't take
away his concert ticket; make him mow the lawn.
5. Don't make your kids wear clothes they hate. It's
embarrassing to be different from their friends.
6. If you don't like your kids' friends, don't try to keep
them apart. It will just make them more determined to get
together.

•••
DEAR ABBY: The holidays are closing in. Please ask
your readers not to send magazine subscriptions as gifts
without first checking to see if they are desired or perhaps
duplicates.
My mailbox is cluttered with such. Later come the
follow-ups asking me to re-subscribe to magazines I didn't
want in the first place.
A subscription to the daily newspaper or one's hometown weekly is a welcome gift.
It bothers me to know that a well-meaning friend has
spent money on a gift that is unread, then tossed out.
L IN SEATTLE

DEAR L.: I read you. And I hope my readers read
you (and me), too.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Is it characteristic of all old men to talk
back to the TV? It is most upsetting because when my
husband watches TV, it sounds like there are three people
in the living room—when it's only him.
When I am talking on the phone, the party I'm talking
to always asks,"Do you have company?" I'm ashamed to
admit it's just my husband talking to the TV.
Abby, is my husband senile, or is -this a form of insanity? Don't use our name. He is retired and everybody
thinks he's normal.
TALKER'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: He may be perfectly all right, so
unless you have other reasons to question your
husband's mental well-being, don't worry about it.
Thank your lucky stars you have a man who's alive,
occupied and entertained. But it might be good for
him to get out of the house and talk to some "real"
people occasionally.

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

MICHELSON
JEWELERS Museum director appointed
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Jesse G. Wright,
the director of a Tulsa art
center, was appointed
Wednesday as the new
director of the J.B. Speed
Art Museum.
Wright's selection
comes as the museum is
about to open its $3.5
million addition. The
grand opening Tuesday
features the first
American exhibition in a

$190009000.00
Distressed Diamond...14K Gold
Ctiltured Pearl Liquidation!
Gent's Band
Total Weight Clusters Gents or Ladies
Your Choice
1/4 Carat T.W. /
1
2 Carat T.W. 1 Carat T.W.

3 Super Values Your Choice
Value to $450
I/2 Carat T.W.

$249 $399 $599

or Anniversary Band

Preferred
drivers
deserve
preferred
rates
There should be special car insurance for
more mature, safer drivers.
Now there is.
It's State Auto Companies' Medalist Auto
• The rates are lower The coverages are
broader.
If you have been accident-free for three
years and are at least 25 years Old, you are
qualified to become a Medalist policyholder,
enjoying special, reduced rates.
And if you are middle-aged (45-64), you'll get
the biggest rate break of all
What's more, as a Medalist policyholder you
are not charged for your first accident. That's
effective immediately, too There's no three
year waiting penod to qualify, once you own
a Medalist policy.
Call us about this car insurance breakthrough
for safe drivers.

Holton, Melugin
& Hoverstock
206 Main St.

1 Carat Solitaire
RES SUN

NOW

NOW

1,495

$179

and Convenient Credit Terms'

decade of the work of
J.A.D. Ingres, a 19th century French artist.
Wright, 44, will become
director March 1, replacing Addison Franklin
Page, who is retiring
after 21 years as director.
Wright, now director of
the Philbrook Art Center
in Tulsa, was previously
director of museums in
Ohio, New York and Indiana.

Murray

State Auto 753-3415
Insurance Companies

mr

Mar-Kel Lighting
Factory Outlet Store

RED TAG SALE
Several Styles to
Choose From at

25% OFF

Sale ends Dec. 11th. Layaway and
gift certificates available.

LAKEWAY VILLAGE
SHOPPING CENTER
The Proven Leader in Jewelry and Dian-Jowl Values
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER. MURRAY, KY.
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Several'what ifs'surface following execution ofSullivan
NEW YORK (AP) —

The mysterious rumor
about an alleged alibi
raises interesting "what
if" legal questions in the
case of Robert Sullivan,
the convicted murderer
who was executed in
Florida Wednesday.
What if an unidentified
Roman Catholic priest
who is rumored td have
heard a church confession that may have
cleared Sullivan came
forward? Would his
testimony have been barred by the priest-penitent
confidentiality privilege?
Would it have been
dismissed as hearsay? Or
would it have been permitted under recent court
rulings?
Sullivan was electrocuted for the 1973
shotgun slaying and robbery of the assistant
manager of a suburban
Miami restaurant,
despite his claim of innocence. Sullivan contended he was drinking in
a gay bar 40 miles away
when the crime occurred,
even though he had the
victim's watch and credit
cards when arrested.
The execution ended a
decade of appeals — including a short-lived stay
on Tuesday — that was
capped by unsuccessful
pleas on Sullivan's behalf
before the U.S. Supreme
Court and other "federal
and state courts.
The execution also ended a series of extraordinary but unsuccessful
appeals for leniency outside the court system by
the Roman Catholic
Church, including one
relayed from Pope John
Paul II to Florida Gov.
Bob Graham.
Last week, Bishop John
J. Snyder of St.
Augustine, Fla., said he
had been told that a
Catholic priest had heard
confession from a Boston
man who claimed he had
been drinking with

Sullivan in a gay bar on
the night of the murder;
the man was allegedly
afraid to come forward
because he did not want
his family to know he was
a homosexual.
The bishop emphasized, however, that it was
only a rumor. He said he
did not know when or
where the alleged confession took place or the
identities of either the
priest or confessor. The
bishop also said he could
not reveal how he had
heard the rumor, but he
insisted that no priest had
violated the confidentiality of the confessional.
The priest-penitent
privilege is a traditional
part of American law that
says no clergy — including priests hearing
confession — can testify
in court about confidential conversations they
have with people seeking
religious counsel.
However, an Episcopal
priest working at a
Nebraska prison last
year turned in a teen-age
inmate who confided he
had committed two
murders. The teen-ager
claimed he thought the
conversation was confidential. But the priest
said it was "counseling"
rather than a confession
and said he had warned
the young man he might
report it.
A traditional confidentiality privilege also applies to lawyer-client and
husband-wife conversations, and about twothirds of the states extend
it to doctors and their patients, too.
Paul Rothstein, a
Georgetown University
protTssor who is one of
the nation's foremost experts on criminal
evidence, said there is
another reason the
testimony might not be
allowed even if a priest
who had heard the
rumored confessional

claim did come forward.
"The other thing is it
would be hearsay,"
Rothstein said. In this
case, the rules of
evidence would allow only a person actually at the
bar drinking with
Sullivan to be sworn in
and offer such testimony;

second-hand "he told
me" versions are not
regarded as reliable
enough for a court of law.
Any testimony from the
man who told the bishop
about the rumored confessional alibi would have
been twice-removed
"double hearsay" and the

bishop's testimony would
have been thrice removed "triple hearsay."
Consequently, lawyers
for Sullivan based their
flurry of last-ditch appeals on other legal
claims: that his trial
lawyer did not do enough.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil

+.30
45% -14
28% unc.
64% +%
27% +11
/
4
53%
62/
1
4 +1
/
2
15% unc.
58 -%
72% +%
361
/
4 unc.
30% -%
331
/
2 +%
7/ -14

I.B.M
Jerico
J.C.Penney
Johnson dr Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

119 +1%
191
/
2 +1
/
2
60% -4
42% unc.
38% +1
/
4
163
/
4 unc.
421
/
2 unc.
63/
1
4 +1
/
2
41 -/
1
4
34/
3
4 -%
34 -at
42 -/
1
4
201
/
2 -1
/
4
19/
3
4 -%
1334 unc.

that the Florida courts
discriminate against people accused of killing
whites and that Sullivan's
sentence was not properly compared to those in
subsequent murder
cases.
However, Rothstein
said, both the priestpenitent privilege and the
hearsay objections to
such testimony might
have been overcome if
the priest who allegedly
heard the rumored con•

MUNICIPAL BONDS

rulings in recent years
also allow both hearsay
evidence and confidential
priest-penitent conversations if there is no other
way to prove a defendant's innocence.
In a 1973 decision on a
case appealed from
Mississippi, the U.S.
Supreme Court case approved the use of hearsay
— another man's confession — to clear a man accused of a crime he did
not commit.
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Seek out
the
savings! "
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

fession had been identified.
He said hearsay can be
admitted if the court
determines it is not in the
confessor's interest to
come forward. In other
words, if the court agreed
that the Boston man's
career or reputation
might have ,been seriously harmed if others learned he was gay, then the
priest's testimony would
be allowed instead.
Rothstein said court

MUTU AL FUNDS
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eaturing: Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast
Shrimp, Oysters on the HalfShell, Breaded Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried to a
golden brown, Shrimp Fried
Rice, Breaded Ocean Clam
Strips, Select Breaded Oysters,
Breaded Fillet of Cod, Assorted
Hot Vegetables, Salad Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table:

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
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Biggest Sale Ever Saturday December 3rd!
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Portable System
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Detachable Speakers
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Buy A VCR For Only $49995
And Get A $50 Lifetime Membership
FREE—Plus 1 Free TDK T-120 $15 Value Plus
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State-wide hot-line now operational to combat child abuse
ELIZABETHTOWN, combat child abuse in installed a state-wide hot tional today.
Ky.(AP)— In an effort to Kentucky, officials have line that becomes operaWhen the toll-free
number 1-800-432-9251 is
dialed, the telephone is
answered in Lexington,
where volunteers will be
available to help people
deal with immediate
crises. Funds for the project are being provided
by the state Cabinet for
Human Resources.
Patricia Haist, coordinator of ancillary services for North Central
Comprehensive Care based in Elizabethtown, said
volunteers also will refer
callers to a local Parents
Anonymous self-help
group.
Ms. Haist, who is advisory board chairwoman
for the Hardin County
Parents Anonymous,said
the toll-free number is the
Hwy. 68 At 80 In Aurora
502-354-8861% first statewide effort for
Parents Anonymous to
help abused children.
The self-help group
meets each Wednesday

but the location is
withheld to offer confidentiality. Anyone wanting to participate in the
group can call Comprehensive Care.
Parents Anonymous
recognizes six specific
types of child abuse, any
of which will be dealt with
on the new hot line, Ms.
Haist said. These are
physical abuse, verbal
abuse, emotional abuse,
sexual abuse, physical
neglect and verbal
neglect.
In the past, Comp Care
has received calls on its
general crisis line dealing
with child abuse. Ms.
Haist said she does not
know how many child
abuse calls the facility
has received but all these
by law are reported to the
Bureau of Social Services
in Hardin County.
Becky Williamson,
field office supervisor
with Social Services, said

wavrawlirkwuroimviclokunwwil
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We Deliver
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Shade Trees-Fruit Trees-Holland Bulbs-Landscaping
Custom Mowing-Seeding-Lawn & Garden Supplies
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the bureau is getting
about 50 new cases of
child abuse reported a
month.
"I don't know whether
child abuse has increased
but the reporting part has

increased," she said.
Statistics from the
State Human Resources
Cabinet show there were
19,882 reported cases of
child abuse during 198283. They involved 49,710

children.
Parents Anonymous of
Kentucky Inc. officials
said that in the last five
years, reports of child
abuse and neglect in the
state have almost tripled.

Texan changes smuggling plea
SEVIERVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A Texas man
sent to prison two years
ago for helping smuggle
;200 million worth of cocaine has changed his
plea to guilty, making
him eligible for a prison
rehabilitation program.
Charles L. Kageler Jr.,
26, of Lubbock and his
lawyer, Robert W. Ritchie of Knoxville, returned to Sevier County Circuit Court Tuesday to
change a November 1981
plea of innocent and to
withdraw a motion for a

new trial.
Kageler was arrested
in March 1981 soon after
he, his father and two
other men landed at
Sevier-Gatlinburg Airport with 614 pounds of
nearly pure cocaine from
Colombia. The younger
Kageler was sentenced to
10 years on a charge of
possession of cocaine
with intent to deliver.
His father, Charles L.
Kageler Sr., was found
murdered off the Florida
coast before he could be
captured.

By changing his plea,
the younger Kageler is
still required to serve the
rest of his sentence. But
he will be transferred
from the maximum
security unit at the Tennessee State Prison in
Nashville to the general
prison population and will
take part in a rehabilitation program.
In allowing the
transfer, Judge Kenneth
Porter noted that the
drug charge was
Kageler's first offense.
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Snacks
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$
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Ramon All Flavors
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With $15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco
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Noodles..3 oz.

69°

Towels

Cleaner....16 Ox
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Coca-Cola

Liquid Plumber I

Wisk Liquid 32 Oz.
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Detergent
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Libby's Natural 17 ox.
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Would you pay $5.00 for an apple? Well that's
/what they sold for in California during the gold rush.
While they cost considerably less today, they are
of great value to your health. The fact is that apples
are a good source of Vitamins A and C, as well as
thiamine and riboflavin, plus such important minerals
as calcium, phosphorus and iron. All of which is nice
to know. But as far as I'm concerned, apples taste
so darned good that most of us would enjoy then even
if we knew they were bad for us. In fact, isn't that
exactly what Adam did, back in the Garden of Eden?
And that raises a question: Were there really apples in the Garden of Eden? Well, many scholars agree
that apples very likely did originate in Southwest Asia.
And that is where Biblical experts believe the Garden
of Eden was located!
In any case, there is solid scientific evidence that
apples were eaten and even preserved, by slicing and
sun-drying, during the Stone Age in Europe.
Today, there are over 4,000 known apple varieties.
But 13 varieties account for about 90% of the entire
U.S. apple crop. Apples, incidentally, are grown commercially in 37 states, although about a fourth of all
our apples come from Washington.
Finally, apples have wonderfully colorful names.
Anything named Golden Delicious, or Pippin, or
Winesapje_unstance, just couldn't help but taste
good.
Whichever variety you prefer, I certainly invite you
to shop our produce department. And I'm sure you'll
find something to satisfy your -appletiter'
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Pam Vegetable
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U.S. Choice
Boneless

U.S. Choice
Boneless Arm Cut

CHUCK
ROAST

SWISS
STEAK

$ 149

Harper Whole

COUNTRY
HAMS

$ 759
MI

69
/b.

lb

U.S. Choice Extra Lean Stew
lb.

U.S. Choice Extra Lean Chili
lb.

$ 7 79
$ 789

Emge Fully Cooked Dry Cured Smoked

HAMS

14-17 /b. avg.
U.S. Choice Extra Lean Ground
/b.

Tenn. Prido

lb

$739

7 59
$ 7 39

$

Tenn. Pride Sausage

lb. $429

CHEESE
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ORANGES
POTATOES.
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Order Your
Party Tray's
Pit Baked Hams,
Barbecued Shoulders
For Christmas

lb. bag $ 1 39

U.S. No. 1 Idaho
New Crop Rom*

!Mtge American
1201. $

lb.

Texas 3 Lb. Sag

Owon's Best Dell

&thy Swiss

ORDER NOW

29°
5/$1
5/$1

BANANAS
Sweet Green

lb. $ 1 79

Owen's Doll

CORNED BEEF

Pi, q

Golden Rip*
lb. $298

°won's Most

ROAST BEEF-

$ 739

PRODUCE

Owen's Nest

BBQ CHICKEN

BACON
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Sliced /b. $1.69
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Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

lb
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LINKS

/9

30 ft.
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Welch's Strawberry
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Wrap

$

$

Saran

99°

TUNA

CHUCK

Lemon Juice. .

/39 Blue Bonnet
Oleo
99° 1 Lb. Qtrs.
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7

oil
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Oil or Water Pac

MEAT

Seneca 32 Oz.

$
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MEAT

Beans... As

Orange Juice..

Light Spread...89c

I

Hyde Park Kidney

Tr.. Fresh 101394 Pure 64 Ox.

Blue Bonnet 2 Lb. Bowl

1
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2 Liter

Heavy Duty 32 Oz.

Liquid

4/$/

70'-

Dow Oven

Kleonx Jumbo Roll
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PARTY TRAY'S, RELISH TRAYS FIXED POR SPECIAL ORDERS — OWEN'S FINEST
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Possible Price
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sunday school lesson

Hardin county judge dies

by h.c. chiles

A new day for God's people
When Isaiah wrote this
great prophecy error,
superstition, idolatry and
distress abounded. The
people has turned their
backs upon God, from
which they could not see
any hope of deliverance.
This lesson presented to
them their only hope, the
coming Messiah.
Isaiah 2:2-4
With the dark war
clouds as a backgrond,
God enabled Isaiah to
look into the future and
see the time of universal
peace in the latter days.
The prophet visualized
the time when Christ
shall return and set up
His reign in Jerusalem,

whose kingdom shall extend to the uttermost
parts of the earth.
Worshippers will
stream to Jerusalem to
be instructed in the things
of God, and from there
will go forth the
knowledge of God's truth
to enlighten the world.
Returning to their
homes, the people will
remark to their relatives,
friends and associates:
"Come ye, and let us go to
the mountain of the Lord,
to the house of the God of
Jacob: and he will teach
us his ways, and we will
walk in his paths: for out
of Zion shall go forth the
law, and the word of the

Lord from Jerusalem."
When the King returns
to this earth and begins
His reign, He will arbitrate all disputes that
may arise and give
equitable decisions in all
matters.
Any problems beyond
man's ability to solve will
be unraveled by Him,
Who has pefect wisdom.
Implements of warfare
will be converted into
those of agriculture, and
the act of war will be
forgotten.
But, these delightful
and ideal conditions are
not to be expected until
the Prince of Peace
returns to reign. Peace

PDI clients work at factory
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — There was a happy buzz in the air at the
small multi-purpose
"factory." The
employees were genuinely happy in their work.
The employers couldn't
be happier as they supervised the activity in the
small plant at the edge of
downtown Clarksville.
Some of the laborers
were busy hand-stitching
the upper portions of
some moccasin-like
casual shoes. Others
were assembling
brochures, readying
them for mailing.
One fellow was producing notepads, while
laborers in two adjoining
rooms honed their individual crafts for a big
exhibition and sale
scheduled for Sunday.
What caused all of this
glowing in the busy little
building? Was it the type
of work being done? Or
was it the "we're all in
this together" attitude
shared by the employers
and employees?
, Both of these factors
definitely play a part. But
perhaps the most important factor is the labor
force itself — 50 people
who are gaining selfconfidence, learning independence and asserting themselves.
The "factory" is the
headquarters of Progressive Directions Inc.
Progressive Directions
(PDI) is — according to
the organization's
brochure — "a community agency providing services to individuals with
developmental
disabilities and-or mental
retardation. The primary
goal ... is to assist each individual to be more independent and prevent
institutionalization. It
also is the intent to provide as normal as possible a daily routine for
program participants
despite the severity of
their handicap."
Basically, PDI tries to
help mentally retarded
adults learn how to not
only cope with life, but to
be productive citizens.
The non-profit organization is funded in part by
Concerned Citizens for
Mental Retardation, the
Montgomery County
Commission, the Montgomery County Chapter
of the Tennessee Association for Retarded
Citizens, the state departments of Human Services
and Mental Health and
Mental Retardation, the
United Way of
Clarksville-Montgomery
County, the Cheatham
County Commission and
private donations.
But the organization
keeps expanding. And
with that growth comes
the demand for more
dollars, as well as a
larger facility.
At the same time, the
people who are served by
PDI are in continual need
of new ways to help
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themselves, to develop, to
learn.
The ideas of raising
money for future expansion, as well helping the
PDI clients help
themselves have been
merged, and that's why
the binding on Franklin
Street in Clarksville
could be considered a
"happy little factory"
these days.
PDI also is benefiting
by something called the
"mutual assistance program."
Basically, this program
puts PDI in the bidding
race for various cottage
industry-type jobs around
the area.
PDI clients are involved in landscaping jobs, in
minor repair work, in
basic brochure assembly,
and — perhaps the most
ambitious project —
hand-stitching the upper
portions of some BootSter manufactured
casual shoes.
Dave Cardillo,
customer service
manager of the
Clarksville-based boot
and shoe manufacturer,
is one of the greatest
boosters of the PDI program and workers.
"They give us good service, do good work ... and
they guarantee their
work," said Cardillo, as
he showed off the fancy
stitching PDI workers
had completed on some of
the shoes.
Greg Moore, PDI executive director, explains
the mutual assistance
program:
— We simply subcontract for the various
jobs," he said. "We've
been doing this since
about 1980 .... Like any
other business, we go in
and bid on a job that we
think our clients can perform. If they accept our
bid, that bid will cover
labor, overhead, things
like that."
The payment goes
directly to PDI, with the
laborers getting paid according to the amount of
work performed.

"What is especially important about the BootSter work is that we know
our clients can do the
work," said Moore. "But,
now there is this big
business that believes in
us,too."
Basically,the Boot-Ster
people train the PDI instructors, who in turn
teach the clients how to
do the work required.
Bryce Coatney is the
PDI program coordinator, basically serving
as general manager of
client production. "I
study the job, try to
decide if our people can
do it, and then we decide
if we want to bid on it," he
said.
"This helps us because
it cuts down on our
operating costs," said
Moore. "We could use a
lot more businesses
around town who have
confidence in us."
Of course, the human
element is most important.
"This whole program
enhances our clients' selfconcepts," said Moore.
"Our goals to prevent institutionalization and to
help our clients to
become as independent
as possible are both involved here.
"A lot of people think
the mentally retarded
belong in institutions.
But, by this program, our
clients are able to help
themselves.
"For example, some of
these people need certain
things. By working, they
are able to buy some of
them for themselves.
And, they know the difference between training
and work.
"Here, they are able to
sit down and do a job and
get paid for it. You should
see how delighted they
are when they get that
paycheck.
"And, although many
of them will stay with us,
others are learning how
to function out in society
and they can leave here
eventually and work for
someone else."

will not be achieved
through political
manipulation, but
through yielding to the
Lord's will and walking in
His ways.
Isaiah 62:1-3
Through the centuries
God has been ceaseless in
His work for and with His
people.
As an expression of His
great love for them,
through His Word He has
protested against their iniquites, instructed them
in the truth, and sought to
prepare them for greater
usefulness in the future.
At the same time, He
has conferred numerous
blessings upon them and
exercised great care over
them.
For the encouragement
and benefit of the devout
Jews, who were so fond of
Jerusalem and Mount
Zion, God let it be known
that the time was coming
when there was going to
be a great and welcome
change from the existing
state of affairs under
which they were living.
He let the Jews know
that they would not any
longer be the objects of
contempt and persecution, but that the
righteousness which He
had imputed to them
would be displayed in
their lives to such an extent that it would be seen
and admired by their
onlookers.
They were divinely
assured that His future
work with and through
them would show forth
His grace and glory.
As certainly as God
displayed His handiwork
in and through the people
of Israel, He earnestly
desires to use us who are
His workmanship.
Those of us wo bear the
name of the Lord are
obligated to bring glory to
Him as long as we live
here, or until the Messiah
comes to reign in
righteousness.
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can help ease your tax bite in years ahead
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and was elected judge.
He served until 1970.
Tabb once said: "If
you're ever a judge,
you'll always be known as
judge."
Elected to the Hardin
County School Board in
1935, Tabb helped with
the consolidation of the
county schools, which
ended the days of the oneroom school. He also had
a hand in the opening of
the courthouse annex, the
public library, the armory and the new jail.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. ; AP; ; USDA 1
Est/aired receipts cattle and calves
715; represided slavelder And feeder
ei11111101 steady.
Slaughter cows breaking etillty sod
commercial 3-4 34.110-38.111; high cutler
and boning utility 14 34.1111•31.31; high
drawing and high burr percent NSW
41.$1, cutter 1-3 33.111-34.311; few errs
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SAYING,
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and Chios.
Only

1 Lb. Pork or 1 Lb. Ribs
Fro* Pint of Boons

ELIZABETHTOWN,
Ky. (AP) — Herbert H.
Tabb, who by happenstance became Hardin County judge, died
Tuesday at Hardin
Memorial Hospital. He
was 86.
Tabb, a native of White
Mills, was appointed
judge pro-tern in January
1954 when J.R. Terrill
caught pneumonia the
day after he was sworn
into office. Tabb held the
job for the four years of
Terrill's term, then ran
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OVC Media Association honors Racers' Cannon
NASHVILLE (AP) Middle Tennessee State
coach James "Boots"
Donnelly was selected
Ohio Valley Conference
football coach of the year
in balloting announced today by the Ohio Valley
Conference Media
Association.
The 30-member
association of sportswriters and sportscasters also announced
that Middle Tennessee
quarterback Mickey Corwin had been selected the
1983 OVC offensive player
of the year, while Eastern
Kentucky linebacker
Fred Harvey, a
freshman, won the honor
on defense.
Murray State tailback

Willie Cannon was the transferred to Middle
group's choice as rookie Tennessee from Cerritos
of the year.
( Calif. ) Junior College,
was the OVC's leading
Donnelly's Blue passer in 1983 after comRaiders carved out an 8-2 pleting 117 of 202 atoverall record, while tempts, 57.9 percent, for
finishing the OVC race 1,658 yards and 14
with a 5-2 record and tied touchdowns.
for second place with
He completed the
Akron. Eastern Kentucky regular season ranked
was the league champion. fifth nationally in terms
Donnelly, who was an of passing statistics in
overwhelming choice for Division I-AA.
the honor, has completed
five years at Middle TenIn his first season of
nessee. The Blue Raiders college action, Eastern's
were rated among the top Harvey was credited with
10 teams of the NCAA's 60 solo tackles and 57
Division I-AA for most of assists. The 5-foot-11, 208the season, but fell to 16th pound linebacker had six
after a season-ending loss tackles behind the line of
to rival Tennessee Tech. scrimmage.
Corwin, a junior who
Cannon helped pace

Murray State to a 7-4
record by scoring 11
touchdowns. He was the
leading freshman runner
in Division I-AA in 1983,
and his average of 86.2
yards per game was the
OVC's fourth best performance.

OVC Media
All-Conference
Selections

Besides Cannon, the
Racers placed three
defensive players on the
All-Conference list.
Defensive end Jim
Piercefield, a senior,
along with junior tackle
Danny Coleman were
selected to both the
coaches' and media allconference squads while
junior safety Herbert
Jones was honored solely
by the media.
?MN:
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STAR ROOKIE
Murray State tailback
Willie Cannon was named
Rookie of the Year in the
Ohio Valley Conference
by the OVC-Media
Association.

Hurry In! Complete Gift-Priced
Stereo System Now Cut 21%

NASHVILLE (API - Here is the Ohio
Valley Conference all-conference football team announced Wednesday by the
30-mernbes Ohio Valley Conference
Media Association.
Players are listed by position, year,
school, and hometown.
OFFENSE
Quarterback: Mickey Corwin, Junior,
Middle Tennessee, Cerritos, Clad.
Running backs: James Black, senior,
Akron, Dover, Ohio, Vince Hall,
sophomore, Middle Tennessee, Scottsboro, Ala.
Tight end John Goode, senior,
Youngstown State, Cleveland. Ohio,
Linemen Rick Brunot, senior,
Youngstown State, Conneaut, Ohio;
David Burry, senior, Eastern Kentucky. Louisville, Ky.; Jim Kolodziej,
senior. Austin Peay, Nashville, Tenn.,
Brian Clark, senior, Akron, Cedarville,
Ohio; Roger Carroll, junior. Middle
Tennessee, Bradley, Fla.
Wide receivers : Marshan Jolly,
junior, Middle Tennessee, Stevenson,
Ala.; Tron Armstrong, senior, Eastern
Kentucky,St. Petersburg, Fla.
Kicker Kelly Potter, sophomore,
Middle Tennessee, Franklin,Tenn.
DEFENSE
Down linemen , Mike McShane,
senior, Eastern Kentucky, St.
Petersburg, Fla.; Jeff Spencer, junior,
Middle Tennessee, McKeesport, Pa.;
Dee Coleman, Molar, Murray State,
Henderson,Tenn.
Ends William Thomas, pmcf, Middle Tennessee, Chattanooga, Temi. ,
Jim Piercefield, senior, Murray State,
Benton,Ky.
Linebackers, David Hill, senior,
Eastern Kentucky, Miami, Fla.; Jeff
Lake, junior. Akron, Milan,Ohio.
Backs: Robert Williams, freshman,
Eastern Kentucky, Miami, Fla.; Steve
Puryear. junior, Middle Tennessee,
Montclair, N.J. Herbert Janes, junior,
Murray State, Cleveland, Miss.
Clarence Kelly, junior, Akron,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Punter, Scott Meadows, freshman,
Tennessee Tech, Rockwood, Tenn.
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USFL could provide new 'Topper coach
• Realistic STA-115 AM/FM Stereo Receiver' With
Exclusive Auto-Magic' FM Fine-Tuning System
• Two Nova'-4 Walnut Veneer Speaker Systems
With 8" Woofer, Tuned Port and 21/2" Tweeter
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Automatic Turntable With
Realistic/Shure Moving-Magnet Cartridge
•24 watts per channel,
minimum rms into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz, with
no more than 0.03% THD

/ AL-AL-Ai-Arm

AM/FM Travel Alarm Clock) 2-Way Speaker System at a
Radio With LCD Display
2-for-1 Price!
Chronomatic`-228
by Realistic

College Basketball

3921
Reg. 79.95 Each
Genuine Walnut Veneer
A treat for the eyes and the ears! 8"
woofer and tuned port combine for clean,
tight bass, 21/2" tweeter provides soaring
*sighs. 19 x103/4 x 71/27 #40-4031

Kids' AM/FM Radio With
Stereo Phono Cut 22%

I"His n Hers"Solar-Powered
Calculators
EC-407/404 by Radio Shack

Your Choice

1995

6995
Reg.
89.95

Speakers Separate Up to 18 Feet
Easy to use-the ideal first system' Pedestal base holds 2-speed manual phono and
tuner plus speakers or stacks of 45s Removable dust cover, built-in 45-RPM
adapter. #13-1161

For Him

N

For Her
Ideal stocking stutters! No batteries-they
even run on indoor light. His is wallet-style.
Her's looks like a compact. EC-407,
#65-905. EC,-404, fle6-902
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Save 13-Psychollte®
Color Show
By Radio Shack
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25%

From the latest Disney
movie starring Mickey,
Donald Duck, Goofy and
friends. Includes song
book. LP, #51-3004.
Cassians *c1-3005
Disney cparacters
Productions

1983 Wall D,enn),,

14
95
Reg. 19.95

College Basketball
Wednesday's Scores
EAST
Boston Coll. 73, Maine 61
Boston U. 77, Brooklyn Coll. 73, OT
Colgate 59, Hobert 51
Georgetown 91, Morgan St. 38
LIU 91, Dowling 43
Northeastern 93, Hartford 71
Providence 94, Assumption 70
Pittsburgh 70, Lafayette 55
Fairfield 86, Brown 84
Le Salle 91, Vermont 75
Villanova 57,St. Joseph's 50, OT
Bucknell 14, Lycoming 55
Canisius V,Buffalo 30
Coll. of Staten Island 72, Wagner 61
Navy 73, VMI 57
Penn St. 81, Indiana, Pa 49
SOUTH
Clemson 71, Furman 67
Duke 70, William & Mary 611
Morehead St. MI, Ala.-Huntsville 55
Houston 68, Mississippi St. 62
Mercer 72, Flagier 59
So. Methodist 86, Centenary 76
NC-Charlotte 75, Mo.-St. Louis 73
Tennessee 77, Xavier 57
Florida 79,S. Florida 77

James Madison 71, Md.-E. Shore 49
Memphis St. 74, Middle Tam,47
Louisiana Tech 79, NW Louisiana 56
Mississippi 46, E. Tennessee 44
Southern U. 100, Miles 71
MIDWEST
Purdue 90, Louisville 83, OT
Northwestern 51, Denver 44
Detroit 75, N. Carolina ART 66
Iowa St. 73, Vanderbilt 72, OT
Loyola. lll. 16, Alcorn St. 82
Michigan 51, Cent. Michigan 39
DePau169, Ohio U. 45
E. Illinois 79, Kent St. 76
Miami,Ohio 78, Ohio Wesleyan 46
So. Illinois 103, Indiana St Evansville 73
SOUTHWEST
Oklahoma St. M, Fla. International
64
New Orleans 64, Texas 58
Texas-Arlington 42,SE Louisiana 41
FAR WEST
Utah 81, So. California 76
Pepperdine 83, Cal.-Irvine 81
Utah 10,So, California 76
Brigham Young 119, Hofstra 34
Montana 76, Linfield 48

Pro Basketball
National Basketball Association
All Times EST
EASTERN OONFEFtENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
Philadelphia
13 3 .813
125.700
Boston
11 6 647 21
New York
/
2
07.533 41
New Jersey
/
2
6 10 375 7
Washington
Central Division
Milwaukee
11 6 647
8 8 500 2½
Atlanta
Detroit
9 471 3
5 9 357 411
Chicago
Cleveland
5 12 294 6
4 12
Indiana
250
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
11 4
Dallas
733
9 8 529 3
Denver
City
O 8 500 3'-,
9 9 500 3½
Utah
6 10 375
Houston
6 12 333 7),
San Antonio
Pad& Division
12 4
750
Los Angeles
Portland
11 6 647 1 4.1

9 8 529 311
471 41-1
0 9
294 7Li
5 12
278
5 13
Wednesday's Games
New York 113, New Jersey 104
Philadelphia 122. Atlanta 110
Cleveland 112, Portland 105
Boston 130. San Antonio 106
Milwaukee 139, Denver 122
Dallas 113, Houston 163
Kansas City 120, Phoenix 111
Utah 117,San Diego 115
Thursday's Games
Washington at New York,1 p m.
Kansas nty at Golden State, 10-35
pm
Friday's Games
Portland at Boston,7:30 p.m.
Atlanta at Detroit,735 p.m.
Indians at Cleveland,1,06 p.m.
Chicago at San Antonio,II 30 p m.
Seattle at Houston.8.40 p.m.
New Jersey at Milwaukee,9 jim.
Utah at Phoenix.9.35 p.m.
Golden State at San Diego, 10:35
P.m.
Dallas at Los Angeles. 10:30p.m.

Seattle
Golden State
Phoenix
San Diego

Pro Boxing ,
Adds fun and safety to
young cyclers' travels. AM
t.radio mounts on handlebars, removes quickly from
bracket. 3" r4fle.ctor.
#12-197 Bananas'extra

Colorful gift! Protects a kaleidoscope of spinning colors on walls, ceiling, fioor.
Great for rec room, parties.
#42-3018
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I'm in it for the personal
satisfaction."
Lindsey has been
relieved of his duties
twice since entering the
coaching ranks, first
after one year as an assistant with the Browns and
later after serving as an
assistant with the Toronto Argonauts. He left
Warren Central by his
own choice after leading
the Dragons to 8-3 and 7-3
seasons, and has been
with the USFL the last
two years.
"I'm very interested,
and I'll probably apply
for the job," said Lindsey.

SCOREBOARD

Half
Price

Snooze Control • Backlit Display
The gift that will go places' Snooze control
gives weary travelers a few extra minutes
rest Selectable radio or "beep" wake-up
#12-1535 Baier,es extra

Save
$20

Western Coach Jimmy sey enough money to lure
Feix announced earlierVim away from the pros.
this week that he was (Feix reportedly made
stepping down.
just under $40,000 the past
Lindsey, now with the year.)
New Orleans Breakers,
"If I was just in It for
said he would like to the money, I wouldn't be
return to Bowling Green. in coaching in the first
"My children are there, place," noted Lindsey,
my folks are there and who coached at Warren
I've got a lot of friends Central two years (1977there. There's a lot of 78) between stints in the
good reasons why I'd like NFL and the Canadian
to come back, but it Football League.
would take the head
coaching job to do it," he
"I came back to Bowlsaid when contacted in ing Green once before for
New Orleans.
a lot less money than
There has been some what we're talking about
question whether now. I'm getting a decent
Western could offer Lind- salary in the USFL, but

Nova-4 by Realistic

25%
Off
29
95
Reg. 39.95

Clannette*-14 by Realistic

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) - The next
football coach at Western
Kentucky University
may be Dale Lindsey, an
assistant coach in the
United States Football
League, according to a
published report.
The Daily News
reported that a source
close to Western's football program said the job
is his if Lindsey wants it.
Lindsey is a native of
Bowling Green, was an
All-Stater at Bowling
Green High, an AllAmerican at Western and
a starting linebacker with
the Cleveland Browns.

NEW YORK,(AP) An aidg to Larry tlolmes
said the dinic;eated
World Boxing-Chuncu
Heavyweight chamnion
is considering retire--Ment but has not rifled
out another fight for the
right money.
Holmes faces a man-

datoty defense with 'too
contender Greg Page in
February or March but
said last Saturday that
he viould -only consider
fighting once more,
against World Boxing
Association Champi6n,
Gerrie Coetzee, and then
only for a record purse.

All-SEC Selections
ATLANTA (API - Here is The
Associated Press All-Southeastern
Conference football team for 190.
First Team Offense
Wide receivers - Dwayne Dixon,
Florida, 6-foot-I, 307-pound, senior,
Alachua, Fla.; Eric Martin, Louisiana
State, 6-1, 203, junior. Van Vleck,
Texas.
Tight end - Chuck Scott, Vanderbilt,
8.3,190, junior, Maitland, Fla.
Tackles - Guy McIntyre, Georgia, 63, 250, senior, Thomasville, Ga.; Pat
Arrington, Auburn, 84, 269, senior.
Flame,Ga.
Guards - David Jordan, Auburn, 6-6,
297, senior, Birmingham, Ala.; Mike
Adcock, Alabama, 6-3, 246, senior,
Huntsville, Ala.
Center • Phil Bromley, Florida, 6-3,
241, junior. Pensacola, Fla.
Quarterback - Walter Lewis,
Alabama, 6-1, 209, senior, Brewton,
Ala.
Running backs
Bo Jackson,
Auburn, 6-1, 222. sophomore,
Bessemer, Ala.; Joturde Jones, Tennessee, 5-10, 190, junior. Munford,
Tem.; Ricky Moore, 6-0, 235, junior,
Huntsville, Ala.
Place kicker • Kevin Butler,
Georgia, Lt, 185, junior, Stone Mountain,Ga.
First Team Delmar
Ends - Freddie Gilbert, Georgia, 6-4,
230, senior, Griffin, Ga., Steve
Bearden, Vanderbilt, 6-4, 230, senior,
Birmingham, Ala
Tackles • Reggie White, Tennessee,
6-5. 264, senior, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Doug Smith, Auburn, 11-6, 270, senior,
Bayboro, N.C.
Middle guard - Dowe Aughtrnan,

Auburn,6-2.98,senior, Brewton. Ala.
Linebackers - Wilber Marshall,
Florida, 6-1, 230, senior. Titusville.
Fla. , Gregg Carr, Auburn, 6-2, 98,
Birminghm, Ala.; Billy
Jact3on, Mississippi Wtate, 6-1, 225,
senior, Plant City, Fla.
Backs 'Terry floage, Georgia, 6-3,
196, senior. Huntsville, Texas;
Leonard Coleman, Vanderbilt,6-2,98,
senior, Boynton Bear', Fla.; Tony Lilly, Florida. 6-0, 195, senior, Woodbridge. Va.
Punter - Paul Calhoun, Kentucky, 62,350. junior, Louisville, Ky
Second Team Offense
Wide receiver - Joey Jones,
Alabama.
Tight end • Clarence Kay,Georgia.
Tackles - Lomas Brown, Florida,
Winfred Hood, Georgia.
Guards - Bill Mayo,Tennessee; John
Hunt,Florida.
Center • Glenn Strew, TermesseeQuartesiMtk - Wayne Peace, Florida.
Running backs - Lionel James,
Auburn Neal Anderson, Florida;
Keith Edwards, Vanderbilt.
Place kicker- Van Tiffen, Alabama.
Second Team Defense
Ends - Gerald Robinson, Auburn;
Emanuel King, Alabama.
Tackles - Andre Townsend,
Mississippi; Donnie Humphrey,
Auburn.
Middle guard 'Tim Newton, Florida.
Linebackers - Knox Culpepper,
Georgia, Tommy Thurson, Georgia,
Alvin Toles, Tennessee.
Backs- David King, Auburn. Kerry
Baird. Kentucky; Liffort Hobley, Lonnine State.
Punter- Ray Criswell. Florida

Local Bowling
Magic Tel
Team
Public ICS Servce
Dennison Huni
Universal Advertising
Poops% Bank
Bet* of Murray
Futrell Tee
Her ndons
Thurman Furniture
Panama Jack
Fisher Price No 2
CISIII" Auto
Druthers Restaurant
Paradise Kennels
Ferrier PM* No 1
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W L
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Skinner plus two transfers paint
tall, positive outlook for Lakers
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
On a table outside Jack Pack's office a cake
rested on a table for all of the Calloway County
Lakers to see.
It wasn't anybody's birthday and the inscription
and design on top might have been rather cryptic to
anyone unaware of the Lakers' plans this year.
"It's a long road to Lexington," the inscription
read. And to CCHS followers and especially Pack
and his team the trip won't be complete until the
state championship comes home to Calloway.
It is a long road to Lexington and the Kentucky
boys state basketball playoffs, but Pack is confident
the Lakers will have their best chances for making
it there during the next two or three years.
"We're looking ahead to nothing but good years
for Calloway County," Pack said, "starting with
this season when we should be as good or better
than we were last year."

'We should be as good
or better than we were lost year.'

Jock Pack

RIGHT-HAND MAN — Calloway County High
has only one returning starter from last year's
regional finals team, but he's a good one. Brad Skinner, at6-foot-3, figures to be a dominant inside force
forThe Lakers this year. Skinner was a regular in
the Laker lineup last season as a sophomore.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

NCAA.hands Kansas
2-year grid probation
MISSION, Kan. (AP)
— The NCAA ended a 19month investigation of
the University of Kansas
by handing the
Jayhawks a two-year
football probation, which
includes only one year of
sanctions.
Kansas will not be
eligible for a post-season
football appearance
following the 1984 football season and the
Jayhawks may not appear on television that
year.
The NCAA said none of
the athletic department
staff members involved
in "significant violations" remain at the
university. However, it
said a former assistant
football coach — who
was not named — must
remain separated "from
any involvement in the
university's intercollegiate athletics program, for a period of
three \ years beginning
Nov. 21, 1983."
Violations cited in the
release included offering

money and other
benefits to prospective
players, providing prospeets with evense-paid
visits to the campus,providing employment to
athletes and filing false
statements that Kansas
was in compliance with
NCAA rules.
Kansas finished with a
4-6-1 record this season
under first-year coach
Mike Gottfried, who
formerly coached at
Murray State and Cincinnati. Gottfried succeeded Don Fambrough,
who was fired after the
1982 season along with
his entire staff.
Bob Marcum, the
athletic director who
hired Fambrough, left
Kansacbefore the NCAA
investigation started to
become athletic director
at South Carolina.
Kansas currently has
another Murray State
connection in Doug
Vance, former Racer
sports information director who now holds a
similar position at Kansas.

To out-shine last year's regional finals team,
Pack has his work cut out for him considering he only has one returning starter from a year ago.
"Naturally a lot of people think we'll be down this
year when they look at all the players we lost, but I
feel confident we'll surprise some folks before it's
all over," Pack said.
Besides returning junior Brad Skinner, a 6-3
speciman who was a regular in the lineup last year,
the Lakers were bolstered by the transfer of two
gifted athletes -- senior Jamie Thorn and junior
Jamie Johnson.
Thorn is a 5-10 sparkplug who can burn the net
from the perimeter with deadly accuracy' He
transferred to Calloway when Hazelgreen Academy
recently closed down. Thorn is no stranger to the
Calloway school system having attended Calloway
East until the sixth grade.
Johnson is also no stranger to this area as he was
last seen on the basketball court wearing the jersey
of Calloway rival Murray High. The move to the
Calloway school district by the 6-5 center caused an
uproar in the Murray school ranks, but the Kentucky High School Athletic Association investigated
and approved the transfer as a bonifide move.
Pack is naturally tickled with both Jamies and
has starting plans for both.
With Thorn on the wing, Skinner dominant at one
forward and Johnson at center, the rest of the CCHS
lineup includes senior point guard Chris Sheridan,
junior forsard John Mark Potts and three others
will see extensive action — guards J.W. Foster and
Mark Waldrop and forward Mickey Garrison.
Sheridan has seen very little varsity action, but
was a junior varsity standout last season. "He's a
gutty kid," Pack insists,"And he plays with varsity
poise. We expect him to run the offense with no probiem."
About Potts Pack said, "He's 6-1, but plays like
he's 6-3 or 6-4. He's a small forward, but he can play
with bigger guys."

December
2 Louisville
6 Marshall County
9 Mayfield
13 Lone Oak
15, 17, 19 Druthers Classic Trn
16 Murray .,
20, 22 Lyon County Invt
January
3 Carlisle County
6 Hickman County
10 Sedialia
13 Lowes
14 Paducah Tilghman
20 Murray
24 Mayfield
27 Ballard Memorial
31 Marshall County
February
3 Farmington
4 Carlisle County
7 Fulton County
11 Ballard Memorial
14 Wingo
17 Lone Oak
-21 Reidland

Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away

Next week the Lakers host two district foes backto-back -- Marshall County Tuesday and Mayfield
Friday.
About the beefed-up schedule this year which includes a trip to the Druther's Classic where the
Lakers play host Christian County 1Dec 151, and
the Lyon County Invitational (Dec. 20, 221 Pack
said, "We play for March ( playoffs) around here
and when you play for March you don't schedule.
any patsies. You've got to play tough competition to
get better — there's no other way."

HOLDING ON —
Calloway County basketball coach Jack Pack
takes hold of one of his
star players, 6-5 center
Jamie Johnson, who
transferred from Murray
High and will be eligible
to play for the Lakers this
season. It will be hard for
opponents to hold the
Lakers back this year as
the CCHS lineup is blessed with height.
Photo by Jim Rector

AUTO PARTS STORES
SPECIAL

HOU AY GIFT MI5

SALE

Special Good Dec. 2 thru Dec.
Calls For Your Catering 11•Ads
Opes 7 Days A Week

Convenient Drive-Up Window
Chestnut St. Murray 753.0,45

WiN_IL.FMN5aNyaNNVL

FREE FREE
Mini-Vacation
4 Days And 3 Nights In
Destin Fla. Call Collect

904-837-0899
8 a.m.-8 p.m.7 Days A Week
Preview the exciting world of vacation
ownership while you spend 4 days and 3
nights in one of the premiere resorts on
the Gulf Coast. If your income is over
20,000 per year and you have interest in
vacationing first class simply call the
number above and make your reservations.
•
Your accommodations will be provided complimentary at the Sea
Dome Resort Club in beautiful Destin, Fla., and during your visit a
personal 90-minute tour will be scheduled so that you can see firsthand the most uniquu iurin of vacation-ownership_availatstelWay.
Thi 7
,
441iim is required for families 23-65 xears of-age. If married
both spouse must attend. In accepting this offer there is no obligation to purchase.
E.E.E.E.E.E.ILEIEEEEEILE

The Lakers sixth man this year will be 6-3 senior
forward Todd Allbritton who Pack says has done a
"fantastic job" so far in the preseason. "He can
play inside or outside. He's a shooter from 16-feet
and in. He's a big plus for us right now."
Pack is basing his future on the talent he has now
and the number of promising youngsters on the
roster.
"The great thing about this team," he said,"is we
can adjust to any team we play, big or small. Last
year we didn't have a choice. If we played a team
with three guys 6-6, we still had to go with our
regular five.
"This year if we play a big team we can counter
with guys 6-5, 6-3, 6-3, or if we go up against a
middle-sized team we can go to a three-guard offense. Our biggest problem is we lost some tremendous players in (Keith) Lovett and Craig) Darnell.
"We lost a tremendous outside shooter in Cool
( Darnell) and we don't have a 'Cool' to replace him.
But what we do have is three guards who can shoot
from 16-feet who, I feel, will pick up the slack. Plus
we'll probably get the ball off the glass more and
get it downcourt quicker because of our added
height inside," Pack said.
To get to Lexington this year the Lakers are taking the long way around, starting with a trip to
Louisville to play in the Pleasure Ridge Park Invitational, Friday and possibly Saturday.
The Lakers face host Pleasure Ridge in Friday's
8 p.m.(EST) game and will play either DeSales or
Iroquois in the championship game Saturday (8
p.m.) if they win Friday night.

1983-84 Laker Basketball

Rem
Tool Chest
Drawers lak
when lid
closed
/1166

Cal Custom Quartz Halogen
Driving Lights
Complete kit includes two
lights wire switch and fuse
/23150 Amber 123155 Clear

2497
•set

CAROUEST
Teddy Bear
Lovable soft Teddy by
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Over 11
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DANA Electronic
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Flash Light
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Socket Set
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Liberal arts students most flexible future employees
By DONNA
KOTHEIMER
The director of
management training at
Union Carbide plant in
Paducah told a group of
Murray State University
students recently that
liberal arts majors will
be the most flexible
employees in the future
years.
John Dew of Union Car-

bide was asked to speak
to the group by the Committee for Career Advising in the College of
Humanistic Studies. The
committee is designed to
assist students majoring
in the liberal arts to obtain jobs.
Dew, who has a
masters in history from
MSU, said the work he
did on his thesis helped

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Challenges
6 Window
screen
11 Leave
12 Servile
14 Grate
15 Babylonian
hero
17 Compass
point
18 Bever age
19 Transactions
20 Inlet
21 Symbol for
iron
22 Part of flower
23 Tolls
24 Three-base
hitS
26 Wide awake
27 Want
28 Merry
29 Pilasters
31 Funeral cars
34 Prophet
35 Style of
painting
36 Christian
abbr
37 Sailor colloo
38 Capital of
Oregon
39 Consumed
40 Latin
conjunction
41 Retains
42 Regions
43 Retreat
45 Land
surrounded
by water
47 Remains at
ease
48 Canonized
person
DOWN
1 Tradesman
2 Pert of
Church

3 Knock
4 Teutonic
deity
5 Soaked in
a liquid
6 Little
7 Chickens
8 Collection
of facts
9 Roman gods
10 Simpler
11 Tentative
outline
13 Smallest
amount
16 Chinese
pagoda
19 Erases
printing
20 Musical
instruments
22 Lance
23 Sudden
outburst
of anger
25 Bury
26 Warning
device
2

3
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28 Book ot
Old
Testament
29 Showy flower
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Sam
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4
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38 Classify
39 Island oft
Ireland
41 Pronoun
42 Mohammedan name
44 Symbol for
tellurium
46 A continent
abbr
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12
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him to obtain the skills
that he uses every day.
He said a history degree
"puts a strong emphasis
on critical thinking." He
said he got in the habit of
questioning facts and
asking "why."
He advised masters
candidates to take the
thesis option because of
the emphasis on writing.
Dew said if a person has
hopes of promotions in his
career he must be
capable of communicating in writing.
Other skills that Dew
learned through the work
toward his masters include problem solving.
He said that history
teaches you to look for the
cause of an event; this
comes in handy in the
business world.
Dew said he was also
abole to develop a "sense
of perspective." "Many
people have no depth, no
historical prospective to
compare their life to,"
Dew said.
All the skills that he,
and other liberal arts majors, learned will not be
"outdated by
technology" he said.
"You will be able to take
these things (liberal arts
skills) with you
throughout your entire
life."

prepare you to advance in ist yet and they probably
the company.
haven't been dreamed
Dew advised students up. No one in the 60's
to think in terms of the would have thought that
long-run. "Half of the we would be doing laser
jobs in 1995 don't even ex- technology in the 80's."

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1963
What kind of day will tomor- you'll meet up with a worrow be? To find out what the thwhile buy Try to overcome
stars say, read the forecast indecision.
given for your birth sign.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
ARIES
Sometimes you're capable
I mar. 21 to AO 19
You'll receive both good and of buying outlandish acbad advice now. It's up to you cessories that you think you
to distinguish between the two can get away with. Today your
taste may be off.
and make up your own mind!
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Apr. 20toMay 201
Don't make a big deal out of
Trying to get an opinion out
of a loved one today is like pry- inconsequentials. Remember
ing open an oyster. Still, part- that others have moods too!
ners after a bit are quite Make allowances for the
human equation after dark.
helpful.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
'Dec. 22toJan. 191 Via
May 21 to June 20
You may feel let down by
It's not what others think
you should .do that matters one friend and encouraged by
now. To be happy, take steps another. Learn to take the
to realize your innate poten- good with the bad. Be tolerant.
AQUARIUS
tial.
iJan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CANCER
You'll get one valuable tip
June 21 to July 221
You're apprehensive about careerwise, but beware of
a business or pleasure false leads that also come tomeeting, but it will go better day. Think things through
than you anticipate. Watch thoroughly.
your temper with a family PISCES
1Feb. 19 to Mar.201
member.
Good news comes now
LEO
despite delays. You'll have to
(July 23 toAug. 221
A relative seems uncertain, rely on your own judgment
Dew encouraged but with your encouragement regarding a career concern.
students to pursue a dou- this person arrives at a deci- This time you know best.
ble major. He said a sion. Still, you must be paliberal arts major mixes tient.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are
well with most any other 'Aug.
23 to Sept. 22)
adventurous, yet work well in
field. He said "The
Others are not as precise as partnership. Change is good
technical degree can get you'd prefer, but communica- for you, for it keeps you from
your foot in the door tions will pick up before day's getting into a rut. You're quite
because many employers end. Some good news is likely sensitive and responsive to
others' moods. You'd make a
don't understand what a now.
LIBRA
fine counselor or psychologist.
liberal arts degree is." Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 Do not let a need for security
He added that the liberal
You'll want company if keep you from being inarts degree would shopping, but if you're alone novative.
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HI , NANCY !

THIS 15 THE FOURTH

DIY THAT YOU'VE
MISSED SCHOOL-WHAT DO YOU DO
ALL DAY LONG?

BETTER

Sealed bids will be received
at the Calloway County
Board of Education Office.
Box 300, 2110 College Farm
Road, until one p m on Dec
12. 1983 for furnishing moat
and meat products to the
cafeterias of the Calloway
County School System Bid
forms may be obtained at the
office of the Food Service
Director or will be mailed
upon request

"Sealed bids will be received
at the Office of the Food Ser•
vice Director Murray City
Schools 9th and Poplar, unIll one p m on Dec 12 1983
for furnishIng meat and meat
products to the cafeterias of
the Murray City Schools Bid
forms may be obtained at the
Office of the Food Service
Director or will be mailed
upon request '

2. Notice

ongratulation

4380

Welcome
To
Little Lou
From
BTO

412,k-g?

I MAILEC MINE
YESTERDAY

Let us help you
• plan your Summer
• Wedding.
• CARTER STUDIO
•

300 Mein

153 6198

GET your old
photographs copied.
Color or black and
white. Reasonable
rates, fast service. Call
753-7563.

Jim Soifer & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cod.-Buick

dON:

HOW'S YOUR COLD.)

1. Legal Notice

rker•

npLz,

27
2930

WAMIADS

SHOP
where the price is
right.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 1201
753-5885
GOODMAN'S Art Shack
on the Tom Taylor Rd
Will open for the season
Nov. 19th. Register now
for free prints to be
given away Dec. 24th.
Call 753-3473.

'11=1
TV LIKE TO MAKE ANOTHER
APPOINTMENT, LIZ

SATELLITE
ANTENNA
10 foot complete

HOW ABOUT
FRIDAY NIGHT
FOR PINNER ?

system
INSTALLED
41,449.00

5. Lost and Found

HARDIN
FRUIT
MARKET
Frisk Oder, lets,
Coetity Ham,
Sorghum, Fresh
trolls &
Vegetables.
Xmas baskets
made to order.
Open 7 Days
A Week
Hwy 80 between
old 641 end new
641.
1
437-4156.

HAND MADE
CABBAGE
PATCH
LOOK ALIKE
DOLLS
Because of the demand I have decided to make a limited
number of Soft
sculptured dolls.
$30. The first 25
callers will be taken
Stephanie Clayton.
753-0949
CAUGHT by a surprised PREGNANCY?
Worried, depressed,
confused or afraid? If
you're unsure of your
options contact Life
House. Our services are
free, confidential, and
immediate. We offer
pregnancy testing,
counselling, and medi
cal and financial plan
ning/assistance. 753
0700.

Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.
FAYE'S
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift
I Certificates!

Best Prices
on
Wood Stoves
Call Tony
MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES
753-8201

LOST, 2 month old
Female Blue Healer
cowdog puppy,long tail
with bare spot toward
the tip. Lost in vicinity
of Expo Center. Re.
ward. Call 753-0227.
LOST, on highway be
tween Stella and Col
dwater. Blonde female
Cha wa-wa. $50 reward.
Call 489-2794.
$100 REWARD. Small
Shelly, looks like
miniature collie. Silver
and black, mixed with
white markings. An.
swers to name of Pep
per. Call 759-1253 or
753.9992. No questions
asked
REWARD for returning
4 rings and 2 necklaces
which were lost at
Murray Game, Sat
night. If found please
call Jill at 762-2307 these
rings are very sentimental. There is a nice
reward

6. Help Wanted
DRIVERS wanted.
Apply in person

Domino's

Pizza, 810

Chestnut street.
HIGH Earnings. I need
3 miture energetic
individuals to help me
cxpand my business.
Sales experience helpful. Call 443-6460, between 8a.m.-10a.m. for
interview. $15,000 to
$ 25 , 000 K plus
(appliances).
RECEPTIONIST/Sales
Clerk. Start part time,
work into full time
position. Demanding
job requires alert, mature, aggressive in
dividual. Send resume
and recent picture to
P.O. Box 1040A,
Murray, Ky.
TEXAS Refinery Corp.
offers plenty of money
plus cash bonuses,
fringe benefits to mature person in Murray
area. Regardless of
experience, write DT.
Sears, Pres., Box 711
Ft Worth, Tx. 76101.

9, Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED baby
sitter has references,
days nights or
weekends. 5 minutes
east. 759-1692.
MOTHER of two will
babysit in my home
night or day. New
Concord Area. 436-2524.
Will rake leaves and do
yard work. Call
492 8738.

14. Want to Buy
ALUM. cans, 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. We pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 4362658.
OLD house that needs
restoring. Will also
restore your older
home. Over 20 yrs.
construction experience. Call James
Ray Hamilton, 753-9400.
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum,
beaver, coyote
Mc
Clellan, Pulaski, III.
618-342 6316.

(WNW Sapeoly Lasts)

CLAYTON'S TV

SUBTLE
BUT FIRM

713 S. 12th
Murray
753-7575

4- 45g444011P0
JTM 12AV5'5

t2-

ATTENTION
FARMERS

1983 United Feature Syndicate. Inc

Will help fill out
FmHA 1983
emergency loon
applications.
Call 502-4354534.

wellse.ehoretlewww•

2_HOW ABOUT
BREAKFAST IN
BED FOR A
CHANGE?

(3000)
!

0
r I'LL. TAKE MY
EGGS SUNNY
sloe UP

MAGIC Shows for
clubs, parties or
organizations by James
Gingles. Call 753 3805.
THE MINIATURE
SHOP for your Doll
House needs. Said Road
Hwy 131. 1 898-2962.

TRAILER
FOR SALE
1970 Viceroy
12x50
2
bedroom
all
electric.
Remodeled,
good condition.
753-1609

41(
-554166 AV WE TALIOV6 ORUM5.,.

HOUSE FOR
RENT
Smiles east •
2 bedrooms, wall
‘
to wall corpm,-cmtil
hrol heat wlheat

TOontaccw:
len K./ sow. edam. Me WON reglft moor*

A/ECICACE A4Y.

-

753-0858

753-8943
4

INVITATION TO BID
The Housing Authority of Murray will
receive bids for the renovation and repair of
a four bedroom residence which has been
damaged by fire until 2:00 PM CST (Central
Standard Time) on the 5th day of Jaunary,
1983 at the office of the Housing Authority of
Murray, 716 Nash Drive, Murray, Kentucky
42071, at which time and place all bids shall
be publicly opened and read aloud.
For the public use of materialmen and
subcontractors, plans and specifications will
be on file at the following offices:
Housing Authority of Murray
716 Nash Drive
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Associated General Contractors
1930 North 13th Street
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Copies of documents may be obtained by
depositing $10.00 with the Housing Authority
of Murray for each set of documents so
obtained. Such deposits will be refunded to
each person who returns the drawing and
other documents in good condition within 10
days after the bid opening.
A certified check or bank draft, payable to
the Housing Authority of Murray, U.S.
Government Bonds, or a satisfactory bid
bond executed by the bidder and acceptable
sureties in an amount equal to five percent
of the bid shall be submitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will be required to
furnish and pay for satisfactory
performance and payment bond or bonds.
Attention is called to the provisions for
equal employment opportunity, and
payment of not less thttn the minimum
salaries, and wages as set forth in the
Specifications, must be paid on this project.
The Housing Authority of Murray
reserves the right to reject any or all bids or
to waive any infQrmalities in the bidding. '
No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of
-thirty (30) days subsequent to the opening of
bids
31 -Ike Housing
Authority of Murray.
_HOUSING AUTHORITY OF MURRAY
BY M.G. Warren
TITLE Executive Director
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Mil
14. Want to Buy

24. Miscellaneous

28. Mobile Home Rentals

USED telephone an
swering service. Call
762-4158 leave a mess
age for Rhonda Kirks.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric 753-9104.

357 COLT, 6 inch barrel,
nickle, $295 firm. Antique Oak dining table
$140. Antique day bed
$60. Primitive tool box,
can be used as coffee
table $40. Antique blue
stone Urn $75. wrecked
1965 Chevrolet pickup
250 motor transmission
and all usable parts.
$475. Call 489-2440.
ACRE portable building.
8x12 storage building,
all wood, $695. 8x16 $895.
10x16 $1095. Free delivery up to 100 miles. Call
247-7831.
AUTOMATIC Garage

2 or 3 BR, newly
furnished, natural gas
or electric heat. Shady
Oaks, 753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray, no pets. 4892611.
ONE trailer also one
furnished apartment.
$75 each at New Concord. Call 436.2427.
TWO bedroom, water
and garbage pickup
furnished. Hwy 121
South, Call 753-5405.
TWO bedroom trailer
and a two bedroom
house. Call 759-1417.

15. Articles for Sale
50 PERCENT off on
assorted Atari
cartridges. Coast to
Coast Hardware Call
753-8604.
8 INCH DeWalt radial
arm saw, legs table and
cover. Call 435-4351.
AFGHAN and Lone Star
quilts and quilt tops
Call 753-6379.
FOR Sale-Several sizes
folding tables, folding
chairs, fiberglass for
mobile home underpinning, desks, files,
executive chairs,
pickup tool boxes. Ross
and Sons Salvage, Martin, TN 38237, phone
901-587-2420.
MEN'S 10 speed
bicycle, 27 inch, $50.
Call 759-1348 after 5pm.
PORTA crib and high
chair, like new. Call
753-5710.

16. Home Furnishings

Wood Stoves
and Fireplace
inserts.
$250 and up
Also
Wood Furnaces
Boyd Welding
823 S. 4th St.
753-0371
17 CU. Tappen Refrigerator for sale. 4362743.
ANTIQUE oak chif
frobe. Call 753-9938
days, 474-23.66 nights.
ANTIQUE wash stand
and oak dresser. WhiteWestinghouse 14ft refrigerator, Avocado.
Call 46-2524.
BUY now and save.
Special prices on all
furniture. Recliners
starting at $109.95.
Check our prices on
bedding and save.
Smaller gift items in
wood or brass.
Carraway Furniture,
103 N. 3rd. 753-1502.
COUCH, chair and
Loveseat all matching
earth tone tweed. Call
7539986 after 5pm.
NAUGHYDE couch and
chair. Call 7538471.
USED furniture, appliances, stove re
frigerator, wood stove.
101 N 12th, 9-5 Monday
thru Saturday.

18. Sewing Machines
PUT a Singer under the
tree and the Sunbeam's
Free. Murray Sewing
Center, Bel Air Center,
Murray.

19. Farm Equipment
INTERNATIONAL '&6'4
r
a
c
T
tor with bush -hog, box
blade, fork lift and 3
bottom plow. S3000. Call
4501.
753,

20. Sports Equipment
RUGER Red Hawk 44
mag. Call 753-9938 days,
474-2366 nights.

22. Musical
EMERSON MC1500
Compact Stereo, AM FM receiver, cassette
deck, turntable, 5 band
equalizer, LED clock,
timer, speakers. Excellent condition, $175. Call
753-5641 after 5p.m.
LOWERY Console organ, walnut baby Grand
Piano. Call 437-4432.
THREE year old Kimball console piano. Call
753-9302 after 4 PM.
YAMAHA G55 guitar
and case, $125. Call
753-4978 after 5p.m.

opener, needs some
repair, Call 436-2289
after 6 PM.
BICYCLE built for two,
$50. One girls bicycle,
$10. Garden tiller,
$50. Pieces of 3 ft x 7 ft
glass from sliding glass
doors, $5 each, small
life preservers $5 each.
Antique dining room
suite $450. Call 753-4501,
FIREWOOD for sate.
Oak and Hickory, $25 a
rick delivered. Call
753-3328 or 753-0211.
FOR sale, 3 gold rings
for a man. 753-9400.
FIREPLACE Insert,
b
a
t
h
room sink and commode, light fixtures and
other items. Call 7539571 or come by 1318
Wells Blvd.
GOLD sculptured carpet approx 140 square
feet, $250. Call 753-5116
or 753-7466.
Good used exterior
doors, 13/4, with hinges
and bored for locks, 6
panels, 1/2 and others.
Murray Lumber Co 104
Maple. 753-3161.
MERRITT All -Alum.
Headache rack, DOT
approved $400 or best
offer. 436-2837.
OAK and Hickory
firewood, delivered $25.
a rick. Call 759-1145
after 4 pm.
POOL tables, all slate
delivered and set up
with acessories, new
and used. M i Ion Pool
Table Sales and Services. 901-686-1177.
SEASONED firewood.
Oak and hickory. $27.50
delivered. 753-3328 or
753-0211.
SUN tuneup machine,
Model Tut 915. Call
474-2325
SANTA suit rentals. 7594073.
SEASONED hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
TWO utility trailers.
1 -with steel bed and
wooden rails, 1 all steel
box. Craftsnan jig saw
With stand and motor,
like new. Call 436-214,5.
WANT to sell a ping pong
table and fireplace
blower. Call 759-4406.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 4 BR trailer,
washer and dryer, wood
or electric heat, new
well, '2 acre land.
$7,000. Near Coldwater.
Call after 4 p-.m.
435-4129.
MUST SELL, 1979
Norris, 2 bedroom, 1
bath, front kitchen with
range, refrigerator,
washer, dryer and 3 ton
Air conditioner. $11,500
or best offer. Call
753-5929 before 3PM or
753-8290 after 4:40 PM.
ROOM TO STRETCH
and get in touch with the
earth but not far from
town. This 16 acres m/
and older mobile home
is easily assessible to
town. Approximately
3/4 of the land is
lendable with a pond
and creek. Partially
fenced and ready for
you. Contact CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors and get ready
for quiet living.

36. For Rent or Lease

)3. Business Rentals
FOR LEASE, Retail
space 2000 sq ft. Bel Air
Center. Available after
Jan 2 1984. Contact Bob
Billington 753-4751.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

A couple of young ladies
want to shar_ a house,
located near campus
and downtown, with one
or two other young
ladies. Call Rebekah at
753-6577.
IDEAL unfurnished
modern 1 bedroom
home near Ky Lake,
own well, S100 deposit,
$125 per month. Call
436-5439.
THREE bedroom Brick
house, electric heat,
bath, garden plot, 617
Broad Extended. Call
753-1602.
TWO Bedroom home
outbuildings and shop,
on 1 acre. On blacktop
near Hazel. Call 1-6420742.
THREE bedroom house,
furnished, near Ky.
Lake, washer and dryer
included, $200. Deposit
required. 753-8964 after
5p.m.

37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies

31. Want to Rent
10 OR 100 Acres of land
for corn year 1984. Call
436-5812 or 489-2697 or
see Kynois McClure
after 6p.m.

32. Apts. For Rent
1 AND 2 bedroom apts.
Furnished and unfurnished. Adults, no
pets. Lease and deposit.
753-9208 after 4p.m. '1 BR apt., 2 blocks from
university. S130/month.
753-7123 until 5p.m.
1 BEDROOM apartment
for rent. Appliances
furnished. Panorama
Shores. No pets or
children. Lease, deposit
and references required. 436-2484 or 753/272.
ALL electric efficiency
apartment. Partial
utilities paid. Depostl.
Rent $120 month. Call
753-9829.
EFFICIENCY apartm
en
t
,
1603 College Farm
Road. Call 492-8225.
NEATLY furnished efficiency apt. Located
100 S. 13th St.
NICE 2 bedroom unfurnished apt. Near
university. Low utility
cost. $200 a month- plus
deposit. 753-4593.
ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town Murray. Call 753
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or
436-2844.
ONE and two bedroom
apts. Furnished or unfurnished. Adults, no
pets. Lease and deposit.
753-9208 after 4p.m.
ONE bedroom furnished apt. Adults. No
pets. Lease and deposit.
Call 759-4756 or 753-9208
after 4p.m.
ONE bedroom apartment at 1002 Main
Street, appliances furnished. $135 monthly
plus deposit. Call Spann
Realty Assoc, 753-7724.
TWO bedroom brick
duplex, electric heat
and air, couples, no
pets. $220 a month. Call
753-2631.
TWO bedroom garage
apartment, furnished,
paneled living room 8,
kitchen, no pets. $200
month, 713 1/2 Elm, Call
1-395-4756.
WANTED female
roommate to share fully
furnished house. Reasonable expenses. 7594011 after 5p.m.

33. Roomsfor Rent
ROOM for rent. $50 plus
utilities. 753-8165.

34. Houses for Rent
ONE small house, living
room, bedroom, kitchen
and bath. Available
Dec. 1. 502-885-7436.

SYR T
REALTY
Lau Are Mast 753-6843
Boyle Wilma
753•S1116
lee Rama
436-5676
1112 Coloiwetrw Keel
551Prtirl, Roatecky 42071
(502)73-01E4
Anytime
108 L. KENNON
Broker
lammed & loaded

44. Lots for Sale
100 FOOT front wooded
lot in Whitnell Estates
near Holiday Inn. Restricted to larger
homes. Call 753-6453.

Sat. 11-?
1304 S. 16th
Cancelled in case
of rain or snow.

43. Real Estate

Appaintiemits mode
for yew (*woolen's.
Fell finis sales
associates ironing
phases.
Ames Warty
rand
Darns isitit 7%7128
Iwo Orman 753-93111
Aso haunt 753-2471
Lat taker
33-24111
Praha Ise
7S3-5775
hi Main
419-rss

1
•
••••

46 Homes for Sale

52. Boats-Motors

1981

47. Motorcycles
1981 YAMAHA 3
Wheeler, 125 Tr -motor,
exrellent condition.
$520. 753-0195.
1982 HONDA 110 A.T.C.,
$600. Like new. 436-2606
or 753-7861.
1982 YAMAHA 125 3
Wheeler, excellent
condition. Call 435-4499
after 6p.m.

4.Auto Services
GOOD reconditioned
batteries, $15.00 Exchange, 30 day Guarantee, 753-3711.

49. Used Cars
19.65 FORD Falcon,
good tires, automatic, 6
cylinder, Make offer.
Call 762-6296 after 4 pm.
1967 TOYOTA Corrola, 4
door, very good condition, $750. Also 1974
Monte Carlo, 5650. 4892728.
1971 FORD LTD, one
owner, local. 753-5452
after 5p.m.
1973 CHEVROLET,
Monte Carlo, PS, PB,
Air, Good condition. Call
436-5898.
1973 PLYMOUTH, Fury
in good condition. $300.
Call 753-2748.
1973 TOYOTA Crona,
must sell $500 or best
offer. 436-2196 after
5p.m.
1974 VOLKSWAGEN,
new engine and brakes,
$1,100 or best offer.
759-4488, after 6p.m
527-0936.
1975 CHEVROLET, low
mileage, good condition,
$1200. Call 753-7458.
1976 CADILLAC, Coupe
De Ville, fully loaded,
$1895. Call 436-5869.
1978 CUTLASS
Supreme, excellent
condition. Can be seen
at Druther's Restaurant or call 753-2337
1978 CUTLASS
Supreme Brougham,
beige, tilt, AM/FM
stereo, bucket seats,
cloth interior, raised
letter tires, 52,000 miles,
$4000. Call 753-6179 after
4pm,

imaiSUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Casts

49. Used Cars

1978 THUNDLRBIRD
FHA approved 3 BR
%ouse, 5 miles 121 North Town Landou, white
or. 1/2 acre, stove and with blue interior, exdishftasher included. cellent condition, must
sell. 436-2682
534,000. 489.2864.
LOOKING FOR A 1979 TRANS AM, ex
GOOD BUY'? You must cellent condition, $5,200.
see this neat 2 bedroom 753-3635
brick just listed and 1979 Z-28 Camaro,
located on 11/2 acres mil speed, t tops, loaded.
and only minutes from Call before 5p.m , 753town. It has a workshop 4320. After 5p.m. 759for dad and a game ,4621.
room for the children. 1980
CUTLASS
Nice shady yard with Supreme, diesel, 32
mature trees. You'll get miles per gallon,
1978
your money's worth in Cutlass Supreme
and
this home! Call CEN- 1977 Cougar XR-7. All
in
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
good ,
:ondition and real
Realtors at 753-1492 and
sharp. Cheap must sell.
see for yourself.
Call 1-354-8050,
MOVE in and enjoy!
1983 MONZA GLC, 2
Excellent condition,
door automatic, air
newly decorated and
conditioning, 5,500
well constructed. New
miles. $6000 firm. Call
roof, TVA insulated,
753-96,44.
good neighborhood.
Two bedrooms, six 1981 PLYMOUTH 2
closets, dining room. dr.K -Car, manual
Don't miss seeing this transmission. Bids ac
fine home priced at cepted. Selling to settle
$33,500. Call KOP- estate. 753-4978 after
PERUD REALTY for 5p.m.
1 98 2 CAPRI, A/C,
appointment. 753-1222.
OPEN House, Sunday, AM/FM cassette, 5
December 4th from 1:30 speed. good condition.
to 4:00 at 1 100 $4850. Call 759-4721.
Sycamore, 3 bedrooms, COLLECTOR'S Item,
2 baths stone home en 1967 Corvair Monza.
large corner lot. $58,500. Black. Newly
LAKE BARKLEY upholstered. New
REALTY, Jean Spann engine. Call 753-7863
afternoons or evenings.
Wilson, Broker 924-5361.
DUNE Buggy, $900.
ZONED R-4 and located
Ready to go. Call 753directly across from the
University on 16th 4501.
Street. This large MUST sell. 1979 Monte
stately brick home Carlo, white with red
holds tremendous interior. AM -FM CB
possibilities as a built-in, AC, cruise, new
fraternity house, rental tires, good condition.
apartments, etc. Price Call 1-898-6757 after 3:30
reduced to $37,000. PM.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY today for
additional information
753-1222.

(1)) PIONEER
CAR STEREO

Leaf Pick-Up Leaf Pick-U •
Beginning December 5, 1983 - Final
Leaf Pick-Up Starting On The Easi
Side Of The City
Please Note - Do Not Telephone Fo
-This Free Service. The Entire City Ha'
Been Covered Once And This Will BThe Final Leaf Pick-Up. Leaves Pu
Out After A Street Ras Been Worked
Will Be The Responsibility Of The Pro
ierty Owner.
Thomas Clen_denen
-Murray Street Dept:

46. Homes for Sale

12 MILES East of
3
6 WKS. old AKC Murray on Hwy. 94
Pomeranian puppies, East, 3 BR, 2 bath, large
females, $150 each. living room and kitDeposit will hold. 489- chen, new 24x24 garage,
2651.
price $30,000. 437-4424.
AKC Basset pups, ready $21,500 IN Financing at
now or for Christmas. 10 interest is one of the
Deposit will hold. 489benefits offered with the
2599.
purchase of the home at
AKC registered Apricot South 13th and Poplar,
Poodle. Has had all
Range, disposal, disshots. Call 436-2240.
hwasher, four beCHESAPEAKE Bay drooms, two baths,
Priced at only $30,000.
R
etr
i
ever, 11 months old, Contact Roberts Realty,
AKC, trained for ducks, 753-1651.
Call 753-3322 after 5 PM.
3 BR brick home on
POINTER Bird Dogs. Bazzell Cemetery Rd.
near Browns Grove.
Call 492-8265. „
Owner saids sell. No
reasonable offer re41. Public Sale
fused,Davis and
Sullivan Real Estate,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-7165.
3 BR frame house with 2
INSIDE
acres, six miles NorGARAGE
theast of Murray, S25,
000. 437-4940.
SALE
3 BR frame home in city
Coldwater Hwy.,
limits, pool, full base121 North. One
ment, garage, very
unique. Mid 530's. 753mile from City
0153 days, 753-3222
Limits. Clothes,
nights.
Shoes, odds and
CITY BOUND
ends. Thur. 8-5,
COUNTRY HOME. If
you can't make up your
Fri. 8-2.
mind where to live, why
not enjoy both. Just
minutes from town via
44_11 y .641,
older
.
home eQ Olt acres *ill
GARAGE make you feel you're
SALE
out in the country.
1606 Sycamore
Plenty of shade trees to
Sat., Dec. 3rd
Sit under or sit on the
front porch and relax
Unfinished wood
and watch the world go
doll house. VW
by. Come and let us
wheel,silk screen
show you how you can
country
enjoy city
equip., fireplace
living. Phone 753-1492 screen, Atari,
CENTURY 21 Loretta
cassette player,
Jobs, Realtors.
boy's clothes.
COMMERICAL Property located at 303 &
305 N 12th St. 150' of
30th PRODUCTION street frontage. Zoned
Hog Sale, Friday Dec for medium density
9th, 1 PM, at the farm 10 business. Has 2 rental
houses. S90,000. Murray
miles South of Fredonia
or 4 miles North of Calloway County
Eddyville on Hwy 1943. Realty, 753-8146.
Selling 15 bred gilts, PASSIVE Solar home,
Duroc York rustic in lovely ParaCrossbreeds, 40 open dise setting, 3 to 5 acres.
Gilts, Duroc York Country living only 10
Crossbreeds, 30 Boars, minutes from town.
Duroc & York. Bennett Three spacious beFarms, A.M. & Ray drooms, Two full baths
Bennett. For sale cata- plush carpeting
log write Rte 2, Ed- throughout. Kitchen
dyville Ky 42038. Call complete with built-in
502-388-7276 or 502-388- appliances, lots of
7594.
storage. Don't buy anything until you see this
INDOOR
one. By owner, 753-4501.
SALE
SEE this beautifully
maintained older home
Thweatt's Service
with over an acre lot
Station
inside the city limits.
Fri. and Sat.
There are 4 bedrooms,
21 2 baths, central gas
7 miles north on Old
heat, fireplace, storage
641.
space galore and a nice
Baby bads, stroll.r,
screened patio. Priced
Infant & chIldr•n's
lust reduced $8,400.
cloth.., now loans $5
KOPPERUD REALTY,
pair, brass, figurlimis.
753-1222,
radios, and keromsnis
heaters. Many other
new end.awed Items.

5 Party
Yard Sale

""..

1Purdo-ni I. Thurman
Insurance
Reel Worts
Southold* Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

FOUR goats for sale
Cheap Call 436-2872

NOTICE

.111.4NPMIPOW1.111111.11111.....•

43 Real Estate

thus Iii -I

AUCTION SALE
Sat. Dec. 3rd, 10 a.m. Rain or Shine, at
the Big Sandy Trail Ride, two miles North
of Big Sandy on New Hope Rd.
Selling Ford Tractor with front end
loader, Ditch Witch digger, 1979 AMC
Spirit Car, 38 foot Horse Trailer with living quarters, comuter three wheeler,
manure spreader, all kinds of horse drawn
tools, saddles, lawn mower.
Also all kinds of restaurant equipment,
two pepsi drink machines, electric range,
gas oven, freezer chest type, three door
refrigerator, gas deep fry„ bath room sinks
Lots of small items to numerous tr
mention
Not responsible for accidents
Lunch on Grounds
Auctioneer Note: This Is A Real-Good ,
Sale Selling Items That Big Sandy Trail .
Ride Has Been Using. In Case Of Bad
Weather Sale Will Be Held Inside.
Owner: Gary Wicker
Auctioneer: Terry Shoemaker
Tenn. License 1306

CADILLAC
4 door Sedan
DeVille, sharp
red leather interior Diesel,
save $9.00 on a
fill up. $1,900
down pay off
Bank or will
consider trade.
Will finance.
753-7113
50. Used Trucks
1964 FORD pPck -up
truck, short wheel base.
$500. V-8 standard shift.
Call 7591247 after 5pm,
753-6660 before 5pm.
1975 CHEV. pickup,
automatic 350. $1,800.
753-0573.
1975 CHEVROLET, 1/2
ton long wheel base, 350
V-8,stick. Call 436-2146.
1978 4x4 SCOTTSDALE,
p.s., p.b., air, wheels,
sliding back glass, tool
box, $3,900. 753-4504.
1979 FORD F 150
pickup, long wheel
base, power steering,
Power brakes and air.
One owner, price $4950.
Call 492-8214.
1981 DATSUN pickup
excellent condition, 39,
000 miles, one owner,
Call 436-5403 or 436-5830
after 4pm.
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. Loaded. Under
warranty. 3,200 miles.
753-8552.

51. Campers
1976 TOYOTA Chinook
mini motor home. Extra clean inside and out.
$4950. Call 753-3234 days
or 753-0114 after 5pm.

52. Boats-Motors
65 HORSEPOWER
Mercury motor needs
tuneup. 5800. Call 7538148.
LOWRANCE 1510C
Graph Recorder, $275.
Lowrance 360 Depth
Finder, $75. 354,8914.

1973 YUKON Delta, 25
ft, houseboat with
trailer, self contained
sleeps 4, 80 h p
Evenrude motor, S4,000
or trade for 4 Wheel
Drive. Call 489-2728
22 FT. Venture
McGregor Sail Boat, 3
sails, main, iib, Genoa,
7.5 hp. Mercury,
trailer, sleeps 4, electric
inside and running
lights, knots and corn
pass, $3,500. Contact G.
Kintzel, phone 1 395
8347 or 362-4846.

53. Services Offered
Alosimmi Service Co.
A Iroise!' aid vinyl
sidiet, Costae trim want
Refereoces Call Will Ed
753-0M9.
APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore
Westinghouse
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
Service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Sec
vice 202 S. 5th St
753-4872, 753 , 8886
(home).
BABYSITTING
available now at GO
FOR IT! The fitness
studici during the Tues
day and Thursday
morning classes.
.50/child class. 753 2784
for more information,
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753'2310
for free estimate for

your needs.

!
BAILEY C PET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
7S41)113
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those hign
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.

Irrigatia-Itesidestial
CAMPBELL ELL
HILLIS
Nelleene, Ti.
Call Collect: 901-352-1/1
or N11-352-5184
Free Estimates
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jock Glover
753-1873
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.

53. Services Offered
Martirs
Peri" Ce.
Specializing in ell types el
674imlit Pow*, frolliol slod
6:matins. Free estimates
Om. 753-0411
Res. 436-5574
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
GRAVEL Hauling
Contact Bob Kemp,
435-4343 or 435-4319.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

PAINTING
LNTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
FREE EbTiMA TE5*

SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHG, Typing Service.
P.O. Box 45. Call 753,
0406.
TREE work. Complete
removal, topping. Experienced. Reasonable
Rates. 753-3328 or 753
0211.

•Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs
sealed, aluminum
patio awnings, single
end double carports.
JACK GLOVER
753.117t,
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
WILL do plumbing,
heating, carpentry,
painting and roofing.
753-2211 or 753 9600 "

Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Coll Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 7536763.
WILL do hauling and
cleaning of garages and
basements. Free es
timate. Call 436-5510.
WILL rake leaves and
clean out gutters. Call
753-3111.

We repair, radios,
T.V.'s, stereos, and
small appliances.
MURRAY HOME
8. AUTO
Chestnut St Murray
753 2571

DAILY GOLD SILVER PRICES

Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
403.50 Yesterday
Yesterday
Opened
Opened
400.25 Today
Today
3.25 Up
Up
CcompNments of:
GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

9.70
9.59
.11

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: 10-8 Doily
11-5 Sunday.

Estdie Auction
Auction Sale SateEclay Dec. 3rd at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller
Auction Darn
mile north of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway
493. Watch for auction signs.
Part of this sale is the late Mr. Noble Cox estate and the estate
of Mrs. Lirmie Brewer Fincher from Mayfield, Ky. Mrs. Fincher
was a doll collector and has over 100 dolls. Not many if any are
Cabbage Patch dolls. Nice bedroom suite, maple table and chairs,
2-nice hidabed couches, coffee and end tables, lamps, black and
white TV., electric sewing machine, large cedar chest, old quilts
and pieces, needle work, vacuum cleaner, silverware, pots and
pans, lawn furniture, old pie safe, new bed, springs and mattress
with large dresser, maple coffee and end tables, small Ken Holland
prints, corner what-not, cane spice rack, quilt rack, another nice
table and chairs, odd bed, bed, floor lamp, stove and ref., one
ref. with freezer across top, Tappan electric range with eye level
oven, fuel oil home heater, large natural gas furnace, 2 wood
heating stoves, one lot of glass, plate collection, carnival glass,
bowl and pitcher set, round dough tray, amber glasses, will hays
some sleepy eye dolls, 1 ball jointed doll, large tire changer, old
rotary tiller, electric welder, dinner bell, many other items not
listed. Sale wilrbe in a heated building. Not rOsponsible for accidents. Lunch avallagle. For more information and your auc,Uoito
needs phone 435-4144, Lynn Grove,4(y.
•-`

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Terry Paschall-App. Auctioneer
Licensed and Bonded In Ky. & Term.
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

•
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Soviets may be'keeping door a little bit ajar'

OBITUARIES

•

BRUSSELS, Belgium
( AP) — Several Western
European leaders say
there is "nothing new" in
Soviet President Yuri V.
Andropov's personally
written appeals to drop
plans for deploying U.S.
nuclear missiles.
But Danish Prime
Minister Poul Schlueter
said the Soviet leader at
least is "keeping the door
a little bit ajar" for
resuming talks on
medium-range missile in
Europe.
Last Friday, two days
after Soviet negotiators
walked out of medium-

Alfred Keel
dies; funeral
to be Friday

Parvin Young
dies; services
Friday morning

Alfred Keel, 90, Rt. 1,
Almo, died Wednesday at
4:50 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
He was a retired
farmer and a member of
Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Born Sept. 26, 1893, in
Todd County, he was the
son of the late William
Andrew Keel and Annie
Pedcock Keel.
His wife, Mrs. Ople
Futrell Keel, died Aug. 6,
1980.
Mr. Keel is survived by
one son, Keys Keel and
wife, Orpha, 1409
Sycamore St.; one grandson, Steve Keel, Laguna,
Calif.; one brother, John
Keel, Murray; two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Ethel
Keel and Mrs. Myrtle
Futrell, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Calvin Wilkins
will officiate. Musk will
be by Mrs. Juanita Lee
and Mrs. Bobbie
Burkeen.
Burial will follow in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at.the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today Thursday.

Parvin C. Young, 76,
Dolly McNutt Court,
Paducah, died Wednesday at noon at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
He was the son of the
late James H. Young and
Victoria Orr Young of
Henry County,Tenn.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Jennie Paschall
Young; two daughters,
Mrs. Wilma Low.Kaler,
Symsonia, and Mrs.
Mary MCIntosh, Lone
Oak; one brother,
Waymon Young, Paris,
Tenn.; three grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
TEL AVIV,Israel(AP)
The funeral will be Fri- — Jews worldwide have
day at 10 a.m. in the begun celebrating
chapel of Lindsey Hanukkah, the Jewish
Funeral Home, Paducah. festival of lights, markThe Rev. Jim Green will ing a 2000-year-old vicofficiate.
tory which led to the founBurial will follow in the ding of a Jewish state in
Oak Grove Cemetery in the Holy Land.
Henry County, Tenn.,
west of Hazel.
The eight-day holiday
Friends may call at the commemorates the vicfuneral home.
tory of the Jews over
their Greek and Syrian
rulers in the second century B.C., and the
rededication of the Tem-

Mrs. Childress'
funeral is today
at local chapel
The funeral for Mrs.
Neva Childress is today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Hershel! Bass and
Harold Arnett are officiating. Wayne Clark is
leader for the singing by
singers from Friendship
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers are Duane
Brown, Wayne Burkeen,
Jackie Herndon, Bennie
Herndon, Wade Herndon
and Dwain Herndon.
Burial will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Childress, 77, Rt.
1, Dexter, died Tuesday
at 3:45 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Henry
Childress, died Sept. 7,
1971.
She is survived by
daughter, Mrs. Bill Rnp
dolph; one grandson,
Chuck Randolph; four
brothers, Lee Herndon,
Wilson Herndon, Wilburn
Herndon and Robert Irvan Herndon.

to deploy 48 cruise
missiles as part of the
North Atlantic Treaty
Organization's planned
five-year buildup.
An aide to Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher of Britain said she
found nothing new or
unexpected in the letter
and viewed it as an attempt to split Western
Europe from the United
States.
Schlueter, in a response
released to reporters,
told Andropov,"I have to
tell you that your letter
has given me cause for

Jews begin celebration of Hanukkah

Mrs. Crowell's
funeral rites
to be Friday

Services for Mrs. Iola
Wilson Crowell will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home.
The Rev. H.D. Lax and
the Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
officiate. The Kings Sons
will provide the music.
Burial will follow in the
McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Thursday).
Mrs. Crowell, 78, died
Wednesday at 5:30 a.m.
at her home, G-3
Southside Manor. Her
husband, Martin Crowell,
died March 28, 1980.
Born Oct. 9, 1905, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late James G. Wilson and
Effie McDermott Wilson.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Hafford
Smith and Mrs. David
ker; two sons, J.W.
Crowell and Thomas L.
Crowell; two sisters,
Mrs. Eunice Ferguson
and Mrs. Pauline
Garland; eight grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren.

Secretory Bell urges
pooling of resources
HIGHLAND
HEIGHTS, Ky. ( AP) —
The U.S. Secretary of
Education believes colleges and businesses will
have to pool their
resources if the U.S. is going to compete
economically with Japan.
Terre! H. Bell said
Wednesday at Northern
Kentucky University that
President Reagan has
urged such partnerships
in education.
"Two keys to the
Japanese economic
miracle are that they
have one of the world's
most highly educated
work forces, and they
place a great deal of emphasis on effective onthe-job training. Incidentally, to give you some
idea of the challenge facing American industry,
the Japanese share of
world trade in high-tech
items has tripled since
1962 while the U.S. share
has decreased by about 30
percent."
Bell's speech preceded
a panel discussion by
area college presidents
and business executives
about possibilities for
college-business educational partnerships.
The program is part of
the university's three-day
formal inauguration" of
NKU president Leon E.
Boothe.
Bell said the Reagan
administration might be
willing to help with corporate tax credits for
firms which give grants

range nuclear arms talks resume if the NATO
with the United States, deployment was cancelmessengers from Soviet ed.
embassies delivered
Known to have receivprivate letters from An- ed letters were the prime
dropov to the leaders of at ministers of Britain, West
least six NATO countries. Germany, Italy,
Belgium, Greece and
Andropov reminded Denmark. President
them that he halted the Reagan was not on Antalks in Geneva because dropov's mailing list.
the West went ahead with
Andropov's letter conplans to deploy 572 Per- tained "nothing new,"
shing 2 and cruise said Belgian Prime
missiles in Western Minister Wilfried
Europe and repeated his Martens. He said the
decision to beef up message was no different
nuclear weapons in than previous Soviet
Eastern Europe. He sug- statements and has not
gested the talks would changed Belgium's plans

to graduate students in
high-technology fields;
"forgiveable loans" to
students majoring in
fields that are in demand,
and redirection of workstudy funds toward needed industrial-business
skills.
The secretary did not
offer details of how he
thinks these programs
could be carried out.

ple in Jerusalem after the
war.
In Jerusalem,
Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi
Avraham Shapiro lit the
first candle at sundown
Wednesday at the
Western Wall, the only
visible remnant of the
Temple. Ashkenazi Jews
trace their heritage to
middle and northern
Europe, in contrast to
Sephardic Jews whose
ancestors settled in Spain
and Portugal before the
Inquisition.

Suspects hunted
AMSTERDAM, office.
A ransom, reportedly
Netherlands (AP) —
Police hunted today for in the range of $10 million
three more suspects in to $11.6 million, was paid
the kidnapping of Monday. It is reputed to
millionaire brewer Alfred be the largest in Dutch
Heineken and his chauf- crime history.
On Wednesday police
feur after freeing the two
men and arresting 24 peo- raided sites in Amsterple — all related to each dam, the suburban
other — in simultaneous village of Zwanenburg
and the port city of Den
raids.
A 25th suspect was ar- Helder, picking up 24
rested at Schiphol airport suspects including three
near Amsterdam after who are believed to be
arriving on a flight from ringleaders in the plot.
The climax of one of the
London late Wednesday
nation's biggest dragnets
night, authorities said.
Police refused to iden- came when 10 policemen
tify any of the suspects,in searched the warehouse,
line with Dutch practice, which had been under
but said at least 24 of surveillance for several
them were related by days because of an
anonymous tip, and
blood or marriage.
The first 24 arrests discovered a false rear
came Wednesday in a wall.
Inspector Geert van
coordinated pre-dawn
sweep of homes in Beek, the leader of the
Amsterdam and two search team, was tapping
other cities. Police also on the floor-to-ceiling
recovered several million segments of hardboard
dollars of ransom money. when one gave a little,
Heineken, 60, and his revealing a vertical
longtime chauffeur Ab separation at headheight,
Doderer, 57, were found police spokesman Klaas
by a police search party Wilting said.
The secret door, whose
in a secret room concealed behind a false wall in a hinges had been placed
portside warehouse. The on the other side, was not
two were unharmed but locked and opened easily,
manacled with chains to revealing the prison
the walls of separate con- where Heineken and
Doderer, clad in pycrete cells.
After an on-the-spot ex- jamas, were being held.
Using metal cutters,
amination by a physician,
the two were driven to police cut the chains that
Heineken's seaside villa had bound the two to their
south of Amsterdam for a cell walls for three
reunion with their weeks.
families. Doderer has
worked for Heine4en for digaakgriP
40 years.
ILSK STUMP
They were kidnapped
REMOVAL
by five gun-wielding
, We con remove stumps up
assailants on the evening
to 24 below the ground
435-4343 or 435-4319.
of Nov. 9 as they left
Heineken's Amsterdam

The lighting preceded a
swearing-in ceremony for
recruits in the army's
elite Golani Brigade, one
of Israel's modern
descendants of Judah the
Maccabee's fighters.
According to Jewish
tradition, the Jews
liberated Jerusalem in
164 B.C. under the leadership of Judah the Maccabee. Their success
followed a three-year war
to overthrow the Syrians,
who tried to convert the
country to the Greek
religion and put Jews to
death for practicing
Judaism.
When they had cleaned
all the Greek idols out of
the Temple, the Jews
wanted to relight the eternal flame burning there
but found only enough oil
to keep it going for one
day. Miraculously, the oil
lasted for eight days,long
enough for more oil to arrive.
Jews have celebrated
the liberation and the
miracle ever since, in the
Festival of Lights —
lighting one candle or oil
lamp the first night and
one more every night until the number reaches

eight. The "shamash"
(Hebrew for "servant"),
a ninth candle, is used to
light the others.
The special
candlestick, called a
"hanukkiyah" and used
only for this purpose, is
made in hundreds of ornate des.gns to add splendor to the occasion.
The independent
Jewish state founded by
Judah the Maccabee and
his family lasted only a
hundred years before it
was swallowed up by the
might of imperial Rome..
Even in that short time it
was wracked by internal
political and religious
struggle.
It took the Romans
another 133 years to subdue Jewish nationalism
in what was then called
Judea. The war cost over
a million Jewish lives, according to historians of
the time, and culminated
in the destruction of the
Temple in 70 A.D.
After that the Jews
rebelled again and again
to try to restore their independence — until the
20th century, when the
modern Zionists succeeded.
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For the Best One-Stop
hopping this Holiday Season
hop the Friendly Atmosphe
of...
Stoney's Food Giant
Msua
Sowing Cent*,
Overtly Hondo
Doses Sewn
s Vacuum
King's Don
Go For 1,1
Tim Fithoss Studio
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response was tougher and
quicker, made public on
Saturday, days before
some of the other leaders
even acknowledged they
had received letters from
Andropov.
Craxi's office said Andropov accused Italy of
"favoring an accentuation of a military threat,"
by backing NATO's:
missile plans and joining
Britain and West Germany in deploying the
first group of missiles.
"The Italian government has not made any
choice in favor of aggravating a military confrontation in Europe,"
Craxi wrote back.
NATO's , new . frucleIC.,
weapons are
deployed, starting this
month, because the
Soviet Union aimed its
SS-20 missiles at Western
Europe, he said.

Bridal Elegance

.1/
4
1:
4

disappointment and
worry." Schlueter said he
was heartened, however,
by a part of the Andropov
letter that said "the
Soviet Union does not
want to view the newly
created situation as irreversible."
The Danish leader told
reporters he believed this
meant the Soviets were
"keeping the door a little
bit ajar," for resumption
of the medium-range
missile talks.
West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl
also looked on the
brighter side, telling
reporters "I think this is
the expression in principle of 4 preparedness to
reconsider and revise the
one-sided breaking off"
of the medium-range
talks.
Socialist Italian Prime
Minister Bettino Craxi's

These Are A Few Of The Many Reasons
To Choose Wells. No Matter What
Size of Your Wedding We Have A
Plan Designed To Fit Your Needs.
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Walter Mehr
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Christmas gift suggestions for the budget-conscious holiday shopper
Each Christmas it seems
there are more toys and

games from which harried
shoppers may select Here's

a thoughtful variety of
children's gifts, including

Christmas Collections
of

Pierlimports
Come journey through a world of unique
gifts from all over the world.

DssitiTabitv
Ws $83.38
Reg 291
Handwoven
golden rattan makes a
gorgeous piece of furniture Value in versatility From Hong Kong

PIER 1 IMPORTS
EEL AIR CENTER

WEEKEND
SPECIAL
Golden Rattan
Desk
Fri., Sat., Sun.
Only
Open Nights
Til 8 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5

pets, for every age group
and budget.
Many children have already made the Playmobil
little people toy systems
from Schaper Toys a staple
play item. But now Playmobil offers genuine "little
people" — "Playmobil
Children," two-inch tall articulated figures which may
be used separately or with
their three-inch tall "adult"
counterparts.
The Children are available in two child-like themes,
"Playground" and "Nursery" sets, complete with
all appropriate accessories,
including park equipment
and rides and bedroom accessories. As with all Playmobil characters, Flaymobil
Children have moveable
joints for snap-on accessories and are constructed of
bright, safe plastic for hours
of realistic play. Each set is
available for about $8.
For youngsters who have
their sights on more lofty
toys, the new "Sonic Battle
Blaster" from Kusan will be
just right. This electronic
space toy emits over 20 different laser-like sounds and
features a realistic flip-sight
cover and target.
For authentic battle fun,
flashing lights zero in on the
bull's eye. The 12-inch long
space-age toy uses one 9volt alkaline battery, and is

BRAND NEW
etto
lol
ELECTRONIC DEPT.
000
‘

designed for children four
and older. It sells for about
$17.95.
"Mini Hot Shocks" are
three new, miniature
souped-up hot rods from
Kusan that feature fast racing action for children three
to seven. The three models
— Road Captain, Mountain
King and Rough Rambler
— have unique front swivel
axles, spring-loaded rear
shocks and real rubber tires
which steer the vehicle right
or left with a flick of the
wrist.
"Mini Hot Shocks" have
colorful decals, use no batteries and are available for
about $7.99.
Older children interested
in construction sets will
love "Fastech," the"Fastastic Building System"
from Schaper Toys. All
"Fastech" sets feature Fasteners and the "Fastool"
which attaches or separates
for each sees many building
pieces.
Every system contains
durable, interchangeable
yellow, black and red plastic pieces So youngsters
may construct a variety of
vehicles with ease and
speed. The new "Starter
Set," for example, contains
blueprint instructions for
building a racing car, helicopter or airboat, among
others.
The "Wreck'N Repair"
Set lets kids build, destroy
and rebuild their handcrafted vehicles with the
aid of a high-speed, windup spring motor. For ad-

vanced, more technical specially designed fashion
construction Challenges. dolls.
2-inch tall, three/
Each 31
the three other Fastech
Systems are the "Techni- dimensional figure comes
cian," "Journeyman" and with two soft, pliable, plastic outfits and a posing
"Master."
for quick changing.
stand
,
"
in
range
The systems
The three "Li'l Me" sets
price from about $6 for the cost about $2.00 each, with
"Starter" Set up to about
numerous interchangeable
$26 for the "Master" Set.
outfits s.;:d separately.
This selection of new,
Puzzle-players from four
low-priced toys can round to 104 will he truly chalout any shopper's Christ- lenged by"A- Maze- Ment,"
mas selections, and all are a hand-held game of skill
small enough to fit in any and strategy. Players try to
Christmas stocking.
arrange multi-colored beads
For toddlers 18 months in rows of the same color inand older, "Squeakies" are side chambers of the barreltwo-inch high characters shaped puzzle. A series of
that combine sound and mo- turns and rotations makes
tion.
no simple game: with
A gentle push on the head this
10 billion combinaover
produces a different squeakplayers will be kept
ing tone from each of the tions,
busy. ''A-Maze- Ment"
eight characters, which in- costs about
$S.
cludes nurse, cowboy and
Pets:
the
living gift
All
worker.
construction
eight "Squeakies" are
For the child who seems
about $1.20 each.
ready, a
Two other inexpensive, one that'sholiday pet gift is
guaranteed not to
miniature play figures for
break, lose appeal or be outpreschoolers three and up
grown. Pets have long been
are "Astrosnik" space known to
foster healthy,
creatures and "Li'l Me"
fashion dolls, both from
Schaper Toys. A family of
30 collectible small green,
smiling space characters,
Six unique new storyeach Astrosnik has a com- books that actually play muplete and imaginative histor- sic — the Golden Melods
ical background, identifica- books — are now available
tion and personality. These from the publishers of
little natives from Snikeria Golden° books, known
worldwide for their wellsell for about $2.50 each.
The "Li•I Me" dolls — loved children's books.
As the Golden Melody
Angie, Valerie and Cathy
fulfill a little girl's desire for book is opened, children's
easily manipulated dress-up familiar songs or favorite
dolls. A three-year-old can Christmas carols begin to
easily dress and pose these play.

Christmas storybooks

JONES
LANDSCAPING
AND NURSERY

JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS
Elite Stereo Radio Cassette Tape
Recorder. MW/FM Radio

Live Christmas Trees
White Pine
Scotch Pine
Fraser Fir

NOW 159
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—
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169" Toy Kingdom Prices 1 4995
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Hemlock
Norway Spruce
Beautiful Cut Fraser Fir
6 ft. to 8 ft.

Musical interlude
When the family gathers
around the tree and gifts are
unwrapped, the music from
these storybooks will fill the
room. To a child, the concealed electronic sound
technology seems like
magic.
Two Christmas titles, Silent Night and We Wish You a
Merry Christmas, with heavy
board pages that unfold into
a four-foot panoramic display, are available, as well
as four other titles playing
the favorite tunes: "Old
Mac Donald Had a Farm,"
"Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star," the "Alphabet
Song" and "Rock-a-Bye
Baby."
You can find them in
bookstores, department
stores and discount and
drugstore chains across the
country.

407 NORTH 12TH MURRAY, KY. 753-1725
MON.-SAT, 8-5, SUN. 1-5

Dialmate Cordless Telephone
W/Intercom

Reg.
189"

positive instincts in children
three years and older, so
why not make this Chpistmas the year a child receives a gift of life?
Selecting the right type of
pet requires thought and
consideration. According to
the Pet Information Bureau, the most popular
household pets are dogs,
cats, many bird and fish
species, and small, domesticated animals, such as hamsters, guinea pigs and
gerbils.
Of course, introducing
any pet into a holiday
household can have drawbacks. The Pet Information
Bureau suggests pet-buyers
present the child with a decoratively wrapped pet gift
certificate on Christmas
Day. Most pet shops now
issue certificates which are
later turned into the "real
thing."
After the holiday hustle
and bustle is over, gift-giver
and receiver can visit their
local pet shop to select the
new pet and appropriate
equipment or accessories.
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Give her our
best this year.
Choose from the Shoe Tree's
assortment of shoes, boots,
bags, 14 karat gold jewelrjt,
house shoes by Daniel Green,
Merry Mules, knee socks,
and gift certificates
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Toy Kingdom's
Price

lire* T.es Ptev Ho.se

$6595

Toy Kingdom Has Just Received

Selected Group Ladies'
Boots and Shoes Now
1 /2 price at...

Commodore Computers
Come, get the computer you've wanted at Toy Kingdom

get the Christmas gifts YOU want.
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Pets: precious investment in health, love
A "living gift" has always been a unique way of
showing affection. Now.
scientific research indicates
that a pet present could also
be a boon to the mental and
physical health of the recipient.
Studies examining the elfeels of pets on owners have
been conducted by researchers for years, and the

findings are most encouraging. According to the Pet
Information Bureau, people
establish strong bonds with
their animal companions for
several reasons:
• Pets will love without
prejudice:
• Pets won't judge their
owners' actions:
• Pets almost never re-

The soft sculpture family Is growing.

ject their owners'affec t ions
hildren and pets
Pets can also have conFish tales
siderable positive effects on
University of Pennsylva- children as they grow and
nia researchers discovered develop. A child who learns
that by simply watching fish to groom and care for a pet
swim in an aquarium, a per- — whether it's a hamster,
son's blood pressure could bird or kitten — will also
be reduced significantly. learn about responsibility.
The tranquility of this unAnd the kindness he or
derwater world and the mo- she shows a pet won't end
tion of the fish as they swim there. That quality is usucombine for a most relaxing ally transferred to the way
atmosphere.
he handles people and
But not only are fish heightens his sensitivity to
"healthy," they'll make a other's feelings.
wonderful pastime for Dad
But it's important to
or the kids. Fishkeeping is choose the right kind of pet
one of the most popular for a child's age level and
hobbies in the U.S. — sec- experience. By the age of
ond only to photography. four, a child is usually able
And because there is a wide to handle a minimal care
variety of tank sizes and pet. Birds or small fish
maintenance equipment tanks are suitable for these
from which to choose, it's children. Older children are
easy to design just the right better able to handle more
aquarium set-up for any demanding pets, such as
family.
dogs or cats.

Pei lose knows no age limn
Comfort, entertainment
and love are the primary
things a pet gift will offer a
special. elderly person. Pets
are found in increasing numbers in nursing homes
across the country — and
with good reason. Therapists have discovered that
pets act as a catalyst, encouraging people to socialize and to relate better to
others.
Statistics from one medical school indicated that
older people who owned
pets were found to live
longer, healthier lives than
did those people without
pets.
Whether a pet is chosen
for Mom, Dad, the kids or a
grandparent, it's a gift that
is sure to become a source
of comfort and love for
years to come.

Wild Raspberry carries
sculptured 'ugly'dolls
Is Santa having a hard
time finding that certain
doll for your little girl?
The Wild Raspberry has
the adorable soft
sculpture dolls ready to
adopt your family. These
dolls have the pug face
"ugly look" of today.
They have hand
sculptured wrinkles,
dimples, smiles, frowns,
fingers, toes even belly
buttons and little "bottoms."

They are wearing expertly handcrafted country calico dresses with
pinafores and aprons and
hair ribbons. Blondes,
brunettes or redheads,
these are the most
adorable dolls in town.
These dolls share the
common elements of being soft, cuddly, playable
and durable and reflect a
sensitive understanding
of the interaction of fantasy between child and

doll.
The Wild Raspberry
also has plumb pink and
white pigs. They are
sculptured and stitched,
sensational pigs with
their own hairdo and
ears, wearing an
adorable sun bonnet. If
you have never seen a
lovable pig, you haven't
seen these pigs. Many
adults are really kids at
heart too and enjoy the
dolls in a fun way...surprisingly, sometimes
even more than kids do!
Can you imagine a child's
delight in seeing a soft
sculpture doll beneath the
Christmas tree, or maybe
a precious, plumb pig
tucked under the branches.

ST.JOHN THE EVANGELIST,as envisioned in a medieval
Frigliglimanuseript. St. John's Do,. December 27th,is one
of the Twelve Days ofChristmas.,which fall between Christmas Da, and Epiphany,Jan. 6th. Mustratkm courtesy: The
Pierpont Morgan Library.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INDICATES A PET IN THE HOME would be a boon to mental
and physical health. The Pet Information Bureau suggests giving a pet to someone special.

AChristmas
Memory-Maker
Plan ahead now
so you don't
forget those you
love and care for.

1, CHRISTMAS GIFT TO MAKE A WV% — and his face —
I,.el giOil!. Saxon Lot. for Men is a new aft. rshase 1' II
limier that not onl, pro‘ides the refreshment and frahated to smith.
grance men want, hot also is speciall, for
!limits stripped awici
ind reialeiia,.Ii
with sha%rug

0Father
0Husband
0Sweetheart
CParents
OBrother, Wife
0Daughter,
& Brother
Husband &
GGrandmother
Daughter
ONephew
OGrandfather
OUncle
0Cousin
OGodchild
ODGA
raunndtparents
OGodparents
OGreat-Grandsonn
OGreat-Grandparents OGranddaughter
OGreat-Granddaughter
OGrandson
0Mother
OWife
OStster, Husband
& Sister
OSon, Wife & Son
IONiece

Special grooming
gifts for Christmas
Looking tot a holiday gilt
for the man who has everything? Try slipping a little
comfort into his Christmas
stocking.
Every year men get hotties of high-alcohol aftershave. What most people
don't realize is that those aftershaves can be irritating.
Shaving is tough on a
man's face. Even it' there's
no obvious damage, the
scraping process of shaving
leaves microscopic nicks
and cuts as well as removes
at least one layer of skin.
The new layer isn't quite
mature and stiong enough
to face the assaults of the
world. It needs some protection.
High-alcohol aftershaves
Can't provide protection. In
fact, they may actually increase discomfort and skin
irritation. That's where
Saxon Lotion for Men
comes in. Saxon isn't just an
aftershave.
It's an aftershave skin
conditioner that not only
provides the refreshment
and fragrance men want,
but also is specially formulated to soothe shaving irritation and replenish —

throughout the day — those
emollients stripped away
with shaving.
And Saxon is a gift that
will please a man because it
was planned that way. Before developing Saxon, the
scientists at RichardsonVicks talked directly to men
about their preferences.
Men reported that traditional moisturizing products are too greasy. That's not
surprising. Saxon scientists
say, since these moisturizers are formulated for a
woman's skin, v1/4 hich tends
to be drier than a man's.
Saxon contains a special
conditioning system that is
fast-penetrating and nongreasy. And. because
Saxon was formulated ,to
take the place of ordinary
aftershave, it doesn't add an
extra step to the shaving
process.
Its fragrance, too, was
the result of talking to men
abut what they like. Its a
blend of citrus, floral and
woody notes that combine
to form a fresh, invigorating, masculine scent.
That all comes down to a
Christmas gift that will
make a man — and his face
— feel good.

Only the finest.
1e.u1212.818v),,
1412141a Ste1A.A.
CA111101111

;The old fashioned quality,that you know
and love, is still available in our fine
chocolates. Assorted Chocolate selection
contains a variety of creams, nuts, L'siewy.
and crisp centers.

We Are
Your Chrisfinds
Shopping
Place!

fAe Pace
sotriv,.44

SPECIAL TITLES
OFine Folks
Neighbor
CHouse to House
OFrom Our House
OSpecial Friend
OAcross the Miles
OBaby's First
0Moneyholder
OChristmas Birthday
OChnstmas Cheer
OTeacher
ODoctor
OBoss
OGift Enclosure
Oln God's Service
OPastor
0Minister & Family
O
Pastor
& Wife .
OStudent
OFrom Our Dog
ElSecret Pal
OBabysitter
OFrom Our Cat
OFellow Worker
0Mail Carrier

We Imprint
Box Cards

,A•voird ti4orho.
40;ti
Open Evenings

UntN 6 P.M.

Maooy

1
)
4
M4ER1CAN%0GREETINGS
Amencard
Open Sundays
The nght cart, tor Mat speaal persor
1-5 P.M.

eooluncial
VIA,
"1 A

Court Sq.

•Many new, used and rebuilt
cleaners.
'We Sell, Lease & Repair
•Written Warranty on all cleaners
•A small down payment will hold
your cleaner til Christmas
.Complete line of parts and
accessories
•We Sell, Lease and Repair wet/dry
commercial vacuums
.Local Bank Financing
•Open Nights and Sundays
til Chris&rnas,...
Bel Air Center - Murray
753-2706

Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
INTIMiffNeffelliMign
Across from the
I Murray Ledger 8 Times

. J

....v. go
,

-

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-7222

Open Saturday at 8:30 a.m.
Before The. Parade

'":'•••re Ire

40- qr

•- 411

•-•••••
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A glamorous, glittery holiday
begins with a radiant new you

0
o•

The approaching holiday
season means you're in for
some festive activities that
will put yok in the spotlight!
Whether it's Christmas
caroling outdoors on a
crisp, wintry night or indoor fun under the mistletoe, be sure you're at your
most radiant, touchable
best for every holiday-time
occasion.
Turn on a glamorous new
you this year so that your
Christmas tree's tinsel
won't be the only thing that
glitters.
Start an event-packed
winter weekend with a selfindulgent treat — a warm,
relaxing bath by candlelight.
Soft background music will
help set the mood — maybe
a favorite holiday album tc
get you in the spirit.
For soft, smooth skin
After a leisurely soak,
gently massage your body
with a mild, delicately
scented body bar like Caress and a soft sea sponge.
Caress is not a soap, but a
specially formulated cleansing bar enriched with bath
oil to leave your skin softer,
smoother and silkier than

iC
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Gifts Starting At $1.99
Pilgrim® Glass
Wicker Furniture
Terra Cotta
Pillows and Lamps
'Baskets
'Country Blue Dishes
'Decorative Gourds

*Kitchen Accessories,
Place mats
'Bridal Registry
'Picture Frames
'Lenox Candles
*Christmas Decorations
'Brass
•14 Kt. Gold

SAMBOO GAIktel

•

Open Nights and Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Murray
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s -.9 imp Dixieland
Cen fir
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AM:1101-Shirley Florist
Let Us Help With Your
Party Decorations
*Christmas Arrangements
Fresh and Artificial
*Wreaths
*Door Sprays
*Poinsettia Trees
*Poinsettias
*Jerusalem Cherry Trees *Christmas Cactus
500 N. 4th Mon.-Sat. 8-5 753-3251

soap can.
After drying off with a
pre-heated towel, wrap
yourself in a warm, fluffy
robe. Now you're off to a
beautiful beginning, feeling
caressably soft and sensuous.
As you dress that evening, remember the key to
adding holiday pizzazz to
your look is to be daring, . .
and different. Experiment
with your hairstyle and
makeup. Try something
new.
Whether short or long,
hair can be glamorized.
Long hair can be worn up or
down, whichever makes
you feel more alluring.
If you chow c to wear it
down,create a mane of soft,
sexy curls or sweep the
sides back and accessorize
with rhinestone combs or a
sprig of mistletoe and tinsel
for fun.
If you wear your hair up,
pin it into a classic French
twist, leaving the front
lightly tousled to float over
your forehead.
For short hair, setting gel
gives a slick look, or pin curl
your hair while wt for free,
full curls.

Cosmetics can draw attention to your eyes and
make your lips irresistible.
Rich, smoky colors like
charcoal and mauve to line .
and shadow eyes provide a
subtly seductive look. If
you're feeling adventurous,
frosty colors will add intensity to your look. Dazzling
teal or violet are perfect for
evening wear with a fringe
of black mascara.
Shimmery lips

Lips can shimmer too.
Try a brilliant red, a deep
pink or hot coral with a dab
of gloss. For a sexy pout,
smudge a slightly darker
shade at the center of your THE GIFT OF A FINE COLLECTIBLE can start someone
lower lip.
you lose on a hobby which will pro‘ide a lifetime of pleasure
To assure your glittering and satisfaction. Ideal collectibles are dolls or paperelegance for the evening, weights, piggy banks or ceramic decanters —such as the one
dust metallic powder over pictured ahem's. — and make perfect presents for those speyour eyes, cheeks, even cial people on your Christmas list.
bared shoulders for an overall glow.
Choose a sensual scent
for a finishing touch. Dab
some in the hollow of your
throat to be "activated"
every time you turn your
Finding the perfect increase in value in the fuhead. Apply more fragrance
to your body's pulse spots Christmas gift becomes ture.
Bottle collecting is one of
— the crook of your arms more challenging every
and knees, and behind your year. What do you give to the most popular hobbies in
the people in your life the country today. Included
ears.
Before dressing in your who've attained the status in this category are ceramic
holiday finery, slip into your of "the person who has ev- decanters which are issued
by many liquor companies
most beautiful lingerie so erything?"
This year, why not start throughout the year, as well
there's a lacy secret hiding
underneath.
the people on your gift list as at Christmas time.
Austin, Nichols & Co.,
The fabric should feel on the road to a life-long
wonderful next to your skin: hobby with the gift of a fine Inc., makers of Wild Turkey Bourbon, issues three
smooth, soft and supple collectible.
limited edition Wild Turkey
a
towards
item
first
The
or
Green
Caress.
to
thanks
red satin, luscious black vel- collection makes a unique ceramic decanters every
vet, taffeta — all of these gift, is the beginning of a re- year.
Limited edition means
fabrics add glamour to your warding pastime that will
bring enjoyment for years, that a specific,number are
holiday attire.
to be re- produced and the mold is
Accessories can make a and causes you
broken. Thus. there's a
dazzling difference. The membered.
You can find collectible good possibility that the deright jewelry, hose and
that will appeal to any canter will increase in value
shoes can transform an out- items
Young children and become a highly-prized
group.
age
fit from pretty but plain, to
can be started on a collec- collector's item.
gift was a green tree-like one that can't be ignored.
tion of piggy banks or dolls.
Increasing salue
shrub.
Teens will spend hours with
sparkle
adds
Jewelry
The
first Wild Turkey deShe started crying. As
stamp or coin collections.
introduced in 1971,
canter,
she cried, her tears fell in
glitter
and
Add sparkle
For lovers of beauty
originally
retailed for $20. It
the center of each with rhinestone earrings and
For those on your list now commands a price of
branch, and they turned bracelets. Cinch your waist
try about $500. The complete
to a beautiful red color. with a patent leather belt. who appreciate beauty,
unopened set of eight from
butter
bells,
paperweights,
She took this to the Glittery hose or bright red dishes or ceramic plates. the first series now has an
tights make legs fit the holiChrist-Child.
Collector's plates come in a estimated value of $2,000!
day mood.
For a long-time afterMany ceramics are issued
Now that you're ready to variety of Christmas
wards, the plant was call- go, remember that holiday themes, the Norman Rock- as part of a series, making it
ed the "Christmas Eve dazzle includes a spirit of well series being a particu- that much easier to select
fun and festivity. Be the first lar favorite among those next year's gift. However,
Flower".
if the recipient has caught
the piano to start the who collect Americana.
'round
Later on, a man named
While all these collect- the collecting hug, they'll
orthe
hang
highest
carols,
Joel Poinsett found the
nament on the tree or catch ibles will be enjoyed for probably beat you to it.
shrub growing in Mexico. the special someone under their present beauty and
He brought the plant back -The mistletoe, looking and uniquert6ss, theytler•haiire
and it now grows profuse- feeling yourhead-to-toe hol- the potential-of becoming
valuable treasures that can
ly in Southern California. iday best.

Collectibles: a perfect gift for
the person who has everything
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Poinsettias longtime
Christmas tradition
When you think of
Christmas you usually
think of the poinsettias.
Did you ever wonder why
you make this association?
Many years ago in a
Mexican village, a poor
little Indian girl had
nothing to take to the
church as a gift for the
Christ-Child. The other
church members brought
beautiful gifts. All that
she had available for a
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TOTAL HARDWARE—C

Acrylic-Angora Pullover
Selected Missy - Junior
Sweaters
Sportswear, Blazers,
Assorted Styles & Colors
Blouses, Sweaters, Pants
Priced From
& Skirts
1/3
off s i n to $ 1 733
Acrylic Shetland
Missy Skirts
Crew Necks
Assorted Styles & Colors

Sale

$ 12

100% Shetland Wool
Crew Neck Sweaters

Short-Lined Winter Jackets

Solid and with Piping
Assorted Fall Colors

1 Rack

Sale $3

20

"You"
Panties

1 Table of Bras

Special Sale

1/,
.

$2

,
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Price or less
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yea

SALE
/
PRICE ONLY

7

$
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'2799

Assorted Colors
Zip and Wrap Styles

26 8c$27

Burrow through 8 game screens to
blow up enemies. It's just like the arcade
hit and brought home only by ATARI.
Ltd manufac'DIG DUG is created and designed by Namco •
tured under license by Atari. Inc
Trademark and C Namco 1982

Coast fo Coast Total Hardware
Central Shopping Center
753-8604
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00
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Cloth Shirts

Vanity Fair Robe Sale
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Sale

ground-breaking gamefrom ATARI'

Navy, Red, Green, White, Rust
S-M-L
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Gingerbread house easy to make in microwave

IMAGINATIVE PLAYWEAR FOSTERS FUN,PLEASES MOM — Tuck an inexpensive toy
in the package along with these adorable fashions from Health-tex for holiday gift-giving.
Her heart adorned top, mini skirt and legwarmers are from the "Dancing Toes" collection
Sizes 12-24 months and 24T. His striped turtleneck, denim pants and matching vest proclaim him a rugged 'hard hat." For sizes 2-4T.

A charming little gingerbread house makes a delightful holiday table centerpiece. Maybe you've received one made by a
creative friend or relative
that you've tried to preserve
by wrapping carefully and
storing each year — hoping
it would last until next
Christmas.
Home economists from
Whirlpool say, "This year
don't store it — eat it," In
fact the recipe and directions for making gingerbread houses in the
microwave oven are so easy
you'll want to make some
extras for your friends and
family.
The gingerbread house
was first developed by
Mary Jo Bergland, owner of
Microcookery, Incorporated —a microwave accessory shop in Glen Ellyn,
Illinois.

It is completely edible
and the old-fashioned gingerbread is such a delicious
treat that you'll want your
family and friends to savor
every crumb.
More ideas
The home economists
also say, "don't stop with
the houses — make some
gingerbread boy and girl
cookies to hang on the tree
for treats to please young
visitors' appetites."
Here are Mary Jo's recipe directions:
GINGERBREAD
c shortening
314 C sugar
I egg
I c dark molasses
I T vinegar
5 c sifted flour
I t baking soda
I T ginger
I t cloves

Creative clothing charm both mother and child
rializing under the Christ- tend to lavish gifts on all the in children's clothing for
mas tree.
special children in their over 60 years, have a happy
Doting grandparents, lives.
solution to the question of
aunts, uncles and friends
And mothers across the toys vs. clothes. They offer
country secretly hope that playwear that's so imaginasome of those gifts will be tively designed, it's actually
practical items. . . new play fun for a child to wear.
clothes for constantly growColorful appliqués and
ing children, for example motifs are designed to capChristmas is both a sea- iday spent with het- parents, . . . rather than just toys.
ture a child's sense of fanson for a family celebration four sisters and their chilClothing gifts may be tasy, while the machineand a special time for lov- dren."I'm from a very reli- practical, but everyone
has
ers. For authors in Harle- g io u s background, so probably experienced the washable fabrics and durconstruction
quin's American line of Christmas is a highly emo- following scenario: A smal& able quality
will meet any mother's
contemporary romance tional day for us," she says. child eyes the gaily wrapped high standards.
novels, Christmas tradiSandra and her family package expectantly, hurGift-givers can make
tions are also a cherished
pay special attention to dec- riedly rips off the bow and playwear even more fun to
part of their heritage.
orating their home.
wrapping paper, then notes receive by including an in"When I was a child, we
"On Christmas Eve, my with barely disguised disap- expensive toy, book or rehad a Norman Rockwellhusband,children and I join pointment,"Oh, it's only cord that suggests a related
style, Iowa farm Christ- to
play activity.
sing carols. It may be clothes."
mas," says author Kathleen
corny,
For example, make her
This holiday season, the
Seidel. "From the home- part but it's my favorite
of my favorite season." folks at Health-tex, experts the star of the ballet by
canned tomatoes and corn
to the cranberry relish and
baked desserts, nothing was
'boughten.' We even had to
pump the drinking water
from the well by the windmill!"
"Like many midsyestern
families, my grandparents
were out milking the cows
cad/ morning, even on
Christmas. We exchanged
gifts the night before so the
kids wouldn't die of impatience waiting for the chores
to be done."
Long-standing custom
Though there's no longer
SlA95
any livestock to tend on the
Kangaroos
-PM I Kattetti's f
still
unwraps presents o il ristPony's
mas Eve. "In the morning,
we open our stockings,
Jimmy Conner
which my mother carefully
Converse
Leather
hides until Christmas Day:
then we feast on homemade good ies!"
F6- New York's Barbara
Bretton, Christmas is a romantic.time —and a day to
95
remember old friends.
Kangaroos $27
"Every time my husband
and I go on vacation, we'll
buy an ornament. My parents and friends do the
Pony Forest Hill
same, and we swap every
year. That way, if I don't
see my friends the following
New Shipment
Christmas, I have the ornament as a reminder of them."
Barbara and her husband
open their gifts to one another privately on Christmas Eve. "It's more special
that way: then we're ready
for a huge dinner with the
family."
Mixture of traditions
Men's Western
Raised in Georgia by an
Boots
English mother, Harlequin
author Rebecca Flanders
remembers Christmas as a
day of British cooking and
Southern traditions. "We'd
cut our own cedar tree from
my mother's backyard,"
Men's
she says.
8" Loather Lace-Up
The men of the family
had a unique method of obWork Boots$2695
taining holiday decorations,
says Rebecca. "They'd
shoot down mistletoe and
Insulated $2895
boughs of holly from the
trees with their shotguns!"
For Rebecca, Christmas
16th & Main
still means a tall cedar tree
753-9419
and plenty of roast beef and
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-6
yorkshire pudding for dinner.
Texas author Sandra
Brown looks forward every
year to an old-fashioned holIt's that magical time of
year when wishes whispered to department store
Santas have a way of mate-

Romance, American style:
a port of holiday tradition

packaging her new mini
skirt and legwarmers with a
fairy wand and crown from
the dime store. Coordinate
an appliqué with a stuffed
animal or hand puppet.
Active boys might enjoy
finding a truck, tools, or toy
"hard hat" tucked in with
some rugged playwear.
The possibilities are virtually unlimited, and your
little recipients will surely
appreciate your extra.'"playfulness."

1

"GINGERBREAD HOUSES can be charmingly simple, or
beautifully elaborate," say Illitirlpool home economists.
You can even make one to look like your own home, with little gingerbread figures to represent each family member.
Let your creativity and imagination soar, le, a fun project
for the whole famil, made easier and (timer with a microwave. oven,

wall to base and up corner
where ends meet
Prop up and air dry for 30
ORNAMENTAL ICING
minutes'.
4 egg whites
If you wish to decorate
5 c sifted powdered
house interior, do it now.
sugar
When dry. remove prop
Beat egg whites until stiff and join other end and side
and slowly beat in pow- wall as above.
Prop and dry for 30 mindered sugar.
Keep covered when not utes.
Attach one roof piece
using as it dries very
with icing.
•guick ly.
Prop and hold until very
Assembling and decorating
dry.
Decorate door, windows
Repeat with other roof
and roof while flat.
piece.
Place 10" round base on
Decorate base with ginfoil covered tray.
gerbread trees, Santa cookUsing Ornamental Icing, ies, gum drops, mints, hard
secure one end and one side candy, Life Savers, etc.

Miniature houses
Use one half the dimensions of.gingerbread patterns, and do not cut out
round base.
Roll dough on lightly
floured waxed paper, cut
out shapes and microbake
on cardboard sheet.
Cook each piece 2 to 3
minutes on MEDIUM
1509i ) or until no longer
doughy looking and dry to
the touch.
Decorate and assemble
on paper plates as directions above.
When dry, cover with
plastic wrap, label and tie
for a great friendly gift.

The Gift Th
All Year L.
'Miir• y Ledge

geeetoeskia,

u
gEo actory Discount

qt'f

I t cinnamon
t salt
Cream shortening and
sugar: beat in egg, molasses
and vinegar.
Sift remaining ingredients together and stir into
creamed mixture one cup at
a time, until evenly mixed.
Chill dough uncovered
for two hours.
Pinch off enough dough
for each shape (see gingerbread patterns, assembly
and decorating instructions)
and roll Ye inch thick on
lightly floured waxed paper.
Cut out shapes and remove excess dough.
Slide sheet of cardboard
underneath waxed paper.
Cut out necessary doors
and windows as desired.
Cook each piece on medium power (50%)for 4-6
minutes, depending on size
of piece.
Cool completely and as.semble with ornamental icing.
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Men's Leather Tennis Shoes

GO

Call

$289s & $3500
$3500

MEP

At
753-1916
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Ladies Leather Tennis Shoes
0
/500
$V

01

40

Men's Work
Boots

Men's Dingo
Boots
$3895

$3495

Ladies
Dress
Boots
$2495
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Ladies Dingo
Boots
$3795
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(A Christmas Card Will Be Sent)
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Present A Special Christmas Gift
To You!

No Payments Until March 7,
7984
On New Chevettes, New
We Have
Esprit, Lee
Levi, Kennington
& Sed9efield
4.1
itvi Basic Jeans 51

.
44

599
THAT'S IT LEVIS A Olympic Plaza
753-6882
.„,
aitU AtU,•.4t.13444114

••
46
•

Citations it New Light Duty
Trucks
"
If Purchased After Nov. 28th And
Prior To January 4, 7984

t.
-

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
U.S. 641 South

Murray, Ky.

"."

•
.4
-

.4. .4

753-2617
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING GUIDE

The spirit of Christmas is alive
on decorative collector's plates

Beautifully Simple Shopping
for
Simply Beautiful Gifts

•

Gesolor

No season of the year is
as brilliant with age-old tradition as the Christmas season.
Around the world, special foods, gifts, decorations and the gathering of
family and friends all combine in our memories to signify Christmas.
For 5.6 million Amer--
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•/141
•
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Come Shop For
Christmas!

i

HOLIDAY
GREETINGS
HAVE YOUR CHRISTMAS
PARTY AT KENLAKEI

Open Sundays
1-5 Now
Until Christmas

Banquet Facilities for up to 1 50

Lamps

Private Banquet Rooms
Reasonable Prices
Contact Group Reservations
for Arrangements

Located on Highway 94 East
Aurora on Kentucky Lake
Kenlake State Resort Park
Route 1, Hardin, KY 42048
Phone: (502) 474-2211

3

) off
X
5°

Thursday thru Sunday

Treasure House
Southside Shopping Cir.

753-6798 Murra.‘

cans, a very special ChristCollector's plates —
mas tradition is tbe giving
beauty and variety
and receiving of limited-ediChristmas
collector's
tion collector's Mates. In
plate
the past 10 years. plate col- the themes are as varied as
millions of people who
lecting has skyrocketed,
and it is now recognited by collect them. Issued to commemorate
many as the most widely occasions, many different
plates represent
traded art form.
a remarkable range.
There are as many variFor example, the Rocketies of Christmas plates as
there are Christmas tradi- well Christmas series feations and, with new issues tures beloved artist Norman
every year, the plates have Rockwas classic renderings
become a special part of this of Christmas scenes from
his Saturday Evening Po it
joyous season.
covers.
1895 Christmas plate
'The De Grazia Christmas
worth $4,000
series is a bright, colorful
Collector's plates began collection with a stylized
with Christmas. Their his- southwestern motif by the
tory traces back to an old late but still beloved artist,
Danish custom of wealthy Ted DeGrazia.
And the Beswick Christlandowners presenting gifts
of food on beautifully deco- mas series manufactured by
rated wooden plates to the Royal Doulton features
common folk at Christmas- "Christmas Around the
World" with a traditional
time.
After the food was eaten, Christmas scene from a difthe plate was hung on a wall ferent country each year.
For many people, collecto remind the people of the
spirit of Christmas giving tor's plates are the perfect
Christmas gift. Not only
throughout the year.
The first authentic collec- are they beautiful, but the
tor's plate was issued by diversity of design, color,
Danish chinamaker Bing & mood,theme and country of
Grondahl in 1895 to com- origin mean that there is a
memorate Christmas. It special plate for nearly evwas the first to be issued in a eryone. Another attractive
feature is the reasonable
true limited edition.
It originally sold for about prices at which many plates
50it. By 1896, the mold was can be bought.
The gift of a collector's
broken. Recently, the plate,
entitled "Behind the Fro- plate is even more meaningzen Window," sold for for ful when it begins a hobby
for the recipient. Plate col$4,000.
The two longest running lecting is a fun and interestcollector's plate series are ing pastime shared by
Bing & Grondahl's and people all over the world.
With more than 5,000 difRoyal Copenhagen's which
began in 1908. These firms ferent plates currently on
have issued Christmas the market and new plates
plates every year and nei- issued each year, a collecther depression nor foreign tor's plate gift can be the beoccupation has caused an ginning of a lifetime hobby.
Newly issued collector's
interruption.
Today, collector's plates plates can be purchased for
issued by more than 60 com- anywhere between $20 and
panies grace the holiday $150.
seasons in the United
An organized system
States, Europe and Canada.
of trading
People collect plates in
series and separately for a
variety of reasons, ranging
from collecting affordable
works by favorite artists to
making a good investment.
For many years, finding
back issues of a particular
series was time consuming
and difficult, with collectors relying on antique dealers and newspaper ads.
Today, however,,the
Bradford Exchange, the
world's largest trading center for collector's plates, establishes an orderly marketplace for trading.
The Bradford Exchange's
new computerized trading
floor enables collectors to
buy and sell plates and obtain market information by
toll-free telephone.
Bradford also operates
collector's plate exchanges
in London. England: London, Ontario, Canada:
Frankfurt, West Germany:
and Copenhagen, Denmark.
Christmas generates flurry
of activity
The majority of issues in
the plate market are Christmas collector's plates, according to Harriet B.
Dalaskey, vice-president of
brokerage operations for
The Bradford Exchange.
"Trading is heaviet in
November and December

K mart COUPON

Potted Poinsettia
WITH COUPON

Good Only Sun. Dec. 4, 1983

K mart COUPON

Christmas issues, but
continues throughout the
year," Dalaskey said.
"If someone receives a
current plate as a gift, he or
she may try to find previous
plates in the series, resulting
in a lot of trading of Christmas plates in January."
1983 plates of promise
There is every indication
that 1983 will be no exception to the varied traditions
of Christmas plates; according to Dalaskey. The most
notable new Christmas
plates are from Germany
and the United States, she
said.
The Hedi Keller Christmas series by Konigszelt
Bayern is one of Germany's
most exciting imports. This
year's addition."ReSt on the Flight,•• is the fifth plate
in this series.
Keller's impressionistic
style of painting is distinctive in her characterizations
of ancient Biblical lore.
"Rest on the Flight," a colorful interpretation of the
Holy Family fleeing from
King Herod, is available for
$29.50.
There are two new Norman Rockwell Christmas
plates available for 1983.
According to Dalaskey,
"based on activity alone,
twheellm
..o
. st popular Christmas
plate is always a Rock From Gorham, "Christmas Dancers" is the 10th issue in the Rockwell Christmas series. The scene is
from the classic Charles
Dickens novel, A Chrtstiturt
Carol
Taken from a Saturday
Et ening P(1.1/ cover, this release is another picturesque
Rockwell rendering of beloved Christmas memories
This plate is $29.50.
The Rockwell Society of
America and the Edwin M.
Knowles China Company
bring us "Santa in the Subway" for 1983. The artwork
for this 10th plate in the series is also taken from aSatirrilay Evening Putt cover.
This plate is availAle for
$25A5°
nnther Knowles China
Company issue is "Christmas" by Don Spaulding,
the sixth plate in the Americana Holidays Collection
which is set in the 1870s.
Spaulding, an expert on
Americana, has i-,e;c aptyre4.
the spirit Of the age by paying particular attention to
details like hair style and
clothing. Spaulding is a
Norman Rockwell protege
and shares his master's
charming insight. "Christmas" is $26.00.
Berta Hummel's Christ!
mas 1983 issue by Schmid is
"Angelic Messenger.- The
13th issue in this popular series, the plate features the
classic Hummel angel, one
of this beloved artist s
widely recognized trademarks.
This series features
works done by Hummel before she entered a Franciscan convent in 1934 and
became Sister Maria Innocentia. "Angelic Messenger" is available for $4500.
"Ted DeGrazia•s Holiday Series by Fairmont is
certainly among the most
valued of Christmas collector's plates,- Dalaskey
said,

41;1
FOR THE BEST IN
Country Collectibles
Many unadvertised specials! In addition to
the specials listed, we'll have "Blue Light"
specials for everyone on Santa's Gift List.
Special selected items from every department. Come on in and line your pockets
with savings during this 3-Hour Savings
Event — Sun., Dec.4th from 5 to 8 P.M. only!

Whitman's Sampler
WITH COUPON

3.33
Limit 1
Good Only Sun. Doc. 4, 1983

Santa
Will Be Here
With Candy For
All The Kids!

K mart COUPON

WIN A $25 GIFT
CERTIFICATE
DRAWING EVERY 15 MINUTES
NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN!

DEPOSIT FOR FREE DRAWING
Name

Shop With Us

D & M CABIN INTERIORS

20%
On All

•By-Bee Pottery
•Grape Vine Wreaths
*Colonial Mills
Braided Rugs
•Decker Reproductions
*Copper
*Antiques
•Quilts
Holiday Hours:
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
2 p.m.-4 p.m. Sun.
Have A Country Christmas
from

Address
Men's Flannel Shirt
WITH COUPON
o 3.97

Our Reg. 6.97

City

State

•

al Phone Numbaill'
Drawing Every 15 Mi9utes • need Not Be Present To Win
===== IMP 111111 MN la IN al SO OD In IMP In in me in UM In
MN IM •MI

D& M

Cabin. Interiors
.ir

Hwy. 121 (We're In The Log Cabin)

759-9651

SPECIAL "AFTER HOURS" SALE AT YOUR K MART STORE!
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Fragant gift ideas year-round
pleasers for today's women on-the-go
coday's practical wo- from head to toe, and a
man, whether shopping for "spritz•• from her bottle of
herself or for others, wants concentrated cologne spray
gifts that will offer year- will softly remind her of
round pleasure at reason- springtime. All three are
able prices.
beautifully packaged in the
The makers of Jean Nate "Beautiful Thoughts" gift
offer gift-buyers an assort- set — for about 10 dollars
ment of affordable gift sets it's a Wonderful way to send
that are sure to please every Christmas cheer.
personality on the shopping
Most active women enjoy
list.
a fragrance that's subtle,
•
After a day of skiing, fresh and light enough to
shopping or plain ol' cele- wear anywhere. A gift of a
brating, the busy, active delightful "Lingering Pleawoman will cherish her sures" gift set from Jean
quiet time in the bath. A fra- Nate gives her that versatilgrant body wake-up with ity, and the fresher-thanthe Jean Nate after bath springtime fragrance will
splash is sure to get her en- keep her spirits up, regardergy flowing again.
less of her heavy schedule.
"Private Moments" will
Head-to-toe treat
The cheerful yellow gift
set contains perfumed bath
Next, perfumed bath powder
and a 1.5-ounce botpowder can be smoothed on tle
ofcologne Spray •

make the gilt-getter•s personal time even more special. The unique refreshing
qualities ofthe Jean Nate after bath splash combined
with a smoothing, fragrant
application of perfumed
bath powder create a bathtime experience she'll look
forward to having everyday.
The woman on the go will

appreciate the convenience
of a "Travel Essentials- gift
set. The set includes everything she needs — whether
she's freshening up after a
long plane ride, on her way
to pick up the kids from
school,or simply giving herself a quick "pick-me-upafter a strenuous exercise
class.

Podiatrist's tips for
sore-footed shoppers
The second most common saying during the holiday season, after"Merry
Christmas," is "My feet
are killing me!"
Dr. Suzanne Levine of
The Yorkville Foot Center
in Manhattan advises the
sore-footed legions of holiday shoppers and party-goers to treat their feet to
some simple at-home procedures at this time of year.
Soaking one's feet is one
of life's most affordable luxuries. But it' you don't do it
right, you may do more
harm than good.
To revitalize tired feet alternate cold and hot soaks.
Hot soaks alone may actually cause feet to swell, says
Dr. Levine.
Use two basins or buckets in which you can rest
your feet and legs to mid-

calf. In one, place cold water with ice-cubes. In the
other, use hot water with
freshly squeezed lemon
juice, or camomile, thyme,
or rosemary tea bags tied
into an old, clean sock.
Alternate cold and hot
douses 1½ minute cold, Ito
2 minutes hot) for 15 minutes. Follow with a vigorous rub-down with alcohol
or a brief soak in cider vinegar.
While shopping, wear
natural fiber hosiery to Absorb perspiration. Better
yet, wear wool socks over
cotton, and flexible leather
shoes with crepe soles and
laces.
Take off your shoes when
you come home and rotate
your wilted feet until they
come back to life.

Gift whole family will appreciate
Both husband and wife
work outside the home in
more than 50 percent of all
U.S. households, which
means that most homes are
as busy as Santa's workshop year round.
Ideal gift
A good Christmas gift for
these families — where
men, women and children
are likely to share homemaking responsibilities — is
one that performs routine
tasks simply and efficiently. thus saving precious personal time for
family members.
A dishwasher is one such
gift. This liberating appliance reduces the amount of
tjme needed for kitchen
cleanup, and can save a
family the equivalent in
time of a three-week vacation every year. That's how
many days, on average.
Maytag says it takes annually to wash dishes by hand.
Choice of styles
There are two kinds of
dishwashers available, convertible and built-in models.

For on-the-go families who
rent or live in temporary
housing, a convertible
model that rolls up to the
sink for hookup may be the
answer.
It requires no permanent
plumbing, but it provides all
the washing features of a
built-in unit. Later, when
you're settled into a permanent home, the convertible
model can be built in under
a counter.
On the other hand, a
built-in model is a permanent installation from the

start that has the advantage
of blending in with kitchen
cabinetry and is readily accessible, since such a unit is
usually installed next to the
sink.
Contemporary time-sayers
Dishwashers save time
for busy families and today's new units also will get
dishes clean without prerinsing. Features like Micro-Mesh self-cleaning
filters and high velocity water action assure dishes that
are cleaner than hand -

washed, but with considerably less effort on the part of
family members.
Good washability means
that breakfast dishes placed
in the dishwasher and run
through a rinse cycle will
come clean later in the day
when the dinner dishes are
added.
This not only helps keep
kitchen clutter in the dishwasher during the day, it
saves energy and water because the dishwasher needs
only to be operated once in a
complete cycle.

HOLIDAY TRIMMERS
II Ladies
Jackets.. 1/3 on
All Ladies Winter
20% off
Coats
All Ladies
20% on
Blouses

All Men's Casual
Shoes.. . . 20% oft
All Men's Dress
Slacks.20%
off
All Men's Suits &
Sportcoats.20% off
All Men's Leather
Jackets. . ..20% 0

*

Look No More!

All Ladies Jr
Fall & Winter
Sportswear . 20% off
All Ladies
Jr., Misses, Half Sizes
20% on
Dresses
Jogging
Childrens
\One Table
20% on
Shoes

All Boys
Knit
Sportshirts
2T-18 Yrs...20% off
All Girls
Sportswear &
Dresses
2T-14 Yrs 20% off

A COLLECTOR'S ITEM AND AN IDEAL GIFT, Campbell's
Olympic soup howl. Fill it with hot nutritious soup for a
healthy holidas.

`Go for the gold' with
Olympic holiday gifts
Here's a once-in-a-lifetime gift idea that gives
back more than the joy of
giving.
When you serve nutritious Campbell's Soups,
you're serving fuel for fitness. Save the labels and
you can order economical
commemorative gift items
— fit for anyone on your list
— in honor of the 1984 Winter Olympics in Sarajevo,
Yugoslavia.
"Souping up"
Campbell's Soups are the
"official soups" of the '84
Winter Olympics. And no
wonder! A U.S. government study has shown that
people who ate more soup
and dairy products, fewer
sugary foods and beverages
and a variety of other foods
had the fewest symptoms of
nutritional health problems.
So this holiday season,
eat right and keep fit. And
while you're at it, give family and friends Olympic
gifts specially designed to
hold soup at home or on the
go. Here are two Olympic
gift ideas:
• Campbell's Olympic
thermal bottle is "portable
goodness" all the way. The
famous red-and-white soup
can design is combined with
an "Official Soup Winter
Olympics — Sarajevo '84"
seal. Approximately 10
inches high, the thermal
bottle has a wide mouth for
easy pouring and eating.
And it contains no glass so
it's safe for kids to carry to
school. It keeps hot foods
hot and cold foods cold up
to four hours. It's only $4.95
plus three labels from any of
Campbell's Red and White
Condensed Tomato Soups.
• High-quality color reproduction should make
Campbell's Olympic soup
bowl a collector's item for
years to come. Campbell
Kids play ice hockey,figure
skate, bobsled, speed skate
and ski in Olympic garb
along the inside of the bowl.
Famous Corelle by Corning
quality for only $2.95 each
plus three Campbell's Red
and White Condensed Soup
labels.
• And here's another
idea: Campbell Soup Company is the national sponsor
of the U.S. Figure Skating
Team. So, when you buy a
U.S. Figure Skating Team
Mug, you'll give an extra
gift: for every mug sold,
Campbell will send SI.00 to
the U.S. Figure Skating Association.
One side of the mug carries the U.S. Figure Skating
Team logo. The other side
sports a bit of' magic": fill
the mug with hot soup„ and,,
the. Campbell Kid figitre
skaters appear. When the
soup disappears, so do the •
Kids. The ,mugs are $3.95,
plus thcee labels from any of
Campbell's Red and White
Condensed Soups,

• Olympic Thermal Bottle, P.O. Box 4157, Reidsville, NC 27322-4157
• Olympic Bowl, P.O.
Box 4154, Reidsville, NC
27322-4154
• Skating Mug, P.O.
NC
Box 4005,
27322-4005
Allow six weeks for delivery. The offer is good
through December, 1984.

We have those hard to find DOLLS-DOLLS-DOLLS
Burnetts, Blonds, Red Heads, Big or Small
OR.. make your own. We carry all the supplies -soft sculpture fabric, ribbons for dresses, instruction books, calico fabric for their dresses and
pinafore, paint for eyes.

All Girls Size 5-14 yrs.
1/3 ofi
Jackets
Lightweight
All Boy's Winter &
20% off
Jackets

At

Layaway Now For
Christmas
Free Gift Wrapping

l‘te OnWitit
RaeObettui
The_Court Square

Shop
Downtown

SettleWorkman
Across From The Bank of
Murray Where You Get
'Quality Merchandise At
Reasonable Prices.

Open Sun. 1-4 Until Christmas
O
7510859
Murray
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
** *** * *
** * ** **

14
fill
c•

M urt di k

LAYLA-Z-BOY RECLINERS
8t SWIVEL ROCKERS
Save
1 Save
$100 To
$100 To
$150
$1 50
•

Zyl
elmai,41,
00400.

ItF,441

.c•
a

10•0110
"4
"

•

El
Terms

•

Free
Delivery
A

4

Ordering information
,

To order, send labels and
checor money order to:

111..111L-11111.111.-4111.-•,
...*
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Build gold iewerly wardrobe for a lasting Christmas gift

• Help someone you care
about to build a karat gold
iewelry wardrobe. Not only
as this one of the most beautiful and personal ways to
say "Merry Christmas,"
but it's a gift that lasts . .
and lasts. . not just for the
coming Christmas season,

but for every season of the
year.
"Gold jewelry is designed in so many forms that
you can find something perfect for everybody," comments Michael D. Roman,
Chairman of Jewelers of
America (JA), the national

association offering consumer information about
fine jewelry.
"Gold jewelry is suitable
for men, woman, and children. . and it's available in
prices to fit virtually every
pocketbook.••

When you give a classic
gold jewelry item, you're
Helping someone buld a giving a gift that can be
karat gold jewelry wardiobe mixed and matched with
is helping that person build other gold jewelry. It fits
his or her own lasting in- any and every occasion and
vestment in beauty and ver- makes a fashion statement
satility, according to for the person wearing it.
Roman.
There are several basic,
Versatile in%estment

Earthly delights for the gardener on your list
Whether it's the latest heights is Ortho's Cotnplete
mystery bestseller or a how- Guide to Successful Gardento-do-any thing-better ing.
4uide, everyone enjoys reThis new, elegant hard-ceiving books as Christmas cover edition will appeal to
-gifts._ Hardcover books novice and experienced garmake especially appropriate deners everywhere who apgift items.
preciate the joy and beauty
The must-have Christ- of their favorite hobby.
mas book this season for the
All aspects of gardening,
-gardener who wants to from growing houseplants
reach new horticultural to planting vegetables, are

included in the 504-page variations in climate zones
and strategies for gardening
text.
By reading about the ba- in sunlight and shade; how
sics of garden design and to grow a bumper crop of
how to use color in a garden, vegetables in any garden
gardeners can create beauti- space; and advice on comful landscapes whether their bating pests and diseases.
The section on housegarden covers a country
acre or is situated on an plants provides information
on the selection and care of
apartment balcony.
Other sections discuss all types of indoor plants.
such gardening essentials as For instance, contrary to
common practice. Christmas poinsettia do not have
to be treated as temporary
plants and discarded after
the holidays.
And, if you decided to
buy a live Christmas tree
this season and want to
plant it in your backyard after the holidays, Successful
Gardening can provide assistance.
The gardener on your gift

list will appreciate a book
from Ortho because it is a
name he or she recognizes
and trusts. Ortho is a top
horticultural publisher and
has long been the leader in
scientific plant care and
protection.

versatile categories of gold
jewelry:
• Chains and necklaces —
Neckchains are the most
basic type of karat gold item
in a gold jewelry wardrobe.
A collection of neckchains
should include a chokerlength chain (15 - 16 inches
long) and a medium-length
chain (18 - 20 inches long).

basic. Expand a collection
with a classic gold hoop in
whatever size is most flattering. . . or, perhaps a gold
"drop" earring. One of the
classic fluted or feathered
shapes would be another
good choice.
And — to give additional
mileage to a wardrobe —
think of gold earring "jackets" to give a totally different look to a tiny diamond,
pearl, or other pierced
studs.
• Bracelets — Karat gold
bracelets are fashion items
that add that extra "touch of
class" to,.every woman's
wrist. Some favorites include gold chain or link
bracelets, worn alone or in
multiples, with or without
charms . . and I. D. bracelets, whether delicate or
bold. Gold bangles also enjoy steady popularity.
• Rings — A gold jewelry
wardrobe should contain at
least one gold ring. Choose
from a variety Of wide
banns, wires, domes or
"stackables"(which are really several slender rings
worn together).

Cold necklace ideas
Also popular is one very
long versatile chain which
can be adapted for many
looks by looping it two or
three times around the neck
— or wearing it full length.
One or several strands of
karat gold beads are another
fashionable choice for a collection.
There are many popular
styles from which to
choose, whether they've
been handcrafted or machine-made. Some bestsellers include the serpentine,
herringbone, cobra and
"c"-chain, all of which are
available in a variety of
lengths, gauges and prices.
•Earrings — No one has
too many earrings — The
basic karat gold jewelry
"Ring" in the holidays
wardrobe should include
several pairs of earrings,
Karat gold stackable rings
suitable for work or play, are very popular and versatile. You can start with one
day or evening.
A gold stud is the most and build up a collection.

Diamond
Love Quartets

And, for variety, "stacks"
can be rearranged, or worn
one or two at a time.
Other favorite karat gold
nng styles include interlocking rolling rings, signet
rings, initial rings and the always popular heart motif.
Rings are perhaps the most
cherished and personal
karat gold jewelry basic.
• Pins — On a lapel, a
collar,a hat. . every woman's jewelry wardrobe
should include at least one
or two karat gold pins or
brooches. Bar pins and
stickpins are versatile and
affordable, as are small scatter tacks. Favorite motifs
include hearts, flowers,
bows and geometrics.
They can be worn in clusters or singly. Two or three
karat gold pins provide dozens of witty, romantic and
dramatic touches to accent a
gold wardrobe.
Where should you purchase karat gold jewelry?
"For the best selection, and
the most professional advice, it's vital to go to your
local jeweler," Roman concludes.
'He can answer your
questions and help you find
that right piece of gold jewelry that will say'Merry
Christmas' with love and
lasting beauty.••
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Santa Says, "Give her a beautiful
new kitchen for Christmas!"

Available with
beautiful round,
oval, marquise,
and
pear shape
/ diamonds.

Ilk

Priced, from

$175

Terry's has everything you'll need:
Pittsburgh paints
Congoleum and Armstrong floor
coverings
Del Mart blinds
Vinyl and Vinyl Coated Wall coverings

Many other stOes a va,(ab)e
in all price ranges

TERRY'S PAINT & DECORATING
ra A fill
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1 , ,/g1 di rite'
N•I
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I et 11/

Furches Jewelry

'
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Murray's Most Complete Decorating Center
Southside Shopping Center — Murray
753-3321

113 S. 4th
1.1.
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Outers Gun
Cleaning Kit
•Universai tor cleaning
rifles pistols shotguns
•No P160 .Reg 688
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Gift

Traditional elegance distinguishes this majestic
Classic styled console Shaped, overhanging top
Full, contoured base conceals casters The natural
beauty of richly-grained Pecan finish is applied to
5
durable wood products on top and ends Z
Decorative front and base of simulated wood in
matching finish.

Handsome Transitional styled console. Full,
contoured base conceals casters. Pecan
finish applied to durable wood products on
top and ends. Front and base of simulated
wood in matching finish.

Model 552559P

Model Z1310
Top quality in a small TV! Metallic Pewter color finish with bright Aluminum color
highlights. Black pedestal base. Also in Almond textured finish with bright Nickel color
trirn. Almond pedestal base.(Z1310A). Super
Video Range Tuner. Synchromatic
'70-Position UHF Channel Selector

Full Zenith quality and performance!
Simulated grained American Walnut with
metallic Brown color trim accented with
brushed Nickel-Gold color framing entire
front. Super Video Range Tuner Synchromatic 70-Position UHF Channel Selector

Sale

67500

$

Save 2.00
Normark Filet Knife
•6 Inch stainless stee o ace •
•Tooled leathe, sneal- •No

•

•

Reg 28 97

.23.88

Coleman Lantern
•Throws 100 tool circle ot light

Bieck & Diedter 7% Inch.Circular Saw

(or up to 8 hours *Double
mantle 'No 220K195

H.P. maximum motor,output .Superior qualr.'No ,3u8
ty for ddrable use •Double

:
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4 Colls
Sell% Fn. less • 414 h4.3,
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Sorle be Lass •Wel More
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the Sights of
&Sounds

hristmas
Home Entertainment Center

CLAYTON'S
8-Hour Front-Load Video Cassette Recorder
The VCR that gives you morel Up to 8 hours of
playing time, an advanced 12 position electronic tune; 14 day/1 event timer, search/special
effects, one touch recording, electronic function
dispicrj4 4function wired remote automatic
TV/VCR swttoh, automatic rewind and more The
ultimate in VCR QuoillY only from Moirovox

Special Magnavox
HEC Christmas Price

Stock & White
00019
This oompaat TV oomes ooITipliS with on A1.4044
- cloak radio with ICD cloak
ode., blear
picloss is dothorod by a 400% saltdilaSs OhOssis rs
Ow posted addition for any tooth Or Y0LI Oon uss it
In OW,Oar or boat, or fake ft camping. Features
0°0r/in4nt carrying handle. AC power adaptor. car
cord, sun screen, earphone jock for undisturbed
iistenIng enjoyment plus many more pleasing options

tirralliwrstam:s
g avPrice$139.95

•

•

19" Diagonal Portable Color
TV with Automatic Fine Tuning
This large screen contemporary styled portable Is a true
example of advanced video engineering, Proven reliabliny
through on MX1/00 solid-state chassis and 901 In-ilne Wad(
matrix picture tube The buttl-In Automatic Fine Tuning locks
In station signals tor a clearec sharper pic:tura An
exceptional looluel

19" Diagona
Videomatic Color TV
Great performances are automatic with Videomotic, the
system that adjusts to room light levels Instantly for precise
pictures every time. Built-in MX/300 solid slate chassis, 90°
In-line picture tube and Digital Control Random Access
Touch-Tuning that allows easy pushbutton access to the
channel of your choice.

19" Diagonal Remote
Control Videomatic Color TV
You'll enjoy top quality performance and reliability from the MXI300 chassis, 90'
in-line matrix picture tube VIdeornatIc Instant color adjustment and
125-channel capability. Enjoy It all with the 17 pushbutton Infrared remote
control and Digital Control Programmable Soon Tuning—Me system that lets you
pick your favortte channels In ode, quick Op. Now you can enjoy state-ol-the-art
viewing at your fIngertIps1

•

Special Magnavox
HEC Christmas Price

Chromavue
Color Video
Sound Camera
Recorder

AC • • ptor

This lightweight VHS portable VCR deck features advanced capabilities, such as a sepaftzte plug-in AC adaptor, 8-hour recording
capability, three-speed recordiplaybacit, search forviardireversa still,
wired remote frame advance, camera record and review plus much
morel Gel more recording and viewing enjoyment from Magnavoxi

Seeing Is believing! Capture life's
important moments with the camera designed
to last a !lifetime A high resolution Newvicon
tube assures color accuracy, and added
lectures such as a 4X manual zoom, automatic
Iris, electronic viewfinder, Instant review and an
omnidirectional condensor microphone make
this lightweight camera a must-seel

Special Magnavox
HEC Christmas Price

25" Diagonal Touch-Tune Console Color TV
A stylish iarge screen color console TV with good looks and an even better picture!
Features include a reliable 10X/300 chassis and slaki-o14he-oil 100° in-line picture tube,
Plus VidearnaliC 006X adjustment Automatic Fine Tuning and digital controls for simple
hvo4ouch viewing pleasure Includes 112-channel capability and high resolution tone
owed for true sound performance

Special Magnavox NEC Christmas Price

$579,95

Modular
Integrated
Audio System
A sound investment, with superior reliability and a long
list of winning features. This system Includes an AM/FM
multiplex receiver, cassette player, record deck, metal
tape capability, automatic source selection, power
level indicators, semi-automatic turntable and state-oithe-art control&

A first-class portable sound system
that delivers AM/FM and FM slow
performance; plus, a built in cassette
player/recorder with automatic
recording level, a sad elect system,
two built in condensor microphones
a cue and review function, and auto
slop Complete listening fiesdbility
with either AC or DC operation. Professional results in a smartly-priced
product.

A top-of-the-line system that delivers a new
dimension to sound. Comes with 25-watts per
channel power, digital synthesis tuning, 10 preset
options, memory scan, loudness compensation,
cassette player/recorder with metal tape
capability and Dolby B noise reduction, "Guide
Path" tone arm and soft touch
controls to deliver almost
unheard of quality

c monopole
VHF fine tuning and
added lectures for tuning
ease, accuracy and
reliability.

Special Magnavox
HEC Christmas Price

MAGNAVOX HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

PARIS, TENN.
WAILMARi PLAZA

(901) 644-9104

OPEN
MON.-SAT. 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM
"We Service What We Sell"
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